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Foreword 

The Western Computer Conference and Exhibit, sponsored joint
ly by AlEE, IRE, and ACl'l, was held at the Ambassador Hotel in Los 
Angeles, February 11 and 12, 1954. This was the second Western 
meeting initiated by the Joint Computer Conference Committee. The 
theme of the Conference was "Trends in Computers: Automatic Con
trol and Data Processing. 1t 

The three phases of the Conference -- exhibits, scheduled pa
pers, and informal discussion groups -- were all well attended by 
the more than 1,000 registrants. A number of unregistered visi
tors also toured the exhibits. Twenty-three booths displayed ma
jor equipment, all relating to the theme. Two teclmical sessions 
ran in parallel each afternoon of the conference, and the twenty 
papers presented covered a variety of equipment and systems useful 
in scientific, engineering, and business fields. The full text of 
these papers is presented in this Proceedings. The discussions 
which followed the presentations, however, are not. The decision 
to omit summaries of discussions and questions was based on two 
considerations: first, editing and compiling a sufficiently accu
rate and detailed report of a discussion to be of real value to 
the reader almost invariably delays seriously the publication of 
the Proceedings; second, representatives of a number of companies 
indicated that they could participate more freely if no transcrip
tion were made. For the same reasons, the five Discussion Grqup 
sessions were not recorded, nor were summaries written. A note 
listing topics and names of panel members, and describing the 
general organization of the groups is included on the following 
page, however, because of the enthusiastic reception accorded 
these sessions. 

The registration fee entitles each registrant to one copy of 
the Proceedings. Additional copies may be obtained from any of 
the sponsoring societies: 

American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers 

33 West 39th Street 
New York, New York 

The Institute of Association for 
Radio Engineers, Inc. Computing Machinery 

I East 19th Street 2 East 63rd Street 
New York, New York New York, New York 
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Dis c u s s ion G r 0 ups 

Five Discussion Groups met at the same time on the morning of February 12 
to consider the following topics: 

1. Unit Control in Retail Operations 

Chainnan - RICHARD G. CANNING •• University of California at Los Angeles 
OLIVER w~ITBY • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Stanford Research Institute 
RAYNOND DAVIS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Librascope, Inc. 
HARRY D. HUSKEY • • • •••• Institute for N1.nTlerical Analysis, NBS 
I\lIYliON J. MENDELSON ••• • • • • • • Computer Research Corporation 

2. Numerical Control of Petroleum and Chewical Processes 

Chainnan - SIBYL M. ROCK • • • 
WILLI»l CAR¥lACK • • • • • • • • 
HARRY BROUGH • • • • • • • • • 
HENRY NOEBELS • • • • • • • 

• • 

• • 

Consolidated Engineering Corporation 
• Fluor Corporation, Ltd. . . . • • .Shell Chemical Company · . . . . • .Beckman Instruments Inc. 

3. Numerical Control of Machine Tools 

Chainnan - J. O. McDONOUGH 
JOHN L. BOWER • • • • • • 

•••• Massachusetts Institute of Teclmology 

R. LOw'ELL HAND ••••••• 
C. H. STEVENSON •••••• 

• ••••• North American Aviation, Inc. 
•• Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 

• • • • • • • • .Douglas Aircraft Company 

4. Maintenance Requirements for Business Computers 

5. 

Chairman - FRANK C. CARLIN •• • • • • • • Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 
ROGER L. SISSON • • • • • • • • • • •••• Computer Research Corporation 
HONTGOHERY PHISTER •• • • .Hughes Research and Development Laboratories 
PAUL J. ASHENFELTER ••••••••••••••••• Remington Rand Inc. 

Mathematical Methods in Management Programming 

Chairman - HARRY MARKOw"ITZ •••• 
i"IICHAEL CREAl,lER • • . . • • • . . . . . . 

Rand Corporation 
• • • • Lockheed Aircraft CO~·!Joration 

• • • • .Rand Corporation 
• .General Electric Company 

ALAN S. HANNE • • • • • 
H. R. J. GROSCH ••• 
HERBERT F. MITCHELL • • • . . . • Remington Rand Inc. 

The Discussion Groups were organized in a somewhat unorthodox fashion, 
with emphasis on participation by the audience rather than on presentation of 
prepared material or discussion among panel members. 

The first step toward this objective was to eliminate any reporting of 
what was said. Those who were not prepared to speak for publication but were 
free to express their ideas informally were thus able to contribute. The sec
ond step was to allot only a small part of the time - in some cases about an 
hour of the two and a half hour session - to prepared material, leaving most 
of the session for informal remarks from the floor. The third step was to en
list the help of Dr. Martin Anderson, Head of the Conferences and Special Ac
tivities Department, University Extension, U.C.L.A., who discussed with panel 
members and chairmen methods of encouraging wide participation in the Groups. 

As we go to press, a number of comments received indicate that an excep
tionally free exchange of ideas by a large proportion of those attending was 
achieved. The reaction to this year's Discussion Groups will probably influ
ence the decision whether similar sessions shall be included at future meet
ings. 
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WELCOMING ADDRESS 

D. H. Lehmer 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

I have been asked to .extend a word of welcome to all participants in this, 
the fourth West Coast Conference devoted solely to electronic computers. It is 
my pleasant task also to congratulate those who have worked so hard to make 
this conference possible. 

As you know, this two-day meeting is sponsored by three national organiza
tions, the AlEE, IRE, and A(]1 via the Joint Computer Conference Committee. This 
is the second such conference undertaken by this committee to be held in the 
West. The previous conference, held a year ago in Los Angeles, was so success
ful in every way that the Steering Committee ran very little risk in sponsoring 
a similar program. 

The main objective of such a conference is the dissemination of informa
tion and this general objective is approached from three directions. First of 
all, we have the papers being presented, which have not only the audio output 
of today and tomorrow but also the printed .output in the form of the Proceedings 
of this conference. Those of you who have seen the Proceedings of the computer 
conference a year ago know what an absorbing and interesting volume it is. 
Secondly, we have tomorrow morning five different discussion groups meeting. 
These bring to light certain facts and principles that are not included in the 
regular papers and give a chance for the interplay of conflicting ideas in the 
indeterminate middle ground of machine development. Lastly, we have the exhibits, 
in which the more tangible aspects of computing are displayed. All three ap
proaches are intended to allow the designer and the user of computing equiI!Jlent 
each to present his own point of view and to learn something from .his fellow 
conferee. 

The topic of this conference, Trends in Computers: Automatic Control and 
Data Process:i.Ilg, reflects the fact that the computer art has progressed a great 
deal in the past few years. The topic a few years ago would have been just "com
puters." Our next speaker, Mr. McDowell, is going to set the stage for the con
ference in his keynote address and I will not discuss the topic more than just 
to say that it brings to this conference not just the old guard in the computer 
fieler but--a;-large nmfberof new~omerg,,-wose -1ntere-stts--stim-mat-ed. b-y the-new
applications that are being made of modern cOOlputers. It is perhaps not un
important to say in welcome to these newcomers a few words as a sort of back
drop to the stage setting. I realize that the term "old guardtt is often used 
today in a derogator.y way but nevertheless I will run the risk of such an 
identification in presenting one or two ideas based on living the history of 
computing machines of the past decade. 

If there is one thing that we can learn from the history of the past ten 
years it is that progress was made chiefly by the interchange of ideas. Those 
projects which stubbornly stuck to their original concepts prospered less than 
those whose ideas came from several sources. The veri table exponential growth 
of computing is due to the lessons learned from the pioneering projects. I 
will not illustrate these remarks, but nearly every one of you can think of 
examples. The availability of information on computers was fortunately high in 
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the critical years. This fact was due largely to the economic situation. Until 
recently, the driving force in the computer field has been the U. S. Government. 
Much of the know-how we possess today in the computer field first appeared in 
government reports, which were made freely available in almost all cases. This 
enlightened policy (which is also being implemented by today's conference) is 
now in some danger. Wi th the gradual withdrawal of government support and at the 
same time the acquisition of new fields such as those discussed in this confer
ence there arises the very real danger that channels of information will be 
closed for reasons of ftcorporate security". Even in the present conference 
there has been some of this trouble forced upon the Program Committee. I feel 
that the restriction of information will have a levelling off effect upon what 
has in the past been an exponential curve. This problem is at least as serious 
as that of the smooth transition from the governmental support· and pump-priming 
(to use a very old phrase now coming back) to full-blown commercial and indus
trial exploitation. 

A third problem is one of which those of us who are engineers rather than 
mathematicians are perhaps not cognizant. In the past decade the mathematician 
has played a peculiar role in machine development. His interest in sol ring 
physical problems has been the driving force to the design and construction of 
many a machine or even machine component. The new look in the direction of data 
processing is not an inviting one to the well-trained mathematician. 

With no offense meant, there is a world of difference between a C.P.A. and 
a Ph.D. in Mathematics. There are some interesting mathematical problems in 
the fields of operations analysis and programming but these are not very wide 
fields as mathematical fields go. And so it seems to me that" with the elimina
tion of mathematical interest in the wider extension of the computer we again 
run the risk of levelling off from another angle. 

With these perhaps too somber backdrops I leave the more essential stage 
set ting to our next speaker. 

Again in behalf of the Joint Computer Conference Committee my best thanks 
to those who have labored for this conference and my cordial welcome to all 
assembled. 
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WILL ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES 
MAKE POSSIBLE A BUSINESS REVOLUTION 

w. W. McDowell 
Director of Engineering 

International Business Machines Corporation 

I am very appreciative of the opportunity which your committee has af
forded to me to speak to this great audience of scientists, engineers and bus
iness people attending the 1954 Western Computer Conference. You gentlemen 
have accomplished much in a relatively short time. You will accomplish even 
more in the future. 

Your work is one with which I am obviously closely associated. It is one 
that is very dear to my heart. I am a firm believer in the fact - as Dr. Huntoon 
said last year, "You ain't seen nothing yet" in the field of automatic and semi
automatic machine s for the control of factory and office. 

Your committee deserves great commendation for the program. which they 
have arranged for this conference - Automatic Control and Data Processing. To 
the lay per son I suspect the se are though~ of as two distinct subjects, which for 
the most part must be dealt with separately. To most people, automatic control 
implie s something that deals with engineering or manufacturing problems, while 
the other deals primarily with accounting and statistical information - the prob
lems which are present in an office. To date, I suppose that in a very broad 
sense this is true, but I wonder if they are not much more closely allied than 
many of us might realize. 

You are all, of course, well aware that an automatic control system may 

which will be presented today on flight control systems will point out this need. 
On the other hand, so-called data processing systems often result in some form 
of automatic control. ·We will later hear a paper from Dr. Oliver Whitby, which 
will descriiles-om.€fof tne deVice-a whicnare- required-in ordertomaK:edata-proc
essing systems more automatic from the standpoint of the control of a business. 

We will hear more at this conference about automatic control of machine 
tools. In the developments which have been accomplished to date, with which I 
am. familiar, the automatic control applie s to the cutting element on the machine 
tool. An operator must change the tool when it becomes dull. I am in no sense 
belittling the development in this area, but merely pointing out that the automatic 
part of it extends only to a certain point. 

Is this example of the machine tool so much different - from the standpoint 
of automation - than a data processing system, w~ich is programmed to perform 
a complex production control problem? In this instance the machine automatic
ally makes certain decisions based on many complicated factors, and it is fair 
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to state, I believe, that the machine has performed a very difficult automatic 
control problem. 

In other words, I am thoroughly convinced that automatic control and data 
processing really go ha.."ld in hand, that you ordinarily do not have one without the 
other, that in developing an effective system they both playa very important and 
essential part. The two have now become so entwined that in the future it will be 
difficult to logically separate them. 

It is for these reasons that I feel the agenda for this conference is so appro
priate. 

As I stated earlier, tremendous strides have been made in the application 
of computers and electronic equipment to industry and business. Time will not 
permit mentioning of all of the papers which will be given at this conference, but 
the fact that you are able to talk with authority about so many control and data 
proce s sing systems as applied to busine s s and industry is in itself proof of the 
strides which have been made. There will be much more done as time goes on. 
Each year business machines will become more and more complete and perform 
in a more efficient manner. 

In general, and for probably obvious reasons, the machines which have 
been developed to date have proceeded on the basis of adapting electronic prin
ciples to form a new machine concept which tries to duplicate the results now 
being obtained. Thus, when a study is made to see what an electronic business 
machine may do in the way of providing improved efficiencies the only basis on 
which a study can be made, either on the part of management of the business, or 
on the part of an engineer, is on the data and concepts currently available and the 
procedures currently followed. 

In most instances, business management is able to present a very clear cut 
and convincing picture of exactly what functions and results are required. Their 
Methods people, as a result of studying procedures for many years, are well ac
quainted, based on their concept of the needs of business, with exactly what a new 
machine should do. Many of the rules and procedures were evolved as a result 
of an extremely detailed and careful analysis of the basic problem, but many many 
others were formed by traditio:q, on what apparently had happened in the past, or 
on opinion as to the essentials for a particular business. 

This situation is, I think, bound to be present in any large, well-established 
organization. I am not suggesting this in any critical manner, but as an inevitable 
product of growth in any busine s s.. I am. certain that it exists in IBM. 

This approach to the application of electronic principle s to busine s s 
problems has produced and will continue to produce astounding results. Un
fortunately, however, there are many studies made which show that the projected 
savings are marginal or where a more or less "brute force" method must be used 
to justify the investment. 
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And yet, because of the versatility of electronics it is not obvious why 
such should be the case. Why are so many of the complex business problems 
apparently incapable of being effectively solved by the electronic business ma ... 

chine? 

I think that one of the principal reasons may be that we are trying to ask 
a scientific machine to solve a non- scientific problem. We are trying to ask 
the machine to operate under a set of rules which, in many instances, are not 
consistent with its logical nature. We are saying that these are the rules of 
business, now you make the machine - adhere to them. 

In contrast to this, one cannot help but wonder, however, how much more 
might be accomplished were it possible to find some means of scientifically 
studying and analyzing busines s needs on the saIIle scientific basis as the IIla
chines and the components within the machines have been studied and developed. 
It is obviously a very complex subject, particularly since all businesses deal 
with customer s of one type or another, and customer s cannot be patterned as 
can machine tools. On the other hand, there is just beginning to be a feeling 
within industry that business procedures can be dealt with in a far more sci
entific manner than has been done in the past. 

You are all familiar with the developments which have taken place, for 
instance, in oil refining, or in automotive production. Both of these opera
tions evolved around a new scientific concept for getting results. They were 
far reaching and play an important part in our economy today. 

Very little of this sort of thing has been done on the office side of busi
ness, probably because management has been unable to visualize a plan which 
would justify the investment costso Also, business problems are undoubtedly 
far more involved than those of the automotive production line. 

Yet, as businesses grow larger, the problem of handling office routines 
and management controls is becoming more and more difficult. More and more 
clerical people are added each year, and as they increase in numbers, the prob
lems of communication, organization and control increase geometrically. The 
m.nre .peop1e- w-huar.e--adde~-them.oJ.'"ecom.plexInu..st-he -the cnn:b."-ols-1o---Con1rol 
them. 

I wonder if the time has not come when it is essential that some means 
be found to incorporate into a business the same type of radical and bold new 
approach which was demonstrated in the automobile production line, or in the 
oil refinery. I have a very strong feeling that something of this sort can be 
done, and further, that when a plan is evolved, the electronic principles which 
you have or know about will make it possible to develop the machines which 
will really fit the plan. I do not feel, however, that this can be done by the 
development engineers and scientists alone. 

In order to achieve this objective there must be a willingness on the part 



of business to look at its problem.s and way of doing business in the sam.e sci
entific m.anner as that used by the m.en developing the m.achines. 

What I am. really trying to suggest is that a new kind of partnership is 
needed -- a partnership between the developm.ent engineer and the business 
engineer. Perhaps the latter should be thought of as a business research en
gineer, a m.an who has the ability to analyze in a scientific m.anner the pro
cedures and inter-relationships which are essential in order to conduct a 
successful business. 

This thought is not new, but I wonder if we are giving it the proper em.
phasis. It is certainly som.ewhat akin to "operations research" which we are 
beginning to hear about. I think it is also akin to the thought which Dr. Hobson 
presented to this conference last year when he said, and I quote: 

"It is a curious fact that, while trem.endous advances have 
been m.ade within industry to increase the efficiency of op
erations in the m.ajor functional areas - production, re
search, m.arketing, etc., - equivalent advances have not 
been made in the techniques for handling the routine facts 
of business operations. The volum.e of factual data m.ounts -
the need for factual analysis grow s greater - the demand for 
precisions continues unabated. But, by and large, m.anage
ment had had to m.eet the problem. with the same IIlechanical 
aids used by a growing arIIlY of adm.inistrative and clerical 
eIIlployees. The 'clerical problem.' is becom.ing a m.atter of 
great concern in industry. This situation gives a sense of 
urgency to the widening applications of high- speed electronic 
equipm.ent on industry's data handl~ng problem.s and their 
inforIIlation processing system.s. The possibilities appear 
to be trem.endous - the result far-reaching. If the rate of 
progress continues for sorn.e tiIIle in the future as it has 
since World War II, it is conceivable that future business 
historians will know this period as the beginning of the 'ad
ministrative revolution.' If the trend continues, a new fac
tor in the m.anagem.ent equation will IIlost certainly have 
been created. " 

Perhaps, also the theory of garn.es has a place in this thing I am talking 
about. Again I do not know enough about it to chart any clear cour se. I do 
know, however, that when we have been faced with what appear s to be an in
surm.ountable problem. that we have always found the IIleans of chopping our 
way through it. 

Is there any reason to feel that with sufficient study, and with the right 
kind of people, that startling new concepts of business m.ight not be evolved 
which would cut at the heart of this probleIIl? 
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Let me give you an example of the sort of thing I am ialking about -
oversimplified, but none the less illustrative. 

We have in IBM what might be considered a rather complex production 
control problem. As would naturally be expected, we are using our punch 
card equipment to provide as nearly as possible an automatic solution to this 
problem. Because of the numbers of parts which we must control and the 
changes which inevitably occur during the course of a production cycle, we 
must use what we consider rather clumsy methods in performing our day-by
day planning operation. When we developed the 701 Electronic Calculator, 
which, as many of you know, is quite a powerful and fast machine, we went 
to work to try to program our production control problem on it. 

To our amazement, we found that we were unable to evolve a satisfac
tory set of formulas which would perrnit us to obtain an overall machine so
lution. There is no question in any of our minds that if we secur-e the right 
type of people and continue to work on this problem, a procedure can be found, 
but it is very probable that the solution will affect much more than just this 
particular job. It may well result in changes in our method of handling orders, 
our basic planning operation, the numbers of machine tools which are available, 
inventory policies, etc. Furthermore, when we get through we may find that 
the 701 is not properly balanced for this data processing application. 

The same type of analysis can be made on costs, budgeting, order con
trol, purchasing, planning and many others. In most instances, each applica
tion cannot be considered by itself. Its relationships and effect on related 
activities must also be carefully thought out. The solutions from the point of 
view about which I speak are tough, but I am thoroughly convinced solutions can 
be found. 

The same might be said with respect to customer relations. Because we 
are dealing with personalities it cannot be as positive or scientific. There is 
every reason to believe, however, that with proper study and scientific anal
ysis an improved relationship with customers can be found - one that would be 
m.oxe <fH cj ent and WOll ld --I' ead j l¥_:fiL m.achine_~lutions _____ ~~arnple_oL a _new __ 
concept of customer relations is the "super market. II I am not suggesting 
that all groceries should be super markets, but that there are ways to make 
significant advances in efficiencies and, at the same time, be susceptible to 
better machine solutions. 

It was not so many years ago that airplane design was carried out without 
much reliance on scientific computation. Not too much was known about the 
factors which would lead to the safest and most efficient airplane. I suspect 
that even if a giant calculator had been available twenty year s ago, it would 
have remained idle because no one knew enough about the behaviour of air
craft to intelligently apply problems to the machine. But today calculators 
arenllt big or fast enough for them - all because the scientists and engineers 
in the aircraft industry have learned how to deal with the factors which affect 



airplane design. 

Canit this same sort of thing - with enough thought and study - exist in 
the concept of a business? 

For the most part businesses do not have people who are scientifically 
trained to take this approach. Methods people within industry are doing a 
marvelous job and their services are indispensable but, unfortunately, most 
of them are not trained to deal with problems of this sort. 

To do this work, a new type of scientist is required. Probably a basic 
engineering education is desirable, and in addition an excellent grasp of mathe
matics. He must be research minded. Large numbers are necessary. Such 
men are not available today and, therefore, must be trained. A number of 
universities have recognized this need, and I understand are in the process 
of developing cour ses which will assist in the training of people who can intelli
gently deal with this problem. 

This program will cost a lot of money, but if business management can 
be convinced that an approach of this sort may result in real savings, the 
money will be found. Business management does not question the spending 
of many millions of dollars in research and development of new devices and 
products. Only a few years ago, however, this concept was not so widely 
held. Here, as with product research, the benefits must be shown. 

I appreciate that the value of this type of research is hard to pinpoint. 
It is extremely difficult to understand. At the present time, the results which 
can be expected may be nebulous. It is a long range affair. Everything else, 
however, that we in this country, at least, have approached in a scientific man-
ner has paid off handsomely. Again, is there any reason to believe that this 
type of research problem cannot also payoff handsomely? 

The reason why I particularly wanted to speak tQ this group on this sub
ject is that you can playa major role in explaining the need for this kind of 
research. You are, in one way or another J constantly in contact with busi
ness throughout the country. If you believe at all in this concept and its im
portance, you are in an excellent position to tell the story. You can show 
management how vital this step is. If you can sell the idea it will have a 
double-barreled effect on the work in which you scientists and engineers are 
primarily interested. First, it will help to make more businesses aware of 
the pos sibilities of more efficient solutions to their problems. Second, and 
the more important - and the one which will payoff the biggest dividends -
through this scientific analysis will evolve m.ethods which will be more com~ 
patible with the techniques which you have for the building of business ma
chines. 

This possibility is well illustrated in the current trend towards the 
"systems concept" for the development of weapons. A plan of this sort - a 
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scientific balance between all phas es of the problem will inevitably lead to 
the most efficient results. 

Is it not far more likely that this same overall scientific approach 
will also in the case of business machines, provide the most efficient and 
significant solution? 

This whole c.oncept may be considered by many to be in the class of 
the wildest of dreams. For my own part, however, I believe that the same 
systematic scientific analysis of business problems will yield the same 
b-eneficial results that have been achieved in industry, science, medicine 
and many other fields. 

Those of you who do feel, with me, that there is something here, can 
do, I believe, a tr emendous amount of good by talking about it t.o your as
sociates in the scientific and business world and find a way together to 
tackle this problem head on. Its bigness and the lack of trained men 
should not be discouraging. Once we are convinced of its merit, the 
means will be found to accomplish it. 

May I thank you again for making it possible for me to be present 
here with you today. 
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TRENDS IN ELECTRONIC BUSINESS DATA SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

Dean Eo Wooldridge 
The Ramo- Wooldridge Corporation 

Los Angeles, California 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen. 

When I began a week or ten days ago to think seriously about pre
paring for this talk, I carne up with the conclusion that it is probably consi
derably !TIore difficult now than it was a few years ago for a luncheon speaker 
to prepare a talk on the application of modern electronic techniques to busi
ness and industry. It seems to me, relatively speaking, only yesterday that 
anyone of us who found himself in the position of giving a luncheon talk to an 
audience such as this could be pretty certain of attracting and holding the 
audience's attention if he only took time the preceding evening to make a few 
simple calculations to permit the recital during the talk of how much faster 
electronic equipment could add 2 and 2 and get 4 than a good human mathe
matician with a pencil and paper. Then it seems to me that, as soon as this 
luncheon-talk thesis was worn out, we found ourselves in another era in which 
the popular subject for luncheon talks was quite different, but still easy from 
the point of view of the speake r. 

The topic for the second era of speech-making grew naturally out 
of the over-selling we had done in the first era. In this period our speeches 
usually started something like this: "Ladies and Gentlemen. In recent months 
you have heard from other speakers of the exciting discoveries and inventions 
that lie just over the horizon. Well, I'm sorry to tell you, but you have been 
misled by overenthusiastic visionaries who don't appreciate the practical 
problems. The sober fact of the matter is that these fantastic new develop
ments probably won't occur at all. If they do occur, they are at least twenty 
year s away. Now, let me tell you why. fI 

Well, I don't intend to be entirely facetious in these remarks. If 
it was a mistake to employ such thesis in luncheon talks, then I must admit 
that I participated in the mistake, because my own public and semipublic 
remarks on this general subject were at least partially in accordance with the 
developing styles as I have defined them. Actually, I think that it was natural 
for us to be fascinated by the bright and attractive horizons we could see 
stretching out ahead of us when we first became aware of the tremendous 
potentialities of the application to business and industry of electronic data
handling and digital-computer techniques. As a consequence, perhaps we did 
more talking about the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow than about the 
ruggedness of the path leading there. Then, when experience in attempting 
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to design apparatus and make it work caused us to realize that there were 
some serious problems standing in our way, it was again natural for us to 
concentrate our remarks on this aspect of the situation for a time. 

However, for today's talk to this group, it would be completely 
out of order for me to choose either the bright-promise or the view-with-
alarm thesis that I have just described. In the first place, it is now early 
1954, and there has been a lot of water over the dam in the last several years. 
In the second place, today I am speaking to a group of professionals in the 
business. All of you, I am sure, share with me a firm faith in the potential 
of this field, so it would be wasting your time and mine to tell you about that. 
I think, too, that those in this room probably know better than anyone else 
what the practical problems are that remain standing in your way. Conse
quently' it has seemed to me necessary to choose an entirely different topic. 
My topic; as a matter of fact~ is going to be fairly limited. My remaining 
remarks will be applicable to only one of the many aspects of the whole field 
of electronic business-data systems, although it is one which in my mind, at 
least, is an important feature of the field. I am going to talk about th~~
tems analysis part of the job that has to be done in the application of the newer 
electronic techniques to business data handling problems. By systems analysis, 
I mean the processes through which we must go in order to perform a suitable 
marriage between the requirements of the business establishm.ent and the 
techniques of the electronics engineer so that the procedures and equipment that 
are devised will solve the problems of the business establishm.ent rather than a 
set of imaginary problems which the engineer thinks the business establishment 
should try to solveo Sometimes, as we all know, these are quite different 
things. 

Now, I must freely admit at the outset that, with respect to this 
matter of systems analysis, I have a prejudice. My prejudice i~_..!h~l...E.!.0~'!~!Y 

--~,-
it is not going to be very 'well done ~= that both the quantity and t..~e quality of 
th'e"tilenf-iIid-effort that are put into this aspect of the busines s data systems 
field are going to fall rather far short of what they ought to be. I've arrived 
at that prejudice by meaI?-_~._of~bfiervati~ns that I have had an opportunity to 
Inake-during recentyears---tn--anothe-r-fiettt, which,'- however, -is-'-shnilar--enough 
to the field of electronic busines s data systems that the experience developed 
there should have some applicability here. The field to which I refer is that 
of el~ctronic .~'y:ste:rns :(<?..!_.E1ilitary_~pli ... cation. Military electronic systems 
compare favorably with electronic business data systems with respect to the 
difficulty of the problems that must be solved, and the complexity of the equip
ment that must be developed. In addition, the evolutionary development of 
this field is appreciably ahead of that of major electronic business data systems, 
in the sense that there has now been time for a number of major military 
electronic systems to be developed, to be manufactured, to be put in the field, 
and to fail to work very well. I can say, without the slightest fear of being 
proven wrong, that by and large the quality of the systems analysis that has 

.....-....~~'8't:'.!t~...,.,.~.t-l,.:!lIiI!!'>lc~:,,1(*""' . .>-;Mf.1-~r"...,~,:;~"~.(M'.->'~'''''"'-OT,~._...,'',mo,J--.,.,,,.,,.-<~, .'_.".',,<'c"'_"' .... ,·~·'_· 
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g()-r:.~ __ in to we apons ~s tem s devel QP~!..!?-~.!_!?~~n . c.!~.ep.~~!? tiE~gk",':,,:.':':_~. ~~~.~g 
'slome of the organizations that are known to possess high=caliber scientists 
arid engineers. There appears to be an illusory sense of simplicity about 
systems analysis that at times fools even the best engineers and scientists. 

The typical situation is that at the beginning of a major project 
an analytical approach is indeed brought to bear to attempt to determine what 
the influence of the tactical problem is upon the characteristics of the major 
subsystems that have to go together to solve it, but when the scientists and 
engineers are really only about half way through with the systems analysis 
that needs to be done, they develop a feeling that they completely understand the 
problem, and they divert their attention to the invention and development of 
new com.ponents and devices. As a result, when the military system finally 
comes out, a little bit of hindsight which somebody generally exerts at that 

I time reveals that it could have been ever so much more effective with respect 
\ to the tactical job that it was designed for, if only there had been a little more 

j 
continuing attention paid to the systems analytie.al portion of the task before 
the program was so thoroughly committed to hardware development. 

This is the source of my prejudice with respect to systems 
analysis. As I have said, I believe that the mistakes that have been made in 
the military field are apt to carryover into the business field. Indeed, I 
have a feeling that the business data systems field is more susceptible to 
such mistakes and that, in fact, all of the ingredients are here present to 
permit us to develop some awfully fine equipment that will bring a trem.en
dous efficiency to the performance of precisely the wrong tasks. The prob
lem is more complicated than in the military case, for two or three reasons. 
In the first place, it is generally easier to specify the objective in the instance 
of a military weapons system. The things that we attempt to do in warfare 
are pretty primitive. We can describe most military weapons systems by 
saying that they must consist of means for seeing an enemy and observing 
what he is doing, making calculations on the data that are achieved in this 
way, and finally using these calculations to provide some kind of navigating 
or guidance instructions for a vehicle that is sent out after the enemy and 
caused to explode in the vicinity of the target. 

But it is pretty difficult to describe as simply as this the function 
that must be performed by the typical electronic business data system. Here 
we must deal with complex requirements that have been developed for many 
years -- sometimes several hundreds of years - by large numbers of people 
who have been engaged in one phase or another of business and industry. 
These procedures, techniques, and requirements have been developed partially 
on the basis of the actual logical needs of the business or industry and partially 
on the basis of prejudice and tradition, so that at the outset the systems analyst 
in the business data systems field is confronted with quite a difficult assign
ment of defining the problem. This task is complicated by virtue of the fact 
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that the scientists and engineers, who engage in trying to devise apparatus 
and procedures for such purposes, have generally not had much experience 
or interest in business as such. They don't really know the language, and 
they get into trouble because the language sounds too much like that which 
they do know, which help s them to come to the conclusion, more prema
turely than in the military systems case, that they understand the business 
problem before they really do. As a result they are apt to design equipment 
for solving what they imagine to be the problems of the business rather than 
the problems the business really has. 

Having tried to establish as carefully as pos sible what my prej
udice is and how I came by it, I now come to the obvious next step -- looking 
into the state of the art as it exists today to see if I can find evidence to prove 
that my suspicion is correct, and that mistakes in the systems analytical 
direction are being made in the field that we are talking about today. It's 
never really very hard to find proof for your own point of view, if you start 
out by being prejudiced and then simply sort out the evidence accordingly. 
Consequently, I have indeed been able to turn up a number of examples of the 
kinds of mistake to which I'm referring that are being made today and prob
ably will be made tomorrow. The examples I shall give will be simple ones, 
but I think they will illustrate the kinds of pitfall about which I have been 
talking that, I believe, will clutter up the paths for all of us who engage in 
the development of electronic business data systems. 

Here's one example. Most of us who have been engaged in this 
business for a number of years have had occasions to make analyses of 
existing business data or accounting systems in an attempt to prove that 
some of the electronic techniques we espouse can be put together to do the 
job better and :more efficiently. Som.e of these existing systenls nlake use of 
a punched card as the fundamental unit of storage information. A common 
mistake, in the analysis of a punched card system with a view toward the 
replacement by electronic techniques, is to assume that the amount of data
Burting and-ucotlattfigutntlle-new-systemwould-need-toDe ffie-samenasuThaf
performed in the punched card system. The point missed here is that the 
limited amount of lllaterial that can be carried on a punched card frequently 
results in the necessity for creating more than one card in order to carry 
all the information pertinent to a single account. Much of the processing 
arises only because it is necessary to merge the several cards in an account 
in some steps of the procedure and arrange them in separate decks in others. 
If the electronic system, which probably employs magnetic tape recording, 
is planned for the same amount of processing, then proper use will not be 
made of the much higher capacity for unit storage that is provided by mag
netic recording techniques. 



Another exam.ple of im.perfect systems planning also has to do with 
the analysis of an existing data-handling system for possible replacement by 
newer techniques. One of the characteristics of many current business data 
systems is that, while most of the transactions of the business can be properly 
mechanized, there remains perhaps 5 or 10 per cent of all of the business 
transactions that do not lend theITlselves to the kind of mechanization that is 
available. As a result these exceptional cases are not m.echanized but are 
handled by the im.provisation and employrn.ent of judgment by hum.an clerks 
and operators. Even though the percentage of such transactions is small, it 
is not unusual to find that their handling accounts for as m.uch as 50 per cent 
of the operational cost of the entire business data system.. Nevertheless, I 
know of at least one analysis of such a data system, for possible replacement 
by newer techniques, where the procedure was to layout a design of an elec
tronic system. that would simply duplicate exactly the functions and procedures 
of the current data system., without attempting to m.echanize the exceptional 
transactions. This in spite of the fact that, as was shown later by a competing 
analysis, a more careful design of the prograrnm.ing procedures and apparatus 
would have perrnitted the exceptional cases as well as the usual caSes to be 
handled autornatically. When this increased versatility of the newer electronic 
technique s was ignored, the very be st the electronic systern could do, even 
though the equipm.ent were to cost nothing, and require no rnaintenance or 
hurnan operators, would be to decrease the operational cost of the data-hand
ling by a factor of 2. By paying proper attention to the handling of the 5 or 10 
per cent of exceptional transactions, currently responsible for 50 per cent of 
the cost of the system, the designer had a vastly improved potential for in
creasing the over -all efficiency and economy of the new system. 

Another exarnple of a kind of problem to which the systems analyst 
should pay more careful attention than I expect him to has to do with the prep
aration of reports. The preparation of reports is not the simplest function of 
a business data system. Therefore, the frequency of the reports and the kind 
and detail of inforrnation they contain deserve the most careful attention of the 
system designer. It is important, in laying out the new system, that the sched
ule and procedure s employed in the preparation of the reports be properly 
adapted to the actual needs of the business. If you ask the business executive 
about his requirements, the chances are that he will tell you he needs sorne
thing like the kind of report service he is now getting. However, if you inves
tigate rnore carefully, you may find that the present service is in part 
characteristic of the particular kind of rnechanization that was available at 
the time the business data system in use was originally set up. The actual 
need may be quite different. For exarnple, the possibility, with the newer 
electronic techniques, of obtaining rapidly on demand important information 
out of the storage system of the equiprnent might well preclude the necessity 
for large numbers of periodic reports. Here again, it could be a serious 
mistake, in attempting to apply the new techniques, to copy the equipment 
performance specifications that were appropriate to the old. 
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This example of reports permits me to comment on one aspect of 
the systems analysis problem in electronic business data handling that I am 
sure is quite similar to a corresponding aspect of systems analysis for a 
weapons program. Perhaps the best way I can make the point is to state that, 
in the weapons systems field, a company doesn't do well if it doesn't learn 
very early that it is a bad mistake to assume that the customer really knows 
what he wants. Inasmuch as the concern that I represent is engaged in business 
with the military and hopes to continue, I must hasten to amplify this statement. 
The military customer usually does know what he wants when it comes to a 
tactical or military description of his requirements. The difficulty arises 
when an attempt is made to do a job of translation, still within the military, 
from the tactical description of the need to a set of technical specifications. 
The military people may not have complete up-to-date information on the 
newer techniques that are available, and they may not completely understand 
the old ones. So the first thing that a competent contractor does when he gets 
a set of specifications from his military customer is to get off in a corner 
with his own best analytical talent and see whether these specifications really 
represent what he believes the military tactical requirements to call for. 
Nine times out of ten there are discrepancies, and the contractor, if he knows 
his business, goes back to his military customer and works out changes in the 
specifications to properly reflect the actual military requirements. I think 
that we have the same kind of problem in the business data systems field. 
The matter of reports was a good example. As I suggested, the business 
executive, if asked, would probably specify schedules and types of reports 
similar to those he has been getting, whereas his actual needs might be quite 
different. This doesn't mean that the executive is not an intelligent man, but 
most of us get accustomed to thinking in rather superficial terms about many 
of the operational details of our regular activities; sometimes it is not natural 
or easy to analyze carefully our basic requirements. 

we accept too literally the definition of requirements given us by the business 
customer. Some of us have on one occasion or another looked over the operations 
of a department store, with a view toward installing electronic techniques by 
means of whi ch-inventory- controrand-charge ac-coutrting-coutdoe concurren1iy 
mechanized, thereby making it possible for the store to operate more efficiently, 
with fewer white-collar workers. Here we quickly encountered a problem that 
is common to so many business data system studies -- that of getting the input 
data into the system. Hence, we find ourselves thinking about point-of-sale 
recorders of some form, by means of which a customer transaction can be 
entered into the machine automatically at the time that the transaction occurs. 
At this point we may very well run into a difficulty - an assertion on the part 
of a highly-placed, well-informed, widely-experienced executive of the depart
ment store to the effect that there is a basic requirement that a sales slip 
bearing the customer's signature be kept on file as evidence of each charge
account transaction. This has a major bearing on the kind of mechanization 
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we can employ, for it greatly restricts such approaches as the use of key
boards or coded sales tabs by the clerks for entering transactions into the 
storage system o The pertinence of this example is that, in the course of our 
own investigations, we have encountered at least one highly-placed; expe
rienced, successful executive in a major department store who assures us 
that this assertion about the necessity for keeping signed sales slips in the 
record is nonsense - that there exists no such basic requirement. I don't 
know t..1,.e right answer to the question, but, if I were going very far in the 
direction of designing equipment for use in department stores, I'd make it a 
point to find outo 

Another example corne s from the insurance busine s s. In one 
nationally-known, successful insurance company that we once considered for 
automation techniques, we were told that it is essential to maintain histor
ical records of the policyholders I transactions for a number of years into the 
past, so that, say, Mrs. Jones could find out how much interest she had paid 
on an insurance loan back in 1945. In another equally prominent, nationally
known insurance company, however, we were told that not only was this not 
a requirement, but that this company kept its records for only one year, and 
had gone so far as to have successfully tested the practice in the courts. An 
item like this could make a tremendous difference to the designer of elec
tronic data systems. 

I have probably belabored the subject long enough. I have been 
talking about a prejudice of mine, and have actively tried to substantiate that 
prejudice. I trust you realize that, if you have accepted my points of view, 
you are now left on the horns of a dilemma. According to my predictions, 
the mistake many of us will make will be to assume prematurely that we 
understand the business problems we are trying to solve, and therefore 
design, and put together apparatus and procedures that won't quite handle the 
actual problems. But after we have made this mistake once or twice, if we 
still have jobs, and if our company is still in existence, there's the danger 
of over -reaction, of assuming that the customer really knows what he wants 
and designing equipment accordingly. As a result, our system may again 
fail to sell because a cleverer competitor, who has delved deeper into the 
business man's statement of his requirements and discovered that they are 
not quite what he thinks they are, has turned up with a simpler and more 
efficient system. 

But I don't really mean to imply that we can't win, no matter what 
we do; nor do I mean to sound pessimistic in my predictions. Not only is this 
a trem.endous field, but I believe that by and large those of us who are in the 
field are going to do a pretty fair job of progres sing in the directions in which 
we want to move. Even though I predict that our performance is going to be 
less than perfect, I am. confident that we will still find our way to the sizable 
pot of gold that we are all sure is to be found at the end of this particular 
rainbow. 
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AN EXPERIMENrAL DIGITAL FLIGHr CONTROL SYerEM 

Maier Margolis - J. B. Rea Company, Inc., Santa Monica, California 
Eric Weiss - Dynalysis, Inc., Los Angeles, California 

Introduction 

Development of aircraft with large ranges in speed and altitude bas re
sulted in a need for autopilot systems with optimum control characteristics 
over a wide range of conditions and with very high accuracy and resolution. 
In designing a digital flight controller to pilot a highly maneuverable air
craft whose flight conditions are constantly changing, an investigation bas 
been made into the necessary and desirable control characteristics. This 
paper describes the control equations resulting from this investigation as 
well as the special purpose breadboard model computer which is being tested 
and analyzed in conjunction with an analog flight simulator (see Figure 1). 

The breadboard model computer-controller bas been built tor the sole pur
pose of proving that digital flight controlling is possible and advantageous 
over conventional analog methods. No effort bas been made to package the unit 
or to nake it flyable. Even though the machine has a fixed program, it is 
flexible enough to permit considerable freedom in choice of control equations 
and parameters for research study, as will be described later in the text. 

The flight controller Will direct the aircraft in three modes of oper
ation: (1) Altitude control, (2) Attitude control, (3) Pitch rate control. 
These modes of operation must have good stability and fast response (Technical 
Report, Project 1, Phase 1 under Air Force contract AF 33(616)-273 entitled 
I1Prelim1nary Investigation If, classified Confidential, describes the necessary 
control and stability criteria for a linear system). An increase in the speed 
of response is provided through programming a nonlinear control function. At 
the same time the airframe must be guarded against excessive maneuvers that 
might bring the airframe into unsaf'e stall or structural load conditions. 
Therefore, limiting the airframe nan.euvers so as not to exceed safe stall and 
load limits bas been provided. These non1.inear controls, so difficult to per
form in analog computing systems, lend themselves directly to a digital control 
system. The fire control command Signals to the flight control system are 
usually exceedingly noisy. Therefore, the last nine pieces of data are digi
tally weighted and added to provide a smoothed input. Investigations show that 
digital smoothing by-m.ean& of -We!ght!ngH-d-i.~Nte- readings i-8--mGl'"e- Hadvantageous 
than comparative analog filtering methods. 

Development of Control Equations 

When the digital flight controller is functioning to naintain pitch rate 
control, the error signal c0ITml3.Ilding a c~e in control surf'ace position be
comes (definition of symbols will be found in the Appendix): 

l:l = 1 = k (aD - 9 ) e 0 

where A = K9(eD- 9
0

) 

(1) 

(2) 



Pitch rate control is furnished by the inner or primary loop of the basic 
control system illustrated in Figure 2. When operating in the pitch rate con
trol mode, the comrnand is aD and the outer loops are broken at the attitude 

e 

error input. The pitch rate. command signal e
D 

will be provided by the fire-

control computer; a discussion of the smoothing necessary on tr~s signal will 
be found later in this paper. 

When the digital flight controller is operating to maintain attitude con-
trol, 

(4) 
where 

Attitude control is furnished by the primary loop plus the position feed
back e as illustrated in Figure 2. When operating in the attitude control a 
mode, the command is eD and the outer loop is broken at the altitude error in-

put. The error in attitude multiplied by the proper gain Ke/Ke becomes the new 

desired pitch rate. 

When the flight controller is operating to maintain altitude, 

(6) 

Altitude control is furnished by the entire system as illustrated in 
Figure 2. The comnand as shown is hu. Since 6 is used in nonlinear control 

and in maneuver limiting, it is essential that 6 becomes zero in the steady 
state. For this reason the term -kf e is intentionally omitted from ;), and e 0 

will be introduced in equation 8. 

The equations for the three modes of operation my be combined into one 
equation for convenience: 

where CY stands for altitude control 
(?) stands for att1tucte control -..:::;/ 

G) stands for pitch rate control 
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The symbols ~ , ® ' and ® have the value 1 if the particular control 

applies, and have the value 0 if the control does not apply. Equation 7 can 
be shown to reduce to equation (1), (3), or (5) as the mode of control 
changes. 

In order to maintain a steady-state flight path, integral (or trim) con
trol must be provided. The desired control surface position then becomes 

~ (8) 
0d :: 6 + kl2 J Mt - k.feeo ® 

t_oo 

where ® :: 1 for altitude control and ® :: 0 for attitude and pitch rate con-

to 
trol. The integral term k12 J tilt will provide the trim control necessary to 

t-oo 

fly the aircraft along a steady-state flight path. The term -kfeeo ® main

tains the proper damping during altitude control and is necessary since the 
rate gyro signal does not provide the required sensitivity. 

The nonlinear control function which the digital flight controller will 
provide to improve the speed of response of the aircraft while still main
taining the desired damping will be programmed as follows (see Figure 3): 

0D :: 0d if' k8< 6"'k9 

°D :: k lO if k8~6 

on :: ku if 6~k9 

As can be seen from equation 7, ~ defines the transient error, which 
u1timat~ly determines the desired c,ontrol surface position . As used in 
e~ua-t-iGnS-{-9h tlG-}, and·fl± h . .t,he- magnituae. -ef- 8-4eteflflines whefr the-~ 
linear control action is desirable. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

At the same time this programming and computing is taking place to de
termine the proper control surface pOSition, the necessary limiting to keep the 
aircraft maneuver within safe stall and load bounds is being calculated. The 
basis for the stall limiting scheme is to make certain that the lift available 
will always keep the plane aloft; accordingly 

(12) 

And the basis for the load limiting scheme is to make certain that the load 
will not exceed the critical load and snap the aircraft t s wings off; therefore, 
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The following equations will permit waximum response while keeping the ma
neuver withiii the safe load and stall limits by predicting the expected re
sponse as a function of the limited corrrrnand signal f .. , where 

d = qk -~~=kl(qS CL - n rng) s a z max 

d , 
- k, = k2(n - n ) = .. c4 g 0 zlim z 

~= d or d whichever is smaller g s 

k = k5 + k6 I::. c 

kd = 1 if C;.. < 0 or if ~ '< 0 or if ~ ::> kc 

kd = ~ unless kd = 1 as per equation (20) 
c 

The error signal to the control surface servo, defined by 

(14) 

(16) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

will move the control surface according to equation (22). The variable multi
plier kd computed as defined by equations (20) and (21) and illustrated in 

Figure 4 is utilized to limit the aircraft to safe maneuvers. An. examination 
of Figure 4 discloses that the aircraft response will not even begin to be 
limited unless, first, the aircraft is close to critical stall or load limits, 
or, second, the command signal 6 will carry the aircraft to the critical 
limits before limiting might otherwise be obtained. If the cormnand signal 6. 
is small and the aircraft is operating near the critical stall limits, ma
neuverability without danger is assured; Figure 4 demonstrates that fact. 

0D as defined in equations (9) i (10) j and (11) to provide nonlinear con

trol, must be modified so that stall and load limits can be accurately applied. 
Therefore, equations (9), (10), ana. (11) become: 
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6. >k - 9 

(24) 
or if 

or if 

These decision equations make it possible to eliminate the nonlinear control 
action whenever limiting resulting from adverse stall and load conditions is 
i;-uminent. 

The equations to be solved by the breadboard digital flight controller 
computer have, therefore, been established as shown in Figure 5. These con-
trol equations are modified slightly when the flight control syst~m is • 
functioning in the fire control mode. The i!.1put cO:1'llTl8.nd is then GDN ' i.e., 0D 

with noise. To eliminate as much of the undesired noise as possible e
DN 

is 

smoothed and becomes aD in the above control equations. 

Therefore, aD is the sum of the last nine pieces of information summed 

with the proper weighting constants. 

(26) 

where to is the present instant, t_l is the previous instant, t_2 is the next 

to the previous instant, etc. These w"eighting constants may be easily altered 
without introducing any new components in the computer. This d.igital filter 
wi~11-€l':labl-e--a rot.her- -eeRl}?l-ete BtirV"ej1anct analysi-s-ci'--theef'-f--ect-of-van ous--
weighting functions. 

Computer 

The breadboard computer built for this project does all the necessary com
putation described in Figure 5 as well as the following: scan the input disks; 
convert the resulting information from reflected-code into true binary numbers; 
compute the smoothed value of en ; and convert the output into a voltage of 
continuous step function nature. 

The computer is a serial machine. Its computation cycle is broken down 
into 63 word-times; each word-time consists of 20 clock pulses. Thus, a com
putation cycle consists of 1260 clock pulses. 
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The computer has three arithmetic registers. Two of these registers 
(F and G) are 20 bits long. The third register (E) is eight bits long. In 
a.ddition to these registers the computer r...a.s a magnetic dru.11l !J1..emory which 
(1) stores all constants on a permanent memor-i ct.aannel, (2) has one seven word 
re-circll'~ting line which stores the trim-integral as well as some temporary 
data, (3) bas two delay lines 8 words long used primarily for smoothir..g the 
fire control computer signal, and (4) bas an additional short delay line used 
to convert reflected-code nurnbers into true binary representation. All of 
these registers will be further described in the following paragraphs. 

In order to better understand the operation of this unit let us examine 
each function separately_ 

Input Scanning and Conversion 

All data utilized by this computer is scanned from 13 commutator disk a.s
semblies. Six of these assemblies consist of two disks in series for better 
resolution. The computer scans these inputs one at a time serially, least 
significant digit first, by means of a diode matrix. The scanned data of all 
13 inputs eventually appears in one single flip-flop Ir ' in reflected-code. 

It is well known that a number could not be read off directly in a true 
binary form (where each digit represents a power of two) from a moving com
mutator disc because it is impossible to get all the digits concerned to change 
at exactly the same instant. Thus, for example, if the number were to change 
from 15 to 16, any number between 0 and 31 could be read due to misalignment of 
one or more brushes. To avoid this difficulty, the reflected binary code ,-ras 
developed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories. This code bas the feature that a 
change of one increment in the total number represented requires a change of 
only one bit. 

Several methods for decoding such a reflected code have been devised in 
the past. However, these methods either convert the whole number in parallel 
(that ls, all bits are observed simultaneously), or most significant digit 
first (that is, the most significant digit is observed and operated upon first 
and the least significant digit last). It is well k11.0wn that a serial dig! tal 
computer has to operate least significant digit first, and out of this con
sideration the following method for decoding a reflected-code, least signifi
cant digit first, has been devised. 

If the count of 1's of higher significance than the digit under consider
ation in the reflected-code number is odd, the digit should be inverted; if it 
is even, the respective digit should stay unchanged. (The 'Word ftinvert" 
amounts to substituting a "0" for a tll" and vice versa). 

The following arrangement will convert a number according to the method 
just described, where the number circulates timewise, least significant digit 
first. Figure 6 is a block diagram shOwing the elements of the decoder. 

The reflected-code number to be converted is carried serially, least signi
ficant digit first, in flip-flop I • A delay line feeds the reflected=code r 
number from this flip-flop Ir into another flip-flop IO so that flip-flop 10 

carries the reflected-code number at least one word-time later than it was 



represented in flip-flop I . 
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Flip-flop I carries the reflected-code number delayed by one additional a 
clock-period from flip-flop 10 ' thus trailing 10 by one clock-time. 

Flip-flop Ie is a single-stage binary counter which changes 

uration every time a "It! is in flip-flop Ir or in flip-flop 10 • 

has to start out in the "0" configuration and will automatically 
in the "0" configuration after a word has been converted. 

its config

Flip-flop Ic 

leave itself 

This conversion is done in two word-times. During the first word-time 
Ic counts the l's in the reflected-code number and determines whether the count 

of l's is even or odd. During the second word-time, without resetting, the 
same flip-flop counts the l's in the reflected-code number again. The com
plete reflected-code number is also delayed by one clock-time through flip
flop I . The decoded output will be the configuration of I if I is in the a a c 
110" configuration; the output will be in the inverted condition of I if I is a c 
in the "In configuration. 

Smoothing of 9
DN 

. 
Smoothing of e

DN 
is accomplished by effectively multiplying the last nine 

data points of e
DN 

by constants and swmning these products to obtain the 

smoothed value. The computer accomplishes this function in the following 
nanner: the last eight data points are stored in a precessing re-circulating 
line A , eight words long. This line is automatically kept up to date by re
placing a data point every computation cycle, which is equivalent to a re
volution of the drum or 63 word-times. This method automatically replaces the 
oldest data in that line with the newest and advances the relative position of 
the information in it by one word every computation cycle. 

During each computation cycle the data in the eight words of A is either 
added or not added to another re -circulating line B. The eight products of 
these data points times their respective weighting constants are thus formed 
in B. No attempt is made to include algebr~ic s~gn at this point. If the 
machine is -oPera.ting onpitch--rafe·-contror~ --£he--products- Iii B-are- eitne-f- added 
or subtracted into an arithmetic register during the beginning of the following 
computation cycle. Then the latest data of eDN is multiplied onto this sum. 

The above computation results in the smoothed value of en in this arithmetic 

register. If t~ IlBchine is operatipg on altitude or pitch control, terms 
k7 kf<hu - ho } \!J or k7<en - 8

0
) (g) are respectively computed in the arith-

metic unit during this time. 

Constants 

All constants are stored in a special channel K , on the magnetic drum. 
The weightir~ constant digits are always stored in the first digit of a word-



time in the K channel. The other spots in this channel are used to store all 
other constants used throughout the computation. The ease with which the con
stants can be changed is the main reason for storing them in this manner. In 
the upper right-hand corner of the computer (see Figure 9) a set of toggle 
~#itches is located which enables the operator to arbitrarily change infor
mation in the K channel, one bit at a time, by Simply setting the switches to 
the desired word and digit number. A ttl" or "0" can then be recorded by 
setting an additional switch and depressing a push-button. A lock and key is 
provided on the recording circuit to prevent any unauthorized uknob-twisters H 

from altering any information in this channel. Such mis-inf'ormation might be 
difficult to detect if not suspected. These switches also enable the operator 
to trigger his oscilloscope at any desired time as selected by the switches. 

It should be pointed out that this K channel on the drum can be eliminated 
once all these constants are established and built into the computer per
manently. 

Control Computation 

The computer follows the equations given in Figure 5. The timing of the 
computer is so arranged that each word of information used for computation is 
scanned off the input disks at the proper time so that it can be used immedi
ately when available. Because of this feature, it should ultimately be possi
ble to eliminate the nagnetic drum memory altogether. 

All computation necessary to determine kd ' namely equations (14) through 

(21) of Figure 5 are performed utilizing a ten-digit word. This ten-digit word. 
is sufficiently accurate for that purpose. M3.chine-wise this ten-digit word is 
achieved by splitting, at specific times, the G-reg1ster into two ten-bit re
gisters and performing these operations simultaneously with other operations in 
the remaining arithmetic registers. As a result considerable computation time 
is gained. The miscellaneous comparisons described in Figure 5 a.re perfo~d 
whenever the necessary information is available, and the resulting decisions 
are sometimes stored in flip-flops until they can be utilized. 

Output 

The output of the computer is £, . as illustrated in equation (22). It 1s 
~ 

easy to see that f.i can be of very large magnitude when a large input connnand 

is given. The control surface is rate and position limited, consequently, 
starting with the third least significant digit, only seven binary digits are 
converted into a OC voltage output. If f.. is of a magnitude larger (or 

~ 

srraller) than the maximum (or minimum) that can be represented by these seven 
binary digits, the computer reaches the decision to substitute for it the maxi
mum{or minimum) expressed by these seven digits. This information is then 
stepped into seven flip-flops which keep it for one computation cycle until 
newer information is available. 

The method used to convert from a binarv number to a voltage is well es
tablished (see Figure 7). The binary number" is shifted into an .... output register 
made up of seven flip-flops. Each flip-flop bas a voltage output which is ac-
curately clamped to a high voltage El or a low voltage EO ' depending on ., 
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whether the flip-flop contains a binary I or binary o. The output voltages 
of each flip-flop are indicated by Al through A7 ' where Al is the voltage 
output of the flip-flop containing the most sLgnificant digit and A7 is the 
voltage output of the flip-flop containing the least significant digit. Al 
through A'7 will take on voltages equal to El or EO depending on whether the 
particular flip-flop contains a 1 or O. Figure '7 illustrates the resistance 
network which forms the output voltage Eout. It can be shown that each 
binary digit will receive a voltage weight proportional to its sLgnificance 
in the binary number in the network output, or: 

1 A2 . A3 A4 A5 A6 ~ 
E = - (A + - + - + - + - + - + -) (27) 

out 3 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 
From studies mde on this type of conversion system, it is known that a 

linearity of 1:1 percent is readily obtai nable in- the conversion from binary 
number to voltage. It is desirable to calibrate the system so that Eout will 
be zero when the output register holds a binary number which represents zero 
error signal. 
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Appendix 

Definition of Symbols 

C
i 

CL max 
ds 

~ 
d 

g 

g 

~ 
ho 

ka 

weighting constants for the digital filter 

= f(M) , maximum lift coefficient 

weighted difference between lift and load 

= dg or ds ' whichever is snaller 

weighted difference between critical load and actual load 

gravity acceleration 

desired altitude 
-

measured altitude 

= klS CL max 
= k2nz 

the limiting value of ~ , the factor which permits the airfI'a.l'J)e to 
obtain maximum response for all flight conditions 

limit factor on the desired control surface position 

= Ke = f(q) , pitch rate gain factor 

~ = K = f(TAS) , altitude gain factor 
a 

scaling factors 



k1 

k8 k9 

k
lO 

kll 

k12 

k13 
L 

M 
m 
m

l 

n z 
n 
zl· ~m 

q 
s 
TAS 
t o 
6 

l5. 

cD 

cd 
ce 

£i 

aD 
eo . 
9

D 
9

DN 

ad 
e o 
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absolute margin of safety for critical stall and load conditions 

the weighting term on '6 , used in predicting how close the aircraft 
may come to critical load or stall conditions 
Ke 

= [7 , pitch attitude gain factor 
a 

the lower and upper bounds of b. respectively, which decide when non
linear control action will be utilized 
maximum positive control surface deflection 

maximum negative control surface deflection 

trim coefficient 

limit for 6 for determination of k c 
lift force, qs CL 
Mach number 
aircraft mass 

= k3m 

L = mg , load factor in g's 

maximum allowable structural load limit 

dynamic pressure 
wing area 
tru,e airspeed 
time at which the present computation is being mde 

desired control surface position before trim, nonlinear control 
action, load or stall limits have been included 
limited value of 6 for determination of k c 
desired control surface position including the nonlinear control 
function but before load or stall limits have been considered 
desired control surface position including trim before nonlinear con
trol or load or stall limiting have been considered 
control surface position 

error signal to the control surface servo 

desired pitch attitude 

measured pitch attitude 

desired pitch rate 

desired pitch rate with noise 

effective desired pitch rate 

measured pitch rate 
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Fig. 1. Simulation mechanization for the digital flight controller 
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Fig. 2. Basic control system in block diagram form 
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Fig. 4. Structural load ~,d stall limiting factor 
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to 
cd = 6. + k12P:ldt - k.-(keSO CD 

-00 

(8) 

l\ = !:::. 

(.15 ) 

d = qk - k m.. s a iJ.L 
(16) 

d = k4 -~ g 

~ = d or d , vThichever is smaller s g 
(18) 

k = k,_ + kr '6 c ") 0 

kd = 1 if D~O or if ~~O or if ~>kc (20) 

~ 
kd = It unless kd ::: 1 per above (21) 

c 

(25) 

Figure 5. Control Equations 
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Fig. 8. Front view, the 
digital computer including 
the magnetic drum memory 
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Fig. 9. Back view, the digital 
computer showing the diode 
matrices 

Fig. 10. The analog-to-digital servo converter 

Fig. 11. The pO\o.rer supp:'jl" 
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THE DIGITAC AIRBOHNE CONTROL SYSTEM 

D. vi. Burbeck, E. E. Bolles, W~~. E. Frady, E. M. Grabbe* 
Hughes Research and Development Laboratories 

Culver City, California 

After iv-orid war II the field of digitCil computers began a period of rapid 
growth, primarlly because their application to scientific computation provided 
increaseu. accuracy and computatioual speed, as ~well as tremendous versatility 
wnich analog computatiun could not provide. It was only natural that designers 
of airborne military systems would also consider ~Lhe application of digital tech
niques as tJ:1eir advantages over the analog techniques became apparent. However, 
the initial development of digital Lechuiques had prou'Uced computers of such 
enormous size and complexity t.hat their inclusion in airborne systems ~'ias in 1 
general cunsidered to be impractical. The outstanding feature of the Digitac 
system l.S tile development of a small cOInpact digital computer thCi.t is used. as 
the computational anLi. control element of an airborne system, without sacrificing 
the versatility of a general purpose digital computer. T"nis unique development 
\iJas successfully cul.mino:Led 'rJy the excellent peri'onnance of tile digitaJ. computer 
during the flignt test prob'TcUIl of t.:ne system. 

viork began Oll -L,he Digi tac Airborne Control System in October, l~48, under 
a contract with the lU'ma.ment Laboratory, -wrignt Aeronautical Development Center. 
Tncpurpose of the work Was the application 01" tne h~perbOlic position determina
tion principle to a high precision automatic navigation system. Loran and other 
hyperbolic guiuance systems were developed during the last ~vv-ar for guidance of 
aircraft and naval vessels. However, most of these hyperbolic guidance systems 
involveu manually operated equipment ruld the use of special charts for position 
determination, and they did not proVide tile accurd.cy necessary for precise auto
matic Ilavigation. The Digitac contract calla::1 for a canplei:.ely ~uLomatic system 
wnich used hyperbolic na.viga.tion. ~~o restrictions wera placed on the type of 
equipment or components required for the system and every encouragrr:ent ~.as given 
to consider any possibl e novel approd.ches which might lead to an advanced system. 

The program was started ~with a study phase which was follo ..... ed by equip
mentdevelopment and construction, anU. finally culminated in a system flight test 
program. III ti.Lis pape!" we wish to outline the over-aL.l system aspect of the 
development, but some details concerning Lile digital computer ani fli~l].t test 
results will be included. Details of' the computer, trie au topilo-L coupler, and 
the flight test program will be presented in papers given at the 19~4 National 
lli.E Convention. 

In a hY,perbolic guidance system, such as the Digi tac system, the position 
01" the aircraft is determined with respect to three ground i.iransmiLters whose 
locations are accura iJely kno1VIl. The master or common station operates with two 
slave statiuns in a lllCIJ:mer to provide the effect of two pairs of ground stations. 
'l'he time difference 01" arrival between pulses from each pair of ground stations 

~-Rarno-il~ooldridge Corporation 

lThe word Digi tac stdIlds fO.L" Digital Tactical Airborne Computer and was applied 
to t.he system after tne deCision was made to use a digital canputer. 
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establishes two hyperbolic lines whose iutersection provides a fix for the air
crai:t. Thus, a set of' ground sta·tions establishes a coordinate grid ·which pro
vides position signals for any number of aircraft in the service area. 

A system analysis of the problem indicated that new developments would 
be required ill prGl.c LicalJ..y every part of the system in order to meet tIle precise 
requirements for automatic navigation. A hyperbolic coordmate system has an 
inherent divergence of C ooruinateswhich leads to a purely geometric error -which 
increases ·vvith tile range from the ground stations. This fact. iuaicated -L.hai:. one 
of the crucial points in the s,ystem would be the measurem~lt of time differences 
to a suff .icieut precision to achieve the desiretl positional accuracy. Specifi
cally, the time differences hauLo be measu:ceJ. au-Lorua tic ally with an over-all 
accuracy 01· one part in 30,,000 or about ±.02 microseconus. Early in the study 
program a digital system was developed for accomplishing this measurement using 
pulse counting techniques and a novel vernier interpolation scheme (reference l). 
Illhis system counted the number of 2 mc pulses occu:rr:ing iu the interval to be mea
sured a"'ld then an interpola tiun'iias carried out by a pulse counting vernier ·i:,ec.i.!
nique which provided a measurement wit!l an erJ.·or less them tIlat mentioned above, 
without exceeding the 2 mc COUHting rate. The time measurement equipment required 
no precision components other than a ·two megacycle crystal oscillator and a pulsed 
oscillator of similar frequency 0 'fhe ant(v{er- for the time measurement -vv-as in dig
ital. form so that it could be used directly by a digital computer. 

Since the time measuremen l.S were provided ~.,.ith an accuracy of one part 
in 30.000, the canputer for this system was required to use this data in deter
mining position 'Without loss of accuracy. This in addition to the fact tIlat tne 
time measurement data was already in dl.gital form emphasized the desirability of 
developing a digital computer for these accurate computations. There are many 
other advantages of uigital computation for airborne systems, hcwever, which even
tu~ led to its choice. ~hese may be swmmarized as follows: 

1. The computational accuracy CdD. be Cilosen so that it is not a limiting 
factor in the accuracy of the system. 

2. the basic nature of a digital computer allows the problem being solved 
to be modified at any point in the system development without equipment 
changes in the computer. It is entirely feasible to make a radical 
cbangein ·i.he problem during the development and flight test stage, 
wh-i±e--tfie--e-anptlt-er--is--m-production---or--even- after tne- computer ±s-being 
used in the field. The analog computers that had been used in airborne 
systems were completely incapable of this type of flexibility. 

3. The fleribility of problem solution inherent to a digital computer means 
that in combination ·with different inpui.,s and outputs one standard com
puter can be used for many systems and thus provide a degree of standard
ization and interchangeability that has been pl-eviously unavailable. 

4. The ability of a uigital computer to make decisions provides, for example, 
the capability of automatic navigation throogh a se:L"ies of way points 
in approaching a target and provides for navigation back to allY specific 
point after the mission is completed. 

5. Fmally, cne of the most attractive advantages of a digitaL computer is 
its ease of mass fabrication which is due to the use of many similar sub
assemblies and to the 1 ack of precision components. 
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This .ll.st, of advar~tages of digital compu1ia1il.on is not new to anyone i'anll
liar with digital equipment; however, they take on a nell. meaning for airborne 
control systems since they prov~de adv~~tages wr~ch heretofore have been unavail
able. In addition to these a9-vantages, there are a number of others which are 
importantin the tactical use of the Digitac s,ystem. 

Upon completion of the study phase in 'Which it v~as d.ecided to develop a 
digital computer, an active development phase began in which two complete air
borne systems and one set 01' three ground stations were constructed. The great
est portion of the development programw-as devoted to the ail-borne equipment; 
therefore, only tlds part of the system will be described here. 

The block diagram of the airborne system is shown in Figure 1. Tne pur
pose of the receiver, decoder, and time mea::)'Urement eqUipment is to supply the 
basic navigational in1'ormation as two time differences. The result of these 
measurements are groups 01' 2 mc pulses which are counted by the input register 
and then this informa:tion is shifted ill serial form into the computer. The i[1-
formation obtained from the aircraft I s instruments for the heading, altitude and 
airspeed is converted to binary form (reference 2) and useli in turn to parallel 
settihe input register which shifts this :information into the computer. 

The digital computer was desl.gned as a general purpose machule in order 
to obtain the maxi.mum amount 01' flexibility. Tllis allowed "i;,he constructiun of 
the computer to begin long before the system equations were in satisfactory i·OrIll. 

The computer is a serial binary machine us ing a magnetic drum memory, a 100 kc 
clock pulse rate, and words composed of 16 binary digits plus sign. The computer 
performs addition, subtraction, multiplication, diviSion, check sign, as well as 
transfers to and from the input-output equipment. The magnetic drum has a total 
storage capacity of lilO words and oue 6-word circulating register was provided 
for fast access storage. A rioat~lg address reference ~Jstem (reference 3) is 
used to siwplif.y the control equipment. 

Extensive use of germaniwn diodes ~~as made in gating circuitry to reduce 
the number of vacuum tubes to a minimum. The use 01' these techniques, as v~ell 
as novel circuitry ana logical d.esign allowed the constl'Uction of a digital com.
puter "~wi th aootal of 250 vacuum tubes. 

The pilot I s display provides steering signals on a ~ilot I s director indi
cator, as well as signal .Lights to iLJ.dicate the state of the system operation. 
'lihe autopilot coupler' converts trle binary steering signal -Lo a shaft position 
necessar,y for input to the autopilot. 

Figure 2 is a photograph of the mput-output equipment showing typical 
chassis un extendel"S to facilitate maintenance. Figure 3 is a photograph of the 
digital computer. The total number of tubes ill the airborne equipment is 434 
and the total volUIue is 12 cubic feet illcluding power S'llpply. l'Ju atteIJPt -i1as 
made to subminiaturize the equipment as it was constructed as a research model 
and it was not intended as a prototype. 

A parallel effort to the equipment development was the system analysis 
and formulation of equations ina manner suitable for digitcQ. solution. It was 
immediately apparent that the transformation from nyperbolic to rectangular coor
dina tes is a cumbersome and 1 aTJ.gthy problem. Various schemes wer'e considered 



to simplify this transformation. aIle of which Wets the use of a pre-programmed 
course. This required precomputed cOJ.l.stants to be stored for points at two-mile 
intervals alon.g -t,he course from which a simple transformation can be made. How
ever', tl-!is was abandoned in favor of an iterative type of solution from which 
position ~ be determined at any po.int in the :service area. In each cycle the 
previously t;omputed velociiiy and positional data are used to computei::l. predicted 
position. The currenL time measurements are then used, together with tne predicted 
position and the measured a1 titude, to obtain a new value of position. This it
erative tec.nnique was chosen as it provides a simple and rapid solution for posi
tion and It converges quickly if the trial values are reasonable. 

Figure 4 shows a simplified block diagram of the program ia which the 
major steps 0.1 the computa-Ciiun are shown .. Normally; the course of computation 
proceeds by the path ouLlined with the heavy a..!"r·o·vls, in which the -[lime measure
ments are usable and tne position, the smootheu wi.'1d, the grounci velocity, and 
the steering signal are computed. If the computer determines that the tLn.e mea
surements are not usable, then tho dead reci<:oniug branch is -L aken and the ground 
velocity is determined. from the previous smoot,hed wma and -Lhe measured airspeed 
vectors. Since this computation is much faster than the normal navigation, arw 
weapon systems computation would normally be done ill this branch, thus utilizing 
other-'t7ise dead. time so that the total computation time is ca1.stant for the nor
mal dIld the dead reckoning branches. Dead reckoning is forced to occur every 32 
iterations in order to illsure tne weapons computation at repeated intervals. 
The trigonometric functions required are computed by polynomial approximations 
and squar e rooting is doll e by using Newton I oS i tera ti ve technique. The other 
brauches shown iLl Figure 4 are entered to cia tr1e final weapons computation and 
to change the d.estination WIlen the present way point has been reached. The over
aLL computation time for the !lormal or the dead reckoning branches of the routine 
is 0.5 seconds. 

The digit rate of the cumputer is !lot accurately controlled; however, it 
is necessarJ to know the iteration time precisely in order to deterwine an accur
ate ground speed. T.bis is acc anplished by using a part of the tlJIle measurement 
equipnent to measu.re tne nlag..'letic d..."Y'1J.m speed ea.ch iterC!.tio!l cycle from wrd ch the 
iteration time can be accurately computed. Tnis feature means an over-all sav-
i...l1g of airborne equipment as a frequency regulateu 400-cycle supply is not required. 

£Qr t.,Q.esyst~ill !:Li~nt test~ _~ ~~L.7 ~i_.L·~:r~t y,j. .. t,4 _~A ~Q ~ t~il9~ t;§.~ 
chosen. Several approaches were considered for tying the digital computer into 
the autopilot <..:ontrol system. anJ tIle method chosen is illustrated in Figure 5. 
This technique uses the steering signal to modify the autopilot head.ing angle 
input from the gyro compas~ while Gile autopilot operates to maiutain a fixed head
ing. This method 01' coupling has tile advantage of inserting the steering signals 
without interfering with the normal autopilot centrol loop. A detaileti descrip
tion of this coupler Vi/ill be given in a later paper. 

A fairly complete laboratory checkout of the system and the programw-as 
made by using the cumputed steerL.'1g signal ccnverted tJJ the autopilot coupler to 
vary the heaciing input to ·Lhe cOllputer in a manner that would be equivalent to 
havillg an cdrcraft with zero response time. 1)hen by putting into the computer 
an appropriate airspeed and forcing it to dead. reckon, it could be made to navi
gate tnrough a. series uf way points and in effect "fly in the laboratory. U This 
technique proved to be a very valuable one in cnecking out the program as well 
as the performance of the computer. During these tests an automatic plotting 



board nas tied to the computer so that the computed position could be plotted for 
these laborato~ tests. 

The flight test program began in June 1952 ani conti:muea ror a per~oa of 
fourteen months. It was conducted in the Metropolitan Los Angeles Area with the 
ground stations located at Plqa del Rey ~ Baldwin Hills, and the iioliywood Hills. 
In addition to these points, a number of other accurately known locations in 
vJ"est Los Angeles and the Santa Monica Mountains were used as check points to de
termine the system accuracy. During the initial flight tests a very thorough 
checkoutw"as made of all tile components of the system au.d When these were work
ing satisfactorily a series of c~lete s,ystem tests were begun. Tnese tests 
were climaxed b.Y a number of completely automatic flights in which the s,rstem 
was used to navigate the aircraft t.i:J.rough a series of four way points. Very 
satisfactory resul"Gs were obtained with normal navigation and in addition, the 
dead reckoning was shown to be very accurate. As a comparlscn, the aircraft was 
guided by having the pilot follow steering signals presented to him on a Pilot 
Director Indicator, as well as by completely automatic control thrrugh the auto
pilot coupler. This latter technique proved to be considerably superior as it 
was smoother and more accurate than manual centrol" and tlErefore was used 
throughout most of the flight test program. The computer iteration time of 0.5 
second did not lead. to any control difficulties, in fact it was shown that stable 
control was possible with longer iteration t:imes. 

During this flight test program, the advantage of a general purpose dig
ital computer was demonstrated, as its flexibility allowed many dozens of program 
changes to be made. These program changes were necessary to correct unforeseen 
difficul ties wi1ich became apparent only as a result of the flight test program. 

During the fl ight test program it Yias necessary to record large quantities 
of information in order to evaluate the system operation. Tr...e advantage of dig
ital ccmputation was again apparent in that all the qu.antities desired for- recor-d
iug were readily available in the form of binary numbers within the computer. 
Equipment was developed to display up to l!;) binary numbers on a 5-inch cathode 
ray oscilloscope ani to photograph these numbers with a 35 1IDD.. camera. With this 
technique it was possible to extract grrups of numbers at ~tervals of once per 
iteration cycle, or at a much Slo~r manually selected rate. This technique pro
vided a valuable tool for determining the operational performance of the computer 
and the system. 

The Digitac system is an excellent example of a system 1 s approach to a 
complicated problem in ~h the choice of a general purpose digital computer 
allowed the equipment design and construction to proceed even though the formu
lation of the system equations was not yet completed. In the future this flex
ibility will be explOited by using one type of- general. purpose digital canputer 
for each class of airborne problems, such as navigation, fire control, etc. This 
will result in a considerable reduction in the maintenance and spare parts pro
blem for the Air Force. The Digitac system has pioneered in the development end 
flight testing of airborne digital computers and has demonstrated that their use 
in na.vigation systems results ;11 advantages previously unavailable. It is safe 
to predict that in the future the airborne digital computer will be used exten
sively in militar,y s.ystems. 
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APPLICATION OF OPERATIONAL DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 
TO INDUSTRIAL CONTROL 

(Abstract) 

Bernard M. Gordon 
Laboratory for Electronics, Inc. 

Boston, Massachusetts 

In many industrial applications, the instrumentation of control functions 
with operational-digital components rather than conventional analog or pro
grammed digital types evidences advantageso New techniques have been developed 
and previously published techniques extended so that now a family of converters, 
packaged magnetic multipliers, dividers, and function generators are available. 

Two examples are presented. First the instrumentation of a digital second
order rate-control mechanism is discussed. Also, measurement techniques and 
control instrumentation as specifically applied to a cement-making installation 
to survey and control its manufacturing processes are considered. 



A DIGITAL-ANALOG MACHINE TOOL CONTROL SYSTEM 

By Harry W. Mergler 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Introduction 

The research objectives of the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory of the 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics include fundamental investiga
tions of aircraft flight propulsion systems. A portion of the research deals 
with the experimental investigation of the optimum design parameters of the 
blades of compressor and turbine rotors. In the conduct of this program a 
series of rotors must be constructed on which the blade shapes have been sys
tematically varied. Problems involved in the fabrication of these experimental 
blades are similar to those encountered in the fabrication of three dimensional 
cams. The blades (figure 1) have a general airfoil cross section and in many 
cases present a high degree of longitudinal twist and taper. Usual production 
techniques for their manufacture cannot be used at the Lewis laboratory because 
there are relatively few blades of a given design. The required expenditure of 
time and personnel to fabricate a single set of experimental blades was such 
that a program was undertaken to study the problem of automatizing a machine 
tool in such a manner that complete blades might be automatically fabricated 
directly from their original mathematical descriptions. 

The surface of the complete blade is defined by coordinate data describing 
the plan profiles of three sections along the blade length, together with the 
angular displacements of each section measured around a common axis (figure 2). 
The initial problem is to prepare these original discrete data points defining 
the sections in a form acceptable to the control mechanism and to store theSe 
data in some medium that would permit moderate access time with a high degree 
of reliability. IBM card storage of the data was chosen for this operation. 

This machine tool control program was therefore divided into the following 
objectives: 

1. To develop a technique for preparing the coordinate or dimensional data 
describing the profile to be machined in the form of punched card intelligence. 

2. To devise a technique whereby a small amount of the total defining data 
might be held sequentially in a secondary storage in order to provide for imme
diate and simultaneous access for conversion to a form acceptable to the con
trol mechanism. 

3. To develop a device for interpolating between the discrete data points 
to generate a continuous profile represented as a mechanical position. 

4. To develop a magnetic recording system where the output of the inter
polating device might be recorded as a continuous signal on magnetic tape, 
thereby allowing repeated operation of the control system in the absence of the 
interpolating device. 
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5. To modify a standard machine tool and equip it with power servos to en
able it to reproduce the continuous interpolator output signals as recorded on 
magnetic tape. 

A detailed discussion of each of the above developments would, of course, 
be outside the scope and purpose of this single paper. The discussion to fol
low will be limited to the two-dimensional case and will emphasize objectives 
1, 3, and 4. Extensions of the described techniques to the three-dimensional 
case will become obvious to the reader. The purpose of this paper is to 
serve only as a general description of the composite machine tool control 
development. It is the author's belief that this system represents a per
fectly general machine tool control which is directly applicable, without 
modification, to many machine tool automation problems. 

Data Preparation 

As previously stated, the profile one desires to generate in metal is de
fined by discrete data points. The fact that one desires to generate a con
tinuous profile through these data points imposes the necessity of devising 
some sort of interpolation technique to generate this continuous profile. 

Interpolation Eguations 

Two schemes to perform this continuous interpolation were investigated. 
The first device was an analog computer which generated a third degree poly
nomial of the form 

(1) 

Here rand e are the defining polar coordinates of the desired profile and 
r O' a, b, and c are constants. The values of the constants were chosen such 

that the polynomial passed through four successive data points (figure 3). 
The intel-polation formula was then used to generate a continuous profile in 
the interval between the two middle data points. At the completion of the in
terpolation for one interval, the constants rO' a, b, and c were reevaluated 

for the succeeding interval and the resu1ting formula was used to continue the 
gener ationofthe-profile-;---rrnls-proc-essw-as--contrfiueduffEITThe---c6mpT~e--pr6:;-
file of the blade was generated. 

Eqpation (1) can be generated by interconnecting three mechanical inte
gratorS! (figure 4) and providing them with successive integrand inputs of 
6c, Zh, and a. The problem then becomes one of expressing the coefficients 
a, b, and c in terms of the original digital coordinate data. 

The coefficients of the interpolation equation could be determined by 
solving four simultaneous equations in terms of the coordinates of the four 
points. Considerable simplification will result, as will be evident later, 
if the points are chosen at equal intervals of the polar angle. The coeffi
cients may then be evaluated in terms of the first, second, and third differ
ences of the radius vectors of the four selected points. Because of the 
simplification in equipment, the equal interval mode of operation has been 
chosen for the development described in this report. 



The Newton-Besse12 interpolation equation is a third degree polynomial 
whose coefficients are expressed in terms of numerical quantities derived from 
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figure 5. 

For interpolation in the interval W = Wo to W = WI = Wo + &t/., the 

Newton-Bessel equation is 

For interpolation in the interval W = W_l = Wo - oW to Wo the corresponding 

interpolation formula is 

Here feW) is the function to be generated. W is the independent variable. 
e, however, as used in equations (2) and (3) is a parameter of Wand is de
fined only in the interval from 0 ~e~ 1. Therefore the continuous function 
of W may be generated by successive ~unctions of e made up of unit excur
sions from 0 to 1. This is shown graphically in figure 6. 

If formula (3) is differentiated and e is set equal to 1, it yields 

and if formula (2) is differentiated and e is set equal to zero} it yields 

The difference between these two expressions is -1/604f O. Therefore as W 

increases through WO' a change Me given by 

(5) 

(6) 

has been made in f' in order to change from the interpolation formula appro
priate to the interval W_l to Wo to that for the interval Wo to Wl • 

The corresponding changes in the second and third derivatives are 

(7) 

(8) 
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Without further belaboring the mathematics of the interpolating mecha
nism, let it be sufficient to say that the coefficients of the third degree 
interpolation polynomial may be written in terms of the tabulated numerical 
values of the first and higher differences of the dependent variable. It may 
be stated that in order to proceed through successive interpolation intervals 
only one piece of difference information need be introduced for each interval. 

Data Preparation 

For the interpolation scheme just described, it is necessary that the 
original data defining the desired profile be transformed into coordinates 
defining the locus of the machine tool's cutter trajectory around the de
sired profile, at equal intervals of the polar angle. This data transforma
tion is carried out on an IBM type 604 computer, wherein the slopes at each 
data point are computed using a five point interpolation equation. From this 
slope intelligence, plus knowledge of the cutter radius, a new series of co
ordinate data points describing the cutter trajectory are computed. Five 
point interpolation techniques are again applied to these new data points to 
yield radius vectors of the cutter trajectory at equal intervals of the polar 
angle from a pole chosen within the section profile. From these equally 
spaced computed radius quantities, their fourth difference data are derived. 
These fourth difference data are punched in the IBM cards. Also punched in 
the cards is the desired position of the cutter at the end of each interpola
tion interval. This information is used to prevent the accumulation of errors 
in the int~rpolating device. 

Digital to Analog Conversion 

An IBM 523 Summary Punch is used to read the cards in sequence and trans
fer the decimal digital data from the cards in the form of electrical pulses 
to a diode converter where the intelligence is converted to binary-decimal 
data and temporarily held in a relay storage. Precision resistance elements 
are introduced into one leg of a self-balancing bridge by this relay storage 
where the mechanical analog of the original punched card intelligence becomes 
the accumulated angular position of the bridge balancing servo motor. Tnis 
mechanical position is the analog of the fourth difference data and is in a 
form suitable for introduction to the interpolator. Card cycling of the 
Summary Punch is controlled by the interpolator at a rate in excess of one 
c ard-per-secorut. --Dat-a---rs- in troduced----a;nd-heId----±n----re-l-ay- -s-terage- -in ad:vunce-Gf
its treatment by the interpolator. Error circuits which measure the gener
ated error at the end of each interpolation interval are installed in the 
computing circuit so that the possibility of accumulated error is completely 
eliminated. This error correction is made in the derivative of the interpola
tion function so that the error arising in one interpolation interval will be 
compensated for in the interval to follow. The maximum. error that can be 
present is therefore that developed during a single interpolation interval. 

Analog Computer 

Three mechanical integrators constrained as shown in figure 4, with 
provisions for changing the displacements of the integrand input to two of 
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them by the amounts shown in equations (6) and (8) as W passes through each 
tabular value, will generate a continuous function. This interpolation scheme 
has the advantage of generating a continuous function tr~ough each interpola
tion interval with only one piece of stored information, this being the fourth 
difference. Figure 7 shows an experimental assembly of the interpolator. 
Precision Kelvin-type ball-disc integrators with servo coupling were used to 
generate the interpolation polynomial. 

Spline Interpolator 

A second technique for performing the required continuous interpolation 
between the discrete data points describing the cutter locus is shown sche
matically in figure 8. This device consists essentially of a servo positioned 
spline which is positioned at four equally spaced points whose displacements 
are proportional to four successive radius vectors along the cutter locus. 
The spline passes between four knife edges; each knife edge being carried on 
a nut which is displaced by the angular rotation of a precision, servo-motor 
driven jack screw. Each servo-motor drives its knife edge to a position pro
portional to the coordinate magnitude punched in the IBM card. Four, three
digit decimal numbers representing first difference data of the dependent 
variable are punched in each card and read out of relay storage simultaneously 
to position the spline displacing knife edges. 

A servo-positioned probe (figure 9"), carrying a high voltage follows the 
spline without physically touching it, by using the voltage drop across the 
spark gap between the probe and the spline as a control signal. This gap 
iength is approximately 0.003 inch. The probe is caused to scan the length 
of the spline by means of a constant velocity cam whose integrated angular 
position is proportional to the polar angle while the probe is displaced in 
the variable r by means of the spark-controlled servo to follow the curva
ture of the spline. One revolution of this cam represents a 200 excursion of 
the polar angle. 

To provide a continuous output from this interpolator, two identical 
splines, each driven by four positioning servos, are provided. This permits 
card data to be read out of relay storage into one spline's positioning 
servos, while the other spline is being followed. A shifting device permits 
the probe to shift from one spline to the other in a negligible ttme. 

The interpolation cycle (figure 9) proceeds as follows: 

1. Assume that the right-hand spline is positioned and static at dis
placements HO' HI' H2, and H3° 

2. As the "e" cam rotates, the probe follows the spline through the 
interval HI to H2 . 

3. During this cycle data is read into tne left hand sp~~ne:s servos 
and the spline is displaced to values HI' H2, R3, and H4* 

4. When the probe has traveled from HI to HZ' it shifts to the left 

hand spline which is also displaced at H2 , and proceeds to follow up the left 
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hand spline to R3 • This sequence is then repeated and one new radius vector 

is introduced and one old radius vector is discarded with each interpolation 
interval. A photograph of the actual spline interpo+ator is shown in 
figure 10. 

In this system the response of the spark-controlled servo is sufficiently 
good so that the accuracy of this type of interpolation system is limited only 
by the linearity of the balancing potentiometer used in each knife edge posi
tioning servo. 1/10 percent linearity potentiometers have been used quite 
satisfactorily in the interpolator now in operation at the ~wis laboratory. 

The mathematical analog of the computer interpolator and the spline in
terpolator are, for practical purposes, the same. One process generates a 
third degree interpolation polynomial through four successive data pOints, 
while the second system produces a faired profile through the data points 
through the use of the deflection curve of a tempered spline passing through 
the four data points. 

Experience has indicated that 100 increments of the polar angle are the 
largest increments giving satisfactory performance in the interpolators just 
described. The selection of the size of this increment is, of course, a 
function of how well r(e} can be expressed as a third degree polynomial, 
thus making the fourth differences small. 

Magnetic Recording System 

Although the entire system so far described is capable of operating 
directly into a machine tool's power servos by means of synchro coupling, it 
was deemed advisable to devise a system which would permit the independent 
operation of the computing machinery and the machine tool. For this reason 
a magnetic tape recording system was developed to permit the integrated 
angular rotations of the outputs (r and e) of either interpolator to be 
recorded on magnetic tape, thereby necessitating only the playback electronies 
and the power servos to be in the immediate vicinity of the machine tool. 

The recorder, around which this system is built, is an Ampex Sterophonic 
tape recorder using 1/4 inch tape (figure 11). It is designed to operate a 

73. 
tape s~eed of l~ and 37 Inches per second and provides for the simultaneous 

_=-____0 _ __':I: _ ___ __ _ 

record and playback of two channels of information. As was previously stated, 
the output of the interpolator is the mechanical position of two shafts whose 
integrated angular rotation represents the excursions of the variables r 
and e. 

and 
lCTl 

A block diagram of the recording system is shown in figure 12. The r 
e outputs of the interpolator drive the recording control transformers 

and lCT2 whose stators are excited by a three phase 60 cycle voltage. 

This three-phase voltage serves as the phase reference signal on playback and 
therefore a signal representing one phase of this three-phase stator voltage 
is recorded on tape track No.1. 

The rotor voltages of the recording control transformers are constant 
amplitude signals whose phase varies as a function of the rotor's angular 



position referenced to their stator winding's exciting signal. The phase 
varying from lCTl modulates a 1000 cycle phase shift oscillator signal and 

is added to the phase varying signal from lCT2 • This composite signal, con

taining intelligence defining the integrated angular position of the inter
polator outputs representing the excursion of the variables rand 8, is 
then recorded on tape track No.2. 

On playback (figure 13) it is desired to position the control transform
ers lCT3 and lCT4 in accordance with their recorded position intelligence. 

To do this it is first necessary to recover the original three phase reference 
signal. One phase of this signal, recorded on tape track No.1, is passed 
through three power amplifiers where the signal is shifted 0, 120, and 240 
degrees to reproduce the original three-phase signal to excite the stator 
windings of the playback control transformers. The multiplexed signal on tape 
track No. 2 is separated into its two components (a 60 cycle signal and a 1000 
cycle modulated signal) by means of low and high pass filters. The output of 
the low pass filter and the rotor signal of 1~T4 are compared phasewise to 
indicate the mechanical following error. These two signals are amplified and 
clipped before comparison, thereby yielding a square wave error Signal which 
is reshaped to a 60-cycle sine wave to provide a suitable error signal for a 
conventional positioning servo, stabilized with velocity feedback. The five 
watt servo motor associated with this channel drives the rotor of lCT4 to 
minimize the error signal and thereby mechanically reproduces the original 
recorded signal representing the variable r. 

The second component of the multiplexed signal representing the variable 
8 is mechanically reproduced in a similar manner, however, the 60-cycle modu
lated, 1000 cycle carrier is first demodulated before it is clipped and com
pared with the clipped rotor voltage of lCT3 . 

Tnese low power read-out servo motors M .... ..... ..1. a.nd (f'; 0"11"Y"P l:z.' ::I.l'"P r.OTl-
\. - -0 - - -- I - - - --

nected in cascade with the power servos driving the machine tool's controls 
in the variables rand 8. A l2-inch Monarch Engine Lathe was adapted to 
accommodate the power positioning servos. The work piece is held in a four 
jaw chuck which is rotated in the variable 8. A motor driven milling head 
(figure 14) is mounted on the lathe's cross-slide and is positioned in the 
variable r. 

Concluding Remarks 

In conclusion let us consider the composite system and review its opera
tion (figure 15). 

1. The original coordinates of the section to be machined are processed 
with IBM machinery to obtain the coordinates of the cutter locus at equal 
intervals of the independent variable. ~ne fourth or first difference values 
of the dependent variable (depending upon the type of interpolator being used) 
are computed and these values are punched in IBM cards. 

2. Each difference card is sequentially read in an IBM Summary Punch as 
a tr~ee digit decimal number which is then temporarily held in relay storage. 
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3. The relay storage converts this stored intelligence into a mechanical 
position by means of self-balancing bridge circuits and introduces these data 
into an analog interpolator, where a continuous function is generated through 
the discrete data points. 

4. The interpolator output provides two continuous angular rotations 
whose integrated angular positions represent the magnitudes of the variables 
rand e describing the machine tool's cutter locus. 

5. The interpolator output is converted into a frequency modulated 
electrical signal and recorded on magnetic tape. 

6. On playback, the controls of the machine tool are caused to duplicate 
the mechanical position recorded on the magnetic tape by means of power servos 
operating in a closed loop with the tape read-out servos. 

This type of control is readily adapted to any machine tool usi~ rack 
or lead-screw coordinate control. No modification of the interpolator is 
required concerning the type of coordinate system, the range of the controlled 
variables, or the size of the piece being machined, for the device operates 
from normalized data. The scale factor is adjusted at the output end of the 
interpolator to conform with the size of the machined member and the pitch of 
the particular machine tool control elements. 

The interpolator, in association with its correction and reset circuits 
presents a total accumulated error of about 0.1 percent for a complete inter
polation cycle. The maximum operating speed in the variable r is approxi
mately ten inches per minute, the limiting factor here being a proper balance 
between the data input and interpolation cycles. It is the author's belief 
that this system represents a perfectly general machine tool control requiring 
a minimum of data preparation and equipment auxiliary to the machine tool. 
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F:i.g. 1. A typi.cal blade geometry 

Fig. J. Information points for int~rpolation 
intervalR Po to PI ruld PI to P2 

Fig. 2. A blade surface defined 
by coordinate points describing 
the profilee of three of :its 
cross sections 

Fig. 4. Connection of three integrato!'s to 
generate the polynomial r = rO + a8 + be2 + c83. 
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Fig. 11. Relay storage, master control 
QtatiQo, and ~Qwer servo electronics 
(left rack), magnetic recorder and 
associated electronics(right rack) 
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Figure 14. - Adaptation Of A Motor Driven Milling Head To The Engine Lathe. 

Figure 15. - The ~fuchine Tool and Its Complete Control System. From Left to 
Right, Rack One Containing Relay Storage, Master Control Station, and Power 
Servo Electronics; Rack Two Containing Tape Recorder and Associated Elec
tronics; IBM 523 Summary Punch; Spline Interpolator. 12ft Monarch Engine 
Lathe. Power Servos May Be Seen To The Left and To The Rear Of The Lathe. 



EXPERIMENTS WITH A DIGITAL CONPUTER 
IN A SIMPLE CONTROL SYSTEM 

ErJ T. J. Burns, J. D. Cloud, J. M. Salzer 
Hughes Research and Development Laboratories 

Culver City, Califorr..ia 

Introduction 

The use of digital computers as ele~ents in control systems is rapidly 
becoming an accepted and effective practice. One important feature of such 
5,Ystems is that information is accepted by most digital computers only inter
mittently. On each sanlple of incoming data the computer performs a sequence 
of operations, and it is effectively unable to accept new data until it has 
finished operating on the old sample. Thus, such a mixed (digital-analog) 
s,ystem is a sampled-data system. 

Pulsing and sampling techniques have been used in systems for some time, 
and often conventional methods sufficed to analyse these systems. However, 
when the sampling rate is decreased until it is not many times greater than 
the significant frequencies of the signal and the 5,Ystem, conventional analysis 
applicable to continuous-data systems fails to be adequate. Fortunately, some 
recent contributions (which will be referred to in this report) to the theory 
of sampled data and digital filters provided some useful analytical tools for 
the understanding of digital-analog systems. One difficul ty with these theories 
is the lack of experimental evidence they have been subjected to. 

The purpose of the investigations here reported upon was a 1irrdted experi
mental exploration of the relevant theories. It is emphasized that the studies 
conducted were fundamental in nature. No effort was made to represent a practi
cal system configuration or to answer aQY specific problems that might have 
arisen in other investigations. The particular system configuration used was 
chosen because it was relatively simple and well understood as far as continuous
data operation was concerned. It was a convenient vehicle for the experimental 
verification of analytical results, and it also provided an opportunity to 
develop suitable laboratory techniques for testing a digital computer as an 
element of a system. 

Experimental Setup 

The facilities used to perform these experiments consisted of a develop
mental model of a general-purpose airborne digital computer and a conventional 
analog simulation facility. Figure 1 is a photograph of the experimental setup 
used. It shows, from left to right, a Goodyear electronic analog computer (GEDA), 
the digital computer and test equipment, a six-channel Midcentury recorder, and 
the laboratory power supply in the background. 

The digital computer used for these experiments was the second laboratory 
model bull t for a par·ticulal'" control s-.fstem being developed. Tr~s is a general= 
purpose binary digital computer with a magnetic drum memory. It is a serial 
machine operating at a pulse rate of about 160 kiloc,ycles per second and using 
a word length of 17 binary digits. The input-output equipmentl of this partic
ular model can handle 9 different inputs and 4 different outputs. A conversion 
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is performed on each revolution of the drum so that the complete input-output 
cycle, including one drum revolution used for calibration, takes 14 drum 
revolutions or 0.105 sec. In the experiments described only one input and one 
output was used, because the computer was a single-channel link. Actually, 
other inputs were utilized for such purpose as a convenient means for changing 
paran~ters of the program and other outputs were used to record certain inter~ 
mediate quantities. 

The analog equipment used was conventional and requires no detailed descrip
tion. Actually, the equipment shown is part of a larger simulation installation; 
moreover, only a portion of the analog computer ShOrnl in Figure 1 was required 
for the experiments reported. 

The basic system configuration chosen is chosen in Figure 2. The closed
loop transfer function of this s,ystem is the quadratic 

c(s) = I 
RrS) I + s!K +0< s2!K 

, (1) 

which has the resonant angular frequency, 

, (2) 

and the damping ratio, 

) = I • (3) 

The control loop of Figure 2 is very easy to solve analytically and gave us a 
continuous check on our work. 

The parameters 0( and K selected will be noted later. The next step in the 
experiments wa.s the insertion of the digital computer in the system by using 
the setup indicated in Figure 3. It is certainly clear that the mere insertion 
I"\.f" '"l ~;t"'I';+'"l' .... "''I'l"I'r\,,+ ........ .; .... +,... +1-. .............. +"..,., T_,"" ......... + 1-. .... , ..... +\-,,.. ........... _~ .......... ....., ... _.......... r. ........... +.; ...... 
....... 0. ......... 0 .... V~ VV~I~.t-' ~ vv.&. ...... u. \.IV V.I..!.":;; OJ 0 v..:;;~.. fV...L...L..L .l.LV U .l.l.C..L}.J V.l..lC 'pC.l..L V.l. J.llcU.1\,;C • '--l Uod..1.1 V..L;c"d.-

tion and other conversion errors at the input and output, as well as the sampling 
of data through the computer have unpleasant effects by themselves. These are 
not the reasons for using digital computers in real-time systems. In ~v partic-
lil~ _c_CJ.se tb~r'e migh~. _beseye~a1 __ adxantage~_~using digital t_e_cbniQ-ue~ Tha ____ _ 
present aim will not be to point out the advantages, or justify the use, of a 
digital computer. Attention will be focused toward gaining a better understanding 
of mixed digital-analog systems. The system parruneters are so chosen as to show 
the dynamic limitations and capabilities of a digital computer. 

In the first set of experiments the computer performed no operations on 
the incoming data. The program merely transferred the input information to the 
output with an artificial delay to simulate computation time, had there been any 
computation. In the second set of experiments the computer carried out various 
programs designed to compensate the over-all performance of the mixed system. 
The analysis and the testing of these systems were conducted in parallel, and 
very good. agreement was obtained between theory and experiment. 



Background to System Analysis 

In order to lay the groundwork for this investieation a summary is given 
of the methods used in analysing the system tested. 

An investigat.ion of the input-output con-v-ersian dev-ice of tJ:-J.s digital 
comnuter indicated that the input conversion was very close to ideal s~~ling, 
while the output conversion could be approximated by clamping. Thus a s,vstem 
containing this digital computer may be treated as a sampled-data system by 
methods established in the literature.2,3 

The analJ~ical equivalent of the digital computer having no program con
sists of a sampler at the input, a cl~~p circuit at the output, and a time delay 
between input and output. The process of sampling a function is equivalent to 
the modulation by the function of a series of impulses spaced by the sampling 
interval T. (In this case T is 14 drum revolutions = O.lOS sec.). The series 
of impulses can be expressed as u*(t) = ~ uo(t - nT). If a function f(t) is 

n=o 
s~~led, and the sampled function is denoted f*(t), then 

00 

f*(t) = L- f(t) uo(t - nT) = f(t). u*(t) (4) 
n=o 

Figure 4 ShO'VTS the analytical flequi valent cireui t rr of the digital computer. Fig
ure 5 shows the effect of each component of the "equivalent circuit" on a function 
f(t). 

The modulation described by equation (4) ca~~ot be expressed as a transfer 
function. However, it can be shown that the Laplace transform of (4) is: 

...,-~I - \ 
~ \~) 

I 

T 

00 

~ 
L F{S + jkO), (5) 
k = -00 

1-1here 12= 211 = samplinr: angular frequency. Equation (5) shows that if a sinusoid T "" 

of angular frequency ±~ is sampled, the resultine sampled function contains all 
frequencies CUI + k{l(k~eing all integers). Thus, if a continuous signal has 
the spectrum shown in Figure 6a, in its sampled form the signal has the spectrum 
shown in Figure 6b. 

From Figure 6 it is evident that if the signal contains any frequencies 
greater than half the sampling frequency (11/2) the complementa~ frequencies 
generated by sampling will overlap, and it would be impossible to recover the 
signal information. This is Shannon's sampling theorem. 

If the original signal (Figure 6a) contains no frequencies greater than 
!1/2, then this signal could be recovered from the s~upled signal by use of ~~ 
ideal low-pass filter of bandwidthf2/2. Ideal filtering can be approximated only 
at the expense of time delays or phase lags so that a compromise must be struck 
in a closed loop ~Jstem. The clamping of the digital computer output serves as 
a low-pass filter and attenuates to some extent the complementary frequencies 
generated by s~~pling. 
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Fi,gure 8 shows that clamping holds each sample (impulse) until the next 
sample is obtained. The unit impulse response of clamping is a rectanftular 
pulse of durat.ion T, vlhich can be expressed as uet) - u(t - T) where u'(x) is a. 
step .. function at x = O. Thus the tr~nsf9r function of clamping (Laplace trans-

1 -sT 
form of impulse response) is ___ e_. . - s s 

The transfer function of the time delay of tT seconds is merely e -s Y T, so 
the digital computer can now be replaced by an impulse modulator and a trboxft 
having the transfer functi'on 

. -s 0 T (1 _ e -sT ) 
G ( s) = _e _--.; ___ _ 
1 s • (6) 

In these experL~ents a simple an~log loop with control f~~ction G2(s) was 
used (Figure 7a). The digital computer was inserted in the loop as shown in 
Figure 7b. The equivalent circuit of the latter is shown in Figure 7c. In part 
(d) G1 (s) and G2(s) are combined into a single transfer function G(s) and the 
impulse modulator is transferred to the other side of the subtractor. This is 
permissible since the order in which the processes of modulation (sampling) and 
addition are performed may be changed: 

e*(t) = e(t) u*(t) = [ret) - c(t~. u*(t) = 

= ret) u~~(t) - c(t)uo)~(t) = r*(t) - c*(t) • (7) 

The system behavior can be defined as the relation of the controlled function 
cCt) to the reference function ret). How~ver, it is clear fram the diagram led) 
that ret) never enters the system, only r''"(t) does. We can relate c(t) to r"(t) 
or c*(t) to r*(t). Both relations (derived in references 2, 3, and 4) are help
ful in the analysis and are as follmvs: 

c*(s) _ G~~(s) 
R~~(S) - 1+G~-(;) 

C(s) 
R-~(S) 

, (8) 

• (9) 

Equation (8) represents the transfer function between points "An and "Bn of 
Figure 7do It is similar to the conventional expression for a closed loop trans
fer function, but yields values of the output only at the sampling instants, as 
c*(t) is merely a sequence of impulses at the sa~pling instants. The expression 
for the continuous output is Equation (9). Whereas Equation (8) is amenable to 
conventional analysis in terms of the open-loop starred transfer function O*(s), 
Equation (9) is not, because the numerator and denominator contain different 
transfer functions. 

If absolute stability is of interest, only the denominator needs investi
gation, and either expression (8) or (9) can be used. This is not surprising 
because if c(t) of a physical system diverges so will its samples; therefore, the 
condition of stability for c{t) and c*(t) must be identical. 



certain properties of the G*(s) locus, which follow from the definition (2), 
are pointed out: 

1. If the locus is plotted for frequencies 0 to {l/2, then the locus for 
frequencies Il/2 to Q is the reflection about the real axis of the 0 to fl/2 locus. 

2. The locus for frequencies I2 to 2Q, 20 to 3 n , etc. is the same as 
the locus for frequencies 0 to 11 • 

Thus all characteristics of the G*(s) locus can be determined from the locus 
for frequencies 0 to 12/2. An example of a G*(s) locus and its relation to the 
corresponding G(s) locus is illustrated in Figure 8. 

In the systems tested 

= K e" CTS(1 _ e-Ts ) 

s2(ocs + 1) 
G(s) • (10) 

The corresponding G*(s) function is defined in Equation (5) as 

G-~-(S) - ~ f- G(s + jk{l) = ¥ [o(s) + G(I! - f2) + a(s + 11 )+ ••• ) (11) 

koo 
If G(s) has sufficiently low-pass characteristics, only the first term in (11) 
is important and 

G*(s) =.! G(s) 
T 

(12) 

will give a good indication of sever~l fact~rs of s.ystem behavior. For the 
particular values of 0( (the time constant) and r (the delay time as a fraction 
of the sampling interval) used in the experiments the approximation (12) gen
erally sufficed. If this had not been the case, two or three terms in (11) 
could have been used or the closed-form expression (developed in Reference 4) 
for G*(5) employed. 

Description of Experime~ts and Results 

As noted before, the analog portion G2(s) of the system was 

G (s) = ~ K 
2 s(a s + 1) 

(13) 

~~C:~~~t~fa:h~h~a~~~~~b~!n~Y!te:e(~ !et:~t:~~._i~ ~n~ ~:4~'s~~:):r~~eto 
closed-loop response with no digital computer had the resonant frequency of 0.5 
cps and the da!!lping ratio 0.38. In the other case, the trwide-band" system 
(K = 8.9 sec.-i , ~= 0.056 sec.), the resonant frequency was 2 cps and the d~~p
ing ratio 0.70 

Since in the digital computer a sampling time of T = 0.105 sec. was used, 
corresponding to a sampling frequency of fs = liT = 9.52 cps, the band of the 
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system into which it is inserted should be limited to at most f /2 = 4.76 cps. 
This is a theoretical limit and in a practical servo system one Swants to stay 
below this bando For this reason the wide-band system (whose bandwidth is wider 
than its resonant frequency) become difficul t to handle. Note that the absolute 
band is not the important criterion; rather it is the band relative to the 
sampling frequency. conclusions regarding particular systems must be drawn with 
this in mind. 

In what follows a brief description of the experiments will be given. A 
more detailed discussion is found in Reference 4, while the method§ of digital 
compensation will be dealt with more extensively in another paper.~ 

The various systems tested were compared in several ways. Nyquist plots were 
used to study stability and open-loop characteristics; logarithmic amplitude 
and phase plots were studied for closed-loop perforw~~ce. In all cases both ana
lytical and experimental data were obtained and found in excellent agreement. 
The step-function responses of the systems were obtained only experimentally. 

Narrow-Band System 

The Nyquist plots for the narrow-band system are shown in Figure 9. The 
first curve is the open-loop locus of the all-analog system, G2(s)/KO( ; the other 
curves are the open-loop sampled loci of the mixed system, G*(s)/Kcx, with two 
different simulated computing delays. All curves are normalized to K()(. Inter
section of the curves with the negative real axis gives the limit -l/K~for 
stability. The intersections are: 

Case Delay -l/K~ Klim 

Analog 0 0 ex> 
Mixed 3 Drum Revolutions -.175 13.6 
Mixed 13 Drum Revolutions -.35 6.8 

The experiments verified these limits accurately. 

If K in each of the above cases were kept at 4.2, for which value the all
analog system has the resonant frequency 0.5 cps and the damping ratio 0.4, the 
maximum arnpli tude ratios would be: 1.36 for the analog, 1.95 for the mixed case 
wi-t,h three-ar-um-n re-r.,"'Olutions -ef---de-l-ay-,---and--h-.-&-£or-u t-he---3:aSt-case.--The lags intro
duced by the delay and the clamping device are mainly responsible for this 
deterioration. The sampling process itself has an almost negligible influence 
in this narrow-band system. 

It is seen that as the delay increases, so does the maximum amplitude ratio o 

It is usually desirable to limit this ratio to a value between 1.0 and 1.6, de
pending on the particular system. One way of accomplishing this is by reducing 
the system gain K, but this makes the system bandwidth even narrower. Another 
way of getting better response is by compensation. 

The use of linear analog circuits in the forward or feedback loop for system 
compensation is well known. The aim in the present study was to do the compensa
tion by a program in the digital computer. In the narrow-band case wi th three 
drum revolution del~ this was quite simple to do. Actually, little effort was 



spent on this problem, but a simple prediction type compensation was tried. 
It can be shown that a parabolic approximation through three points of a func
tion i(t) produces a predicted output c(t), which would be e~l~l to i(t + T) 
ideally. The formula of this prediction can be written in terms of a differ
ence equation, 

o*(t) = 3i*(t) - 3i*(t - T) + i*(t - 2T), 

which can be readily programmed on a digital computer. The essence of analysis 
is the representation of such difference equation in terms of a transfer func
tion.6,1 However, the analysis will not be pursued here, only the test results 
will be given. 

Insertion of the above program into the computer immediately improved the 
system performance. Horlever, the compensating effect of this program was 
further adjusted ("optimized") experimentally by varying the constants 3 and -3, 
while keeping their magnitudes equal to each other. The observed system step 
response was used as a qualitative criterion of improved performance, resulting 
in the program 

o*(t) = 2.Si*(t) - 2.5i*(t - T) + i*(t-2T). (15) 

The effect of this compensation on the Nyquist plot is shown in Figure 10. It 
is not surprising to see that the effect is similar to that of an analog lead 
network. 

The step response curves corroborated tha above frequency analysis. 
Actually, as was later realized, a factor of two slipped into the program, and 
as a consequence the program not only compensated for having inserted the digital 
computer but did so inspi te of an increase in K by a factor of two. Figure 11 
compares the step responses of the all-analog system with K = 4.2 (dotted curve), 
of the mixed system without compensation and with K = 4.2 (dashed curve), and of 
the mixed s.ystem with prediction compensation and K = 8.4 (solid curve). 

The maximum gain constant for stability, Kl . , was increased by compensation 
from 1).6 to 28 according to the analysis. Expef~ntally K,. = 33 was obtained, 
and the minor discrepancy between theory and test is attributMi to certain 
approximations employed in the analysis. 

Wide-Band System 

The Nyquist plots for this case are shown in Figure 12. One curve is the 
open-loop locus of the all-analog system, G

2
(s)/Ko<. (where ex. = 0.056); the other 

curve is the open-loop sampled locus of the mixed system, G*(s)/KO(, with a delay 
of 13 drum revel utions ( or '( = 13/14 :t 1) • The milder case of 3 drwn revolution 
delay was not considered for the wide-band case. Since the latter locus crosses 
the real axis at -11K£)( =-2.2, the maximum permissible K is 8.2 for stability. 
Thus, at the value K = 8.~ for which the all-analog s,rstem had a damping ratio of 
0.1, this mixed s.ystem is already unstable. 

compensation for this system must not or~y restore stability but ~~st also 
recapture a reasonable damping ratio. It is clear that a compensating program 
was much more difficult to design in this case. After considerable stu~y using 
frequency analysis, a program COI"..figurcltion was found using six (rather than 
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three, as in the narrow-band case) coefficients. The program with an initial set 
of selected coefficients immediately improved the system response. However, it 
was decided to further improve the 5,1stem by experimental adjustment of these 
parameters. When working with as many as six parameters it was essential to 
develop a suitable step-by-step procedUre of adjustments. 

The transfer function of the program made it possible to change the computa
tion process in such a manner that the poles and residues of the program appeared 
as numbers in the computer. Changing any of these parameters, therefore, had a 
predictable effect on the program and, thus, the system. The experimentally 
adjusted program changed the system characteristics as shown in Figure 13. 

The stability limits for the various conditions are summarized in the table 
below. 

System Delay Compensation Krim 
Theoretical Experimental 

Analog None No CD ---
Mixed 13 Drum Revolutions No 8.2 8.2 
Mixed 13 Drum Revolutions Yes 27.4 26 0 8 

The agreement between analysis and test results is seen to be excellent. 

The closed-loop step responses are shorln in Figure 14: the dotted curve is 
for the analog system with K = 8.9; the dashed curve is for the uncompensated 
mixed system with 13 drum revolutions of delay and K = 8.2 (the stability limit); 
the solid curve is for the compensated mixed system with K = 8.2. Although the 
original performance has not been restored, compensation has stabilized the system 
and'produced a reasonable response. FUrthermore, the computation for compensation 
took only a portion of the sampling time of 0.10, seconds,leaving time for other 
computations, which would be the justification of using the digital computer in 
the first place. 

conclusion 

As a basic investigation this series of experiments can be considered success
ful. The test results agreed with theoretical results to a high degree of 
a:cc-uracy~~s seemstoDErfJle--ITr§t repartee: systematic ~ilvest1.gatiOn with a 
digital computer of theories concerning sampled-data closed-loop s.ystems and their 
compensation by digital computer programs in situations where the dynamic liw~ta
tions of the system are approached. Satisfactory methods were developed to handle 
the interconnection between digital and analog computing elements, to syncr~nize 
the computer program with the input-output sampling, and to vary appropriate param
eters in t-he program. The dynamic limitations of a digital computer were explored 
as far as a particular system configuration is concerned. Finally, it was 
demonstrated that programs can be designed to achieve particular effects in the 
compensation of closed-loop S,ystem performance. 
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THE AUTOMATIC HANDLING OF BUSINESS DATA 

Oliver Whitby 
Stanford Research Institute 

Stanford, California 

Introduction 

Probably the most impelling factor behind the desire of business to 
mechanize the handling ot the data with which it is concerned is the 
astoundi ng growth in the volume of these data in the last two decades. The 
productive capacity of every factory worker has increased greatly in this 
period, but it is doubtful whether or not that ot the office worker has 
changed greatly. Many businesses, therefore, are now faced with office costs, 
the control of which spells the difference between profit and loss. 

Obligatory reports to regulatory bodies have grown in number and the data 
demanded. by these agencies is otten so completely different from that needed 
to run a commercial enterprise that many businesses have essentially to 
maintain duplicate sets of records. The calculation ot payroll has developed 
frOJl a simple multiplication of rate times hours to an exceedingly complex one 
involving bonuses, overtime hours, and quite often ten or more deductions, 
many ot which bear no relation to the pay. Further, as a business increases 
in size and geographical scope the reports which management must have become 
nUJl8rous. 

oPerations ~e Mechanization Yields Greatest Returns 

Where large volumes ot business data are handled through routine 
operations with relative~ tew exceptional cases there is always a good 
possibility- for the economic use of electronic equipment. While the _chani
zation ot many existing operations of this sort can be handled by present day 
data processing equipment with great savings, still more economies may be 
expected when business operations are thought out anew from the machine point 
of view. 'l'his attack on the problem of mechanization results in what is 
coming to be known as the "consolidated functions approach. n 

Because the maximum rate at which human beings can process business data. 
is rela ti vely low, mul tiple files are often needed to allow access by a large 
tmmbers ot clerks. The use or high speed electronic equipment permits 
lUthertO--sePUa tafiles l;O-be--consolidiited -ana ,oec8uae tne-:var:i8.1>l:e-aat8. or 
transactions can be manipulated entirely within the machine through several 
formerly disjointed operations, many transcriptions trom paper to keyboard are 
completely done away with. A studJr of businesses dealing directly with the 
public soon brings to light the fact that a very large percentage of their 
total clerical effort is spent in checking processes. Many of the checks are 
designed to catch errors made during the very transcriptions which 
mechanization does much to e1 i wi nate. 

The descriptive or index portiOns of business data often contain much 
redundancy which might be used to advantage by electronic computers with 
internal checking circuits, but unf'ortuna tely this redundancy is usually 
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better adapted to the way in which human beings rather than machines ca teh 
errors and inconsistencies in the data" It is to be hoped that mathematicians 
and programmers will eventually make their voices heard in those circles where 
the category codes of insurance coverage and merchandise code numbers are 
generated. 

Perhaps the least often mentioned yet the most far reaching gain to 
business will be the use of data hand) i ng equipment in analyzing sales trends 
and in helping to lay business strategy. Anyone who has read that faseimting 
volume entitled "Strategy in BuSiness, Poker, and war" by John McDonald will 
feel that, once the specter of office costs eating up profit bas been laid to 
rest by the adoption of machine methods, management will be able to conduct 
the business on the basis of up-to-the-minute facts, provided by these same 
lI8.chines. As more and more businesses follow the trend, operations based on 
out-or-date information about a business will become more and more costly in a 
competitive sense. 

Ol1tstanding Technical Problems 

When the density of posting of items to a volUJdnous tile is low or when 
a few items have to be interfiled in such a file a serious problem is posed to 
the computer designer today. If punched card techniques are compared with 
hand methods, machines tail to compete economically when fewer than ten percent 
of the records in the file is to be affected during a single pass. Electronic 
computers can hold their own against manual pulling from the file for DOlch 
lower densities of posting, but they too fail on :many very interesting problems. 
Until a random access memory of vast capacity with much lower latencY' than 
magnetic tapes provide is developed, clever indexing schemes and ingeniously 
devised operating schedules seem to be the only solutions possible in maD.y' 

cases of this nature. The problem of handling the records of Treasury bonds 
is a ease in point. 

Computer engineers who have received their training on machines for 
ba.nd.ling scientific problems are finding that in commercial applications the 
matter ot making the input data available to the computer holds many more 
stumbling blocks than the design of the computer proper. The shibboleth for 
any input scheme is whether or not it puts the essential data into machine 
language at the earliest possible juncture in the operating procedure. Further
more, no repetitious entries should be permi. tted except for checking purposes. 
Great gains can be made even with present day mechanical and punched card 
office equipment by adopting the so-called "common language" link between 
these machines. It is no secret that several office machine companies are 
working with punched paper tape toward this end for applications too snsal.l for 
large scale electronic machines. It should be noted, however, that devices to 
transcribe the basic input data into machine language often have to pass most 
stringent economic tests. The "mark-sense" card used to record public 
utility meter rea.diruls succeeds where 'Printing devices attached to the meter 
are bo~d to fail, simply because the cost is-only about one dollar a year to 
read the meter bY' eye. 

It must be conceded that much of the demand for high speed printing with 
which we are faced is illusory. Many of the listings and output printings 



which the potential users of data processing equipment call for are not 
logicall.y necessary.. However, because auditors believe little magnetized 
spots on tape much as they would spots before their eyes, perhaps with 
justification for the time being, these lists must be produced. It is to be 
hoped that the demand will lessen. Nevertheless, every insurance policy 
holder wants a premium notice so we must concede a real need here, the 
answering of which raises real problems. One of these is that the cost of the 
printer system is too high. There is too much electronic gear associated with 
the printing head. A costlier head that would lower the overall expense of 
the system is the boon being sought, particularly by the makers and users of 
machines priced at under a quarter of a million dollars. 

Types of Applications 

In view of these difficulties, both administrative and technical, what 
are the sort of business applications to which data handling computers are 
being put? In large industrial companies it is often possible to find a 
single operation, such as payroll, the routine of which is well understood 
because it is nov being handled by punched card equipment. Such an operation 
can be put lock, stock, and barrel onto a computer. The file problem. is not 
acute, the arithmetic calculations are relatively simple, and "on-line" 
operation is not required. This application has, therefore, offered an 
exoellent opening wedge for oomputers in several companies. 

The development of actuarial data in the process of witing and servicing 
insurance policies is important to all insurance companies. However, the 
work is not as sensi ti ve from the point of view of the insured as is the 
accountancy. Further, the actuarial tasks are usually handled centrally in 
contrad1stinction to jobs involving the insured more directly. In addition, 
the similarity of the actuarial studies to soientific caloulations makes this 
field a good point at which some oompanies are choosing to initiate their 
automatic data handling programs. An additional and imme~te bonus to be 
gained from such piecemeal applications is the operational experience which 
can be come by in no other way. 

The matter of keeping up-to-date information on inventory and psuedo
inventory problems is of vital concern to those companies whose businesses 
involve mainly merchandise and not paper work ]j)te insurance c~es. As a 
consequence,-these companies ha.-vetended- -to--lea.n--toward small apecial~ 
machines designed for inventory work rather than to large general purpose 
machines for their first installations. 

Actual Installations tor Business Work 

If we oonfine ourselves to computer installations used in the processing 
of normal business data, we find the list headed by a number of UNIVAC 
machines: the Franklin Life Insurance Co. and the Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Co. are both reported to be about to use their machines first for actuarial 
ealcula tions; and the General Electric Com:pany in Louisville is to use its 
computer for payroll and cost accounting. In addition, some of the aircraft 
companies which bave IBM 701 installations, primarily for aerodynamic 
computations, are undoubtedl.y finding them of service in cost accounting work. 
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In what is essentially the inventory field there are now operating some 
ve..7 interesting mac11ines. The "Reeervisor" of America..'rl }.irlinee; !mown now 
to most people, while not a true inventory machine, is doing yeoman service 
for that company in helping to fill their airplanes. Another most ingenious 
magnetic drwn machine is the one which now stores bid and a.sked figures for 
stocks traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange. The drum may be remotely 
addressed for quick reference to any of these data. 

There are three special purpose electronic drum computers at present being 
used in the retail merchandizing field for unit inventory control. The 
J. L. Hudson Co. of Detroit and B. Altman's of New York are using Magnafile 
machines made by W. s. MacDonald Co. for keeping track of their !urni ture 
inventory. In Chicago the John Plain Company is using a larger machine called 
the Speed Tally or Distributon manufactured by Engineering Research Associates, 
for inventory purposes in a mail order business. 

The Position of Unit Inventory Control in Department Store Accounting 

Because the following four papers will deal with the details of 
maintaining unit inventory control for a department store with an electronic 
system, a few remarks about the relationship of the inventory to the rest of 
the accounting system might not be out of place. 

The now diagram of Figure No. 1 shows the movement of the main bodies of 
information in the over-all system. Consider first the information which must 
go from the point of sale to the rest of the system. To the customer billing 
section must go an identification of the customer and the amount of the sale; 
to the general store accounting must go a record of cash intake; and to the 
inventory section must go a full description of the item or items sold. 

The customer billing section sends statements to the charge customers and 
receives paJ~ents irl respor~e to these. The runctior~ of this part of the 
system is more or less automatically controlled by the two inputs. This, 
however, is not true of the inventory section. From it originate orders to 
vendors and in response invoices are received, but the orders are actuall1" 
instigated by the buyers following an examination of the condition of the 
inventory. The two paired inputs and outputs to customer billing and to 
inventory are in turn monitored as accounts receivable and accounts payable for 
the store's general accounting section. 

There is a very important link from customer billing to the point of sale 
which has not yet been considered; that is the credit authorization which 
follows an examjnation of the state of the customer 1s credit inventory, so to 
speak. Finally, a very vital piece ot information, usually totally missing, 
which should be fed to inventory from the point of sale, is that about any 
unfulfilled demands by the customer for goods. 

Generally it may be said that unit inventory control is maintained on the 
more valuable items of inventory. If, however, the basic approach is to 
minimize the t.ot.al dollar i nvent.ory while at tJle same time staying in business 
and achieving a reasonable degree of customer satisfaction (synonomous in the 
long run), unit inventory control should be applied in a more fiexible 
fashion. It is felt that a recording of unfulfilled customer demand is the 
missing link in inventory control. If an electronic inventory control system 
can make this link a practical possibility such a single achievement may well 
be r~ as important as automatic inventor,y control in reducing the cost of 
inventory in department stores. 
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INTRODUCTION 

BUSli~S DATA PROCESSING: A Case Study 

Richard G. Canning 

The advent of electronic data processing in business and industry will 
require the joint efforts of business management and equipment manufaeturers. 
The following case study, conducted specifically for this Conference, is 
illustrative of a possible approach to one important business problem--unit 
inventory control in the ready-to~ear departments of a large department store. 
The participants in the study include representatives from business manage
ment and equipment manufacturing, as well as an important government computing 
agency. 

Of the many data processing functions to be found in any large department 
store, only the one function of unit control was selected for this case study. 
In the type of approach represented in this session, all of the functions, such 
as credit billing, sales slip auditing, etc., are normally considered and merged 
into one processing system. A detailed analysis of so many functions could not 
be covered in one session, but the method of approach would be the same for 
each function. 

The approach represented in this study might be termed "central records" 
or "delayed central processing." It is based on the idea of recording the data 
on all of the transactions within the store, at the point of the transaction 
and with as little manual effort as possible. The data is recorded on same 
medium that can be processed by the central machine; the use of magnetic tape 
for this purpose appears to have a number of attractive features, for example. 
These transaction tapes are then collected at periodic intervals, and brought 
to the central machine for processing--posting to the master files, detection 
of "exceptions" for management action, sunnnarizing for management reports, and 
50 on. 

For an efficient operation, the t1raw" transaction tapes are not in suit
able condition for processing when received at the central machine. Rather, 
they must be sorted into the same sequence as the master file tapes to which 
they are to be posted. If several different master file tapes are affected by 
the transactions, then a separate sorting operation will be needed prior to the 
processing of each master tape. The type of sorting referred to here is com
pletely electronic, and does not require physical items to be sorted, such as 
punched cards. One exception to this principle might apply to the central 
machines using primarily a punched card input, rather than magnetic tape inputJ 
in this case, the sorting may logically be done on punched card sorters, before 
the transactions are read into the electronic machine. 

A major problem involved in designing any data processing s,rstem is the 
selection of methods of input for the various functions to be handled by the 
system. In the present case study, for example, the systems engineer has 
looked beyond the requirements of the one function being considered, and has 
selected a novel input device which not only applies to the unit control func
tion but also has a fine potential for other important functions such as sales 
slip auditing, figuring commissions, etc. It is by the handling of these varied 
functions that the economies of the central records system become apparent. 
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Another point of view, not represented in this case study, might be called 
the Ilspecialized machine" approach. Under this system, a separate (usually a 
small) machine is installed in each department, and is normally designed for 
handling one data processing function. This approach is especially appealing 
to the business management which is attempting to solve one major "crisis" 
problem through the use of electronics. A majority of the first few types of 
business data processing equipments already on the market have followed this 
philosophy. 

Another approach, also not represented in this session, lies somewhere 
between the central records and specialized machine approaches. This method 
might be termed "real time processing." Where a certain type of transaction 
is occuring at a high rate, and the firm cannot tolerate a delay in the pro
cessing of these transactions, a central specialized machine is used to process 
this one type of transaction. "Exception" items, sunnnaries for management 
reports, etc. are then brought out from the specialized machine, for the delayed 
type of processing illustrated in this session. 

In the following case study, the problem of unit control is presented by 
the Controller of a large Los Angeles department store, which has three subur
ban branches. Next, the systems engineer shows the problem in flow chart form, 
and indicates the equipment requirements and selections. The operating charac
teristics of an electronic data processing machine, suitable for application 
to this problem, are presented. Finally, the systems operation will be dis
cussed from the programmer's point of view, and the importance of machine 
characteristics as constraints upon the programmer are discussed. 

Since the session was designed primarily for its educational value, different 
points of view among the participants were not discouraged, but rather were en
couraged. Two different formats of the daily selling report are presented, for 
example. 

Although Dr. Huskey was most active in the case study, an unforeseen press 
of other duties prevented the completion of the final draft of his paper in 
time for pUblication. However, a brief summary of the paper is presented from 
transcription; any errors or omissions are the responsibility of the Technical 
Program Committee. 

The Technical PrograJ11 Committee of the 1954 Western Computer Conference is 
mo,st appreciative of the fine cooperati va efforts made by all participants in 
this planned-se-ssion,u-and the- generosity of tiTei-r-orga.nlzat1.ons1nm alloWing 
time to do the original work involved. 



Scope of this Report 

READY-TO-WEAR UNIT CONTROL PROCEDURE 

s. J. Shaffer 
The l'JaY Co. 

Los Angeles, California 

The procedures outlined herein apply to seventeen women's reaqy-to-wear 
departments, four women's accessories departments and one men's clothing 
department, all for four Los Angeles stores, and to six reaqy-to-wear and 
three accessory departments in the basement section of the Downtown store, a 
total of thirty-one departments. 

The unit control work for these thirty-one departments is all performed 
on a centralized basis in two Downtown offices, one covering the work for the 
seventeen four-store ready-to-wear departments, the other covering the work 
for the remaining fourteen accessor.y and basement departments. 

The procedures commence with the preparation and attachment of price 
tickets to the merchandise as it is received, and conclude with the prepara
tion of the various dailY, monthlY and seasonal records and reports furnished 
by the unit control offices. 

Receiving and Ticketing the Merchandise 

Some ready-to-wear and accessory merchandise is received direct at each 
of the four stores, but a great deal of it comes first into the Downtown store, 
followed by the transfer of appropriate quantities to the other three stores. 

At wr~tever store the goods are original~ received, the b~er or one of 
his assistants indicates the proper retail prices on the vendor's invoice, ar~ 
price tickets are prepared accordinglY. 

Price tickets for ready-to-wear and accessory items are mainly of two 
styles:: 

1. Dial-set tickets, with strings attached, for use with the larger 
types of garments. These tickets are two-part, three-part or four
part, with perforations. The two- and three-part tickets are used on 
single-piece garments; the four-part used when an extra portion of the 
ticket is to be attached to a separate skirt. 

2. Pin tickets, for use with the smaller items of merchandise. These 
tickets are always two-part, with a single perforation down the center. 

The dial-set string tickets are imprinted for the most part in a central
ized ticket-making section of the Receiving De!E-rtment, then accompalV' the 
invoice to the marking section where the garments are hanging on rods awaiting 
the tickets. 

The pin tickets are imprinted from set type as they are attached to the 
merchandise by a standard pin-ticket machine. 
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Information imprinted on each part of either type of price ticket gen
eral~ includes the following: 

1. Dept. No. (2-3 characters) 
2. Season (2-3 u ) 
3. Classification (1-3 tt ) 
4. Mr. No. ( 3 11 ) 
5. Style No. (1-6 n ) 
6. Color (1-2 tt ) 
7. Size (1-3 tt ) 
8. Price (2-5 If ) 

WMaximum 

Every piece of merchandise must have a fully imprinted price ticket 
attached to it before it leaves the Receiving Department. 

Transfer Between Stores 

When stocks are transferred between stares, the original price tickets 
remain attached. Store designation on tickets is not important. 

Changes in Retail Prices 

The Receiving Departments effect all price changes, small lots right on 
the selling floor, larger lots in the Marking Room. 

For all changes upward, new tickets are substituted for the former tick-
etso 

For changes downward, the former price is either clipped off or crossed 
off, depending upon the circumstances, and the new, lower price inserted on 
the ticket. Most such price changes are accomplished by means of portable, 
hand-marking equipment, though the re-markers are authorized to effect such 
changes in green ink whenever the use of hand equipment is not feasible. 

Second, third and fourth price changes are made on some price tickets, 
those having the required space available. 

If an item of returned merchandise still has attached to it a price tick
et of at least two parts, the former ticket is left attached. If the item has 
attached to it a price ticket of but one part, a new two- or three-part ticket, 
either machine- or hand-made, is substituted, bearing all the same data as 
before. 

If the item has no ticket attached, the buyer or one of his assistants 
fills out a "Request for Re-Ticketingft, noting as much of the original ticket 
data as can be readi~ ascertained. The Harking Room accepts such a Request 
as an authorization to prepare and attach a new ticket. Data indicated on 
Requests for Re-Ticketing is often incomplete as to Mfr. No. and. Style No. 
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Procedure 8.t Time of Sale 

In order that there will be one portion of the price ticket from each 
item sold available for the Unit Control Office, one portion of the ticket 
(called a stub) is detached at the perforatlDn at the time of sale. In some 
cases, the stubs are detached by the salesperson, in others by the wrapping 
desk. 

At some central point in each selling department or at the wrapping desk 
there is a small, slotted box into which the detached stubs are dropped. 

In the Downtown store, a clerical from the Unit Control office goes 
around to each department at or near store-closing time, or next morning 
before the store re-opens, and collects the various groups of stubs. They are 
inserted in small envelopes bearing Dept. No. and date of sale. 

In the outlying stores, the Selling Department Managers remove the stubs 
from the boxes at the close of each day and mail them (store's own mail system) 
to the Downtown Unit Control Office in special envelopes which indicate Dept. 
No. and date. These mailed stubs reach the Unit Control Office by about 9:30 
the following morning. 

Unit Control Responsibility 

The Unit Control Office is responsible for preparing and issuing Daily 
Sellir~ Reports, showing separate~y for each selling department at each store 
a complete listing of what was sold the previous day. 

It is responsible for maintaining Price Line Sales Records for each 
department, showing the number of pieces sold in each price line for each 
classification. 

It is responsible for preparing and issuing twice yearly a set of Six
Month Price Line Selling Reports, showing for each department the number of 
pieces sold in each of the six months in each price line for each classifica
tioIlo 

And, finally, it is responsible for posting, in number of units, each 
day1s receipts, sales and returns and inter-store transfers, to detail style 
record books, usually called "Black Books". 

Each of these procedures is explained brieflY belowo 

DailY Selling Reports 

Each morning clericals in the Unit Control office sort each department's 
stubs and list them ;~ pencil on Selling Reports. A separate report is made 
for each department and for each store. 

Stubs are sorted and quantities sold are listed according to the follow
ing arra.ngement: 



Classification 
Price 
Mfr. No. 
Style No. 
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Color (applies to many but not to all departments) 
Size (applie's only to a few departments) 

Sub-totals of quantities are inserted at each change in price and at 
each change in classification. 

Reports for upstairs departments are prepared in quintuplicate. The 
Unit Control office retains the original for its further uses. One copy is 
dispatched to the Downtown buyer. Copies are also sent to the various outlY
ing store selling department managers~ Since a separate report is prepared 
for each store, the buyer and each of the outlying store selling depa"rtment 
managers receive daily copies of four separate reports of the previous day 1s 
selling, one for each store. 

Reports for Basement departments are prepared generallY in triplicate, 
one for the Unit Control office, one for the buyer, and one for the Basement 
Merchandise Office. 

Price Line Sales Records - (Separate Record for Each Month) 

From the Daily Selling Reports, the Unit Control office posts to a set 
of Price Line Sales Records for each department the quantities of items sold 
at each price in each classification. There is a separate sheet for each classi
fication. Prices are inserted in order from low to high in the left-hand column. 
The remaining columns are headed with the days of the month, except for the 
extreme right-hand column which is reserved for monthly totals. 

Each horizontal price section of the form used for.this record is 
divided into four lines, providing separate spaces for posting each -store's 
sales. 

This record is at all times available to the b~er for reference, 
though its main purpose is as a basis from which to prepare a Six-Month Price 
Line Sales Record, as explained below. 

- ----~ -- ---

Six-Month Price Line Sales Report 

As a guide for buyers in planning their purchases the following year, 
a Six-Month Price Line Sales Report is prepared for each department and issued 
two to three months following the close of each half year. 

This report, whose form is quite similar to that of the Price Line Sales 
Record, lists for each classification for each store the quantities sold during 
each of the six months, six monthly columns on this report replacing the 31 
dailY columns on the Price Line Sales Record. 

~ one copy of this report is prepared, but translucent paper is us
ed, perIni tting its reproduction in an Ozalid machine. Two Ozalid copies are 
made, one for the buyer and one for the Merchandise l'lB.nager. The Unit Control 
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Office retains the original for use in accUMulating comparative sales data 
for other reports not covered in this study. 

Black Books 

The Unit Control office maintains for each upstairs department a loose
leaf binder in which there is a separate record sheet for each style handled. 

The form now in general use provides space at the top for name of resource, 
description of item, classification, Mfr. No. and Style No. The form is 
divided into nine horizontal sections, one for each month during which the 
average style may be handled. Each horizontal section is divided, in t urn, in
to four lines, one for each of the four stores. 

Across the top are headings providing for the recording of dates and quanti
ties received or transferred, and 1 to 31 for daily postings of quantities sold. 

The Unit Control posts sales to these records daily, using as media the 
daily selling reports. As goods are received or transferred, the sellillg depat
ments clear copies of the various documents through the Unit Control office for 
black-book posting. 

The reverse side of the Black Book form provides spaces for recording 
receipts and sales by color and/or size, according to the particular require
ments of each selling department. 

Black-books are generally kept in the buyer I s office except duri ng such 
period each ~ as they are needed for posting in the Unit Control Office. 

Approximate Volwne of Stubs Handled 

Sales in the thirty-one departments for which centralized unit control 
records are maintained account far a daily average of about twenty thousand 
stubs. 

Unit Control Personnel 

To process this volume of stubs and to prepare and maintain the various 
records am reports mentioned above requires app~oximately 25 people, including 
2 supervisors. The weekly payroll of this particular group runs around $890.00; 
annually this amounts to $46,280. 

Samples of Price Tickets and Forms 

Appended hereto are exhibits including samples of the price tickets now 
in use, and samples of the Unit Control forms which are described above. 

Objectives 

The CCrnpC4~y is keenly interested in the development and progress of mechan
ical (or electrical or electronic) procedures which would satisfactorily and 
economically replace some or all of the clerical work now performed. 

Chief advantages of a mechanical system might be listed as folloWs: 
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1. A combined four-store daily selling report, showing by same colum
nar arrangement the number of units sold at each store for each different 
style. At present, in order to obtain a picture of the previou~ day's sales 
at the four stores, the buyer must spread out the four separate-by-store 
reports and attempt to correlate the mass of figures provided. 

2. Selling reports issued and in buyer's offices earlier the following 
day. Earlier receipt of the daily selling reports would pemit transfers 
between stores that same day to provide a continuance of the stock of those 
items then in demand. Earlier receipt of reports would also permit the sav
ing of a few hours in re-ordering best sellers, with the result that replen
ishments might reach the selling floors sooner. 

3. Greater accuracy in unit control records. Almost th e entire present 
operation is dependent upon the human element. That portion which might be 
accomplished mechanicallY would be free from the high percentage of error 
att~ibutable to the particular type of individuals necessarily assigned t~ 
this work to keep it within certain cost limitations. . 

4. The probability that the Price Line Sales Record and Six-Month Price 
Line Sales Report might be produced as a by-product of the Daily Selling Report. 
This would eliminate the clerical cost of preparing these Price Line records. 

5. If a mechanical system were to be extended to include the maintenance 
of the black-books, still further reductions in clerical help could be effect
ed and greater accuracy would be reflected in such records. At present, the 
black-book shows receipts and sales, but does not show stock on hand, due to 
the clerical cost of entering this figure. Under an electronic system, stock 
on hand could be Slown, at perhaps small additional cost. 

This store's prime aim is to substitute for part or all of the present 
manual operation some mechanical, electrical or electronic system whach, in a 
reasonable time, will pay for itself, with possibly some overall expense sav
ing, and will at the same time show some or all of the other potential advan
tages mentioned. 
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UNIT CONTROL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 

Raymond Davis 
Senior Systems Engineer 
Librascope, Incorporated 

Glendale, California 

There are many areas in retailing in which electronic information pro
cessing systems may be applied.. The areas of application given considera
tion for this discussion were the following: accounts receivable, including 
credit authorization; accounts payable; and unit control.. To coordinate all 
of these functions into one system would have been an ambitious undertaking 
for this session. Accounts receivable and accounts payable are mechanized 
to a degree at the present time with electrom.echanical machines. Unit con
trol, on the other hand, in this store is performed entirely by hando The 
volume of data to be processed in the 31 departments is large enough so that 
one can expect an electronic system to produce a more efficient, reliable, 
and economical operationo 

Before we discuss the proposed unit control system, let us briefly re
view some of the early work in department store record mechanization. One 
of the earliest attempts to mechanize department store records was the Cen
tral Records System. This system was installed at Kaufmann's Department 
Store, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 1929. It was designed to coordinate 
the paper work in the major departments of the store in one central records 
system. A point of sale recorder was employed at the cash station to trans
mit sales data directly from a punched garITlent tag to a central recorder. 
The central recorder punched the data into a standard tabulating card. In 
addition, as a check feature, the information was listed on an adding machine 
paper tape 0 The punched cards were run through standard sorting and tabula
ting machines in order to prepare the various reports. The main areas 
covered by the system were unit control, sales statistics, and accounts re
ceivable" Thus, we see that Babbage's Calculating Engine has ~tsS::9u.pt~:r
part-IrifheCentraf Records siS1:~-~-- for the retaii fi~id. -It--~as withdrawn 
from. Kaufmann's after a few years of difficult operation. It has been stated 
that the ITlain reason for failure was that the system was 25 years ahead of 
its tiITle. With this brief introduction, we are now ready to describe a pro
posed systeITl. 

It is generally agreed by people working on department store mechani
zation that sales data should be captured at the point of sale. At this point, 
all of the necessary factors for making the sale are together: the customer, 
the merchandise, and the sales clerk. This philosophy is subscribed to, and 
the proposed unit control system will include a point of sale recorder. The 
input media that has been selected for the system is magnetic. Therefore, 
the point of sales recorder will record the sales data on magnetic tape. 
From Mr. Shaffer IS stateITlent of the problem, it is evident that sorting and 
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tabulating are the major operations to be perforrrled. The system 'will in
clude an electronic sorter with magnetic tape inputs and outputs. In addi
tion to the four tape drive mechanisms associated with this type of sorter, a 
fifth tape unit will be included. The reason for this will be cleared up later 
on. Sorters of this general type should be available in the near future from 
a number of manufactur er s. The data will be tabulated by an electronic com
puter which is flexible enough so that many other operations can be per
formed. The computer will have a magnetic tape input-output system. In 
addition to the magnetic tape output, it will be tied to a summary punch for 
punched card output. The additional punched card output was included to 
take economic advantage of present tabulating equipment for use as an out
put printer ~ A keyboard-to-magnetic-tape recorder is included in the sys
tem for the preparation of special tapes. The time schedule requires that 
all daily sales activity reports be delivered to the buyers the next morning 
following the date of sale. The volume of sales, 20,000 per day on the aver
age, to be processed is such that a punched card printer capable of printing 
150 lines per minute is adequate. As the volume of sales increases, and the 
system is expanded to perform additional operations, one of the high-speed 
printers could be used without the necessity of a complete system overhaul. 
Obviously at this time, the punched cards would be replaced, by a magnetic 
tape output for all listing requirements. 

The present cost of unit control, at this store, indicates that the cost 
tar get to shoot at is in the neighborhood of a quarter of a million dollar s for 
an electronic system. If this can be depreciated over a five-year period, 
the cost would be $50, 000 per year plus operator and maintenance costs. It 
is felt that a system of this size could be produced (not neces saril y developed) 
for this order of magnitude of price. The task of estimating the savings a 
store may achieve by obtaining faster and more reliable unit control data is 
well beyond the scope of this paper. Certainly there is no historical data to 
serve as a guide in making such an analysis. The systems engineer must be 
cautious in accepting general statements by controllers that this will be ,con
siderable until these statements can be supported with factual data. Thus, 
the systems engineer must use as a guide to determine economic feasibility 
known present-day operating costs and not rely on conjecture. It was on this 
basis that the quarter of a million figure was arrived at as our cost target .. 

The first problem to be solved is the input problem. The systems engi
neer is inevitably faced with a difficult input problem when he seeks the solu
tion to a business procedure. The difficulty arises, strange as it seems, 
because the data which must be utilized is recorded on a document in digital 
form. Our colleagues in the control session generally obtain their input data 
from instruments. It may be i:fl voltage or shaft position form, which of cour se 
is not digital. However, a great deal of progress has been made in convert
ing analog data into a useful digital form for data processing. The way in 
which this analog to digital transformation is accomplished is not biased by 
tr adition or legal reasons. Tradition and legality are important factor s which 
m.ust be kept in mind in selecting an input media for a business system. 
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It was decided to use a tag similar to the one now in use. The present 
string tag is a three-part tag, while the pin tag is a two-part tag. When the 
merchandise is sold, one part of the tag is detached. If it should be returned, 
it is not necessary to retag the garment, in the case of a string tag. Thus, 
when it is sold again the second detachment is made. In case of a second 
return, the item must be.retagged. These garment tags are generally printed 
either with a Dennison or Kimball Tag Machine in the marking departrn.ent 
of the store. The tag proposed for this system is a single tag. That is to 
say, no section of the tag can be detached. The same tag will serve as a 
string or pin tag. In addition to the Arabic numerals printed on the tag by 
these rn.achines, it is proposed that the rn.arking machines be modified to print 
a binary coq.ed decimal representation of the data. Thus, the tag is divided 
in half; one part has the figures printed on it, while the other part contains 
the binary coded decimal information. The coded portion will be printed with 
an ink containing a magnetic oxide. This portion of the tag is capable of being 
magnetized when placed in a magnetic field. In the case of a returned item, 
the tag may be re-used provided it is in good condition. The tag contains all 
of the neces sary information for sales and receiving records. Figure I shows 

SIZE (3 Digits J 

PROPOSED STRING TAG 

Figure I 

the proposed tag. It is realized that a tag of this type does not lend itself to 
a hand-marking machine. Mr. Shaffer is agreeable to the issuing of a new 
tag for marked-down items. 

When the garment is sold, the transaction will be recorded by a point of 
sale recorder. The recorder will be placed adjacent to the cash register. 
No attempt is made to replace the cash register or its function. The recorder 
will contain a magnetic tape on which the sales data will be recorded. This 
tape is called the Sales Activity Tape. The tag is placed in a holder and in
s erted in the r ecor der . As it enter s the r ecor der, the coded portion of the 
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tag is magnetized. When it is fully inserted, the coded portion is under the 
magnetic tape. A lever is depressed which places the tag and tape in contact. 
An alternating :magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the tag and the tape, 
and the contact printing is made = When the lever is released, the magnetic 
field is withdrawn, the tag holder is retracted, and the tape is indexed for 
the next recording. It would be desirable to use a :magnetic ink of a higher 
re:manence than the oxide used on the tape. The so-called 3M "Green oxide ll 

should be a desirable material for this purpose when it is available in dis
persion forrn.. Interlocks would be designed in the recorder to insure fool
proof oper ation. If we wish to record the sale s clerk's nurn.ber, another tag 
with the sales clerk's nurn.ber in coded for:m would be required. Each clerk 
would beissued a clerk's tag, and both tags would beused in the point of sale 
recorder. In this case, if only one tag was in its holder an interlock would 
prevent a recording. This method of duplicating magnetically recorded in
formation by contact printing was described in 1949 by Ca:mras and Hess. It 
is felt that this method will give a reliable and economical sales recording. 
To my knowledge, recorders of this type are not being :manufactured at the 
present time. 

MAGNETIC FIELD 

DUPLICATING INFORMATION ON TAG 
BY CO NT ACT PRINTING 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 is an artist's con
ception of a point of sale recorder. 

TAG INSERT 

Figure 2 shows a tag in con
tact with a section of the magnetic 
tape. 

ARTIST CONCEPTION OF A POINT 
OF SALE RECORDER 

Figure 3 

At an increase in the costof the point of sale recorder, a keyboard could 
be added. The keyboard would be used to add additional information to the 
sales record. The linear density of digits with this type of recording is ex
tremely low. However, this eases the mechanical registration of the tags 
in the recorder and allows a practical tolerance on the size of the tags. One
inch magnetic tape is proposed for the point of sale recorder. The amount 
of tape required for each recorder would, of course, vary with the volU'!lle 
of sales 0 Two hundred feet of tape would handle approximately six hundred 
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sales per cash register. This should be adequate by a factor of 3 to 1 for 
most cash register stations in the stores used for this case study. 

The linear density of recording by the contact recording method is too 
low to use for extensive data processing. In the interest of saving tape, it 
is necessary to compress this recording. Rather than construct a special 
tape compr es sor, the electronic sorter has a special input designed for these 
tapes. This tape drive is in addition to the four associated with the sorting 
process. All contact recorded tapes will be placed on this tape drive. The 
fir st pas s in the sorting proces s will receive input data from this unit. As 
the data is recorded on the sorter tapes, it is compressed to 100 bits per 
inch. From this point on, all tapes have a density of 100 bits per inch. 
Clearly, the order of fields to be sorted must be capable of being programITled 
into the sorter. This could be accomplished by setting a group of switches 
or by having a plug board for this purpose. 

We are now ready to follow the flow of information for the preparation 
of the daily selling report. The merchandise is received by the receiving 
department, and a receiving report is prepared. A copy of the report is sent 
to the buyer 0 He sets the retail price and sends the report to the marker. 
The required number of tags for each report is run off with the modified tag 
machine. The tags are first used to prepare the Receiving Tape. This is 
accomplished with a recorder similar to the point of sale recorder. How
ever, this recorder is provided with an automatic feed rnechanisTIl. Thus) 
the tags are fed autornatically, and the information is contact recorded on 
the receiving tape. After the tags have been recorded on the receiving tape, 
they ar e plac ed on the merchandis e and deliver ed to the selling floor. 

The receiving tape is sent to the Unit Control Center. It is sorted by 
manufacture number, style number, color code, size, and store number. 
On completion of the sort, the ~v1aster Inventory Tape must be brought up to 
date. It is assumed that the master inventory tape has been initially pre
pared on the keyboard-to-rnagnetic-tape recorder. The master inventory 
will be required to store approximately 200, 000 items. In addition to the 
inIal:" mafic nth at- iss orte-a-on-ln e- re-c e 1 vTrfg-tap e ;--ffie-rnaster--Invehfor-Y-tape
will contain the current price of the itern, the number on hand at the begin
ning of the month, t:'-1e nurnber received during the month, the number sold, 
and the net number on hand. These last four fields will contain three digits 
each. The total digits per ITlaster record is 32. The receiving tape is run 
against the master tape in the computer. Each item is totaled and added to 
the number received. The net balance is calculated and brought up to date 
on the master tape. This completes the receiving operation. 

When the merchandise is sold, the tag is removed and the transaction is 
recorded by the point of sale recorder. At the end of the day, the sales ac
tivity tapes are collected and delivered to the Unit Control Center. It is pro
posed to process these tapes by department number wherever possible. Since 
some cash register s are shared by more than one department, a physical 
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Merchandise received and 

receiving report prepared. 

One copy of receiving report used 

to prepare string or pin tags. 

Information on tag. contact recorded 

on magnetic receiving tape. 

I 

1 Receiving Tape 

~ 
Receiving tape delivered 

to unit control center. 

Receiving tape sorted by mfg., style, 

color, size, and store. 

Master inventory tape brought up to 

date on nwnber of items received. 

Unit Control Flow Diagram 
Figure 4 

breakdown by departments is not always pos
sible. As suming that all sales activity for 
department X are on separate tapes, theSe 
tapes would be fed into the sorter and sorted 
JJy manufacture number, style number, color 
code, size, and store. The record length will 
be expanded so that the net on hand may be 
recorded on the sales activity tape. The sales 
activity tape is then run against the master 
inventory tape, and the sales data and net on 
hand ar e brought up to date by the computer. 

Unfortunately, it is necessary to sort the 
sales activity tape twice, since the desired 
sort from the buyer's point of view in this 
store is by department number, class, and 
price line. Thus; the next sort 18 by depart
ment number, clas sification, and price. The 
sales tape is now ready to be totalized by the 
cOrrlputer and summary cards punched. The 
summary cards are listed, and the report is 
delivered the next morning to the buyer. This 
process is outlined in Figure 4. 
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The daily selling report contains information which is not available in 
the present system. Size has been incorporated in this report, and the net 
on hand for each store has been included, as well as the total on hand for all 
stores. This figure should be of value to the buyer, particularly when an 
item is moving in one star e and not in the other s. A glanc e at the report 
will tell him from what store to transfer stock without requiring a physical 
inventory of the stock in all stores. This additional information is obtained 
at relatively low cost by an electronic system of this type. The format of 
the daily sales report is illustrated in Figure 5. 

DAILY SALES REPORT 

Store 
1 Z 3 4 

On On On On Total On 
Dept. Class Price Mfg. Style Color Size Sales Hand Sales Hand Sale. Hand Sales Hand Sales Hand 

39 11 Z95 310 Z484 5 3Z 10 10 10 Z 8 Z 38 

z* z* 

Z99 64 3911 1 36.5 1 .Z5 Z ZO 15 ZO 3 80 

3 34 1 10 10 14 15 1 49 

310 Z476 1 38 1 18 3 16 Z ZO 1 19 7 73 

3* 5* z* 1* 11* 

399 74 118 10 3Z 1 lZ 13 13 14 1 5Z 

1* 1* 

4** 5** z** 3** 14** 

* Subtotal ** Total 

Figure 5 

There are several other required reports to be prepared. The monthly 
price line sales report will be prepared from the daily sales activity tapes. 
A monthly sales activity tape would be generated in this process and these 

wo~!db_~_ u s ~~~()!_~~~_~~ I!l0r~ths 'p.J."~C: ~ linE! 17 ~P~:r~~ The master ir:tvei"lt..Q;Y 
tape replaces the so-called "Black Books" at this store. 

Time has not permitted a detailed analysis of the depar.tment store prob
lem.. Certainly there is much rethinking to be done on present methods in 
terms of new concepts and possible systemso The department store control
lers and store operations managers must join forces with the digital com
puter system.s engineer s if electronics is to be succes sfully applied in this 
field. 
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A SOLUTION FOR AUTOI1ATIC mn:T CONTROL 

Harry D~ Huskey 
Institute for Numerical Analysis 

National Bureau of Standards 
~os Angeles, California 

Summary 

Sales activity tapes, as well as receiving tapes produced in the recelVlng 
departments of the several stores, are to be processed against an inventory 
tape, and a daily selling report produced. These tapes are to be sorted into 
order; in this particular case, they will be sorted according to store, depart
ment, class, manufacturer, style, color, size, etc. Since it has been indicated 
that the inventory consists of some 200,000 items, several tapes actuallywQuld 
be required for the master files, perhaps organized on the basis of stores and 
departments. 

A significant point is that the information on these tapes is primarily an 
identification code; where 30 decimal digits are used to identify the item, 
perhaps only 2 digits of actual information has to be processed by the computer. 
Of these two digits of information, one may designate the type of transaction, 
such as a sale, return of goods, or other, while the other digit designates the 
quantity of items involved. 

In general, the purpose of the computer is to identify the item from the 
transaction tape and to find the matching record or block of information from 
the inventory tape; after finding the proper master inventory record, the 
computer corrects the values of the inventory, and posts the transaction to 
the sales record. The arithmetic required is primarily simple addition and 
subtraction; there is no multiplication to be done in this part of the process~ 
for example. 

In the type of machine proposed, buffer registers will almost certainly be 
required to accept information from the tapes and feed information to the tapes. 
The buffer registers serve a synchronizing purpose, between tne internal clock 
frequency of the computer and the different clock rate from the magnetic tape. 
Also, while one record is being read into one buffer, a second record may be 
already in the machine undergoing processing, while a third is being fed out of 
another buffer onto tape. 

The types of commands that might be provided in this computer could include 
instructions to: read next item from sales activity tape, read next item from 
inventory tape, compare identifying portion of the code, ifithese are in agree
ment then the machine carries out the certain mathematical process, if these are 
not in agreement then the machine advances the inventory tape until such agree
ment is f OU-Tld. 

other commands would spell out which mathematical process are to be followed: 
correcting the number of items sold, the number of items o~ hand, and the number 
of items that have been received. A self-checking feature might involve comparing 
a net balance computed from the transaction tape with a net balance computed 
from the inventory tape. Another type of command would be editorial in nature, 
for arranging the output information in a form suitable for printing. 
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For the mathematical processes themselves, probably an extraction-add command 
would be used, plus the block make-up of the record being processed. 1,vi thin the 
block of information from the inventory tape, perhaps three digits designate the 
number of items on hand. From these particular three digits, it is d.esired to 
subtract the quantity sold. In another part of the inventory block, this same 
quantity is added to perhaps three other digits representing sales for this month, 
or similar information. Since the same quantity information is to be added to 
one part of the block and subtracted from another, it is desirable to consider 
special purpose addition and subtraction commands. In contrast, general purpose 
computers normally add one complete number to another complete number. Other 
special purpose commands might post daily cash sales separately from daily credit 
sales. In general, the computer would be designed with a list of commands to 
carry out precj.sely the operations involved in the inventory process. 

In another case, the receiving tape might store the quantity information on 
the number of items received at a different location within the tra.nsactions 
block from where it is stored in the $ales transaction block. This quantity in
formation may have to be added to the On Hand item and subtracted from the On 
Order item in the inventory block. In general, the sales activity tape will be 
processed in one way, the receivals a different way, and items that are returned 
still differently. But in all cases, it will be a matter of adding a two digit 
portion of one block to a three digit portion of another block, or a similar 
operation. Certainly these operations can be done with a general purpose com
puter, many of which are in existence in this country now. But to design an 
efficient machine, to compete in cost with the present system that has been 
described in an earlier paper, the machine will have to be built with the parti
cular purpose in mind. 

At the same time, the machine designer must guard against the possible 
change in the inventory system that would change the format of the block of 
information. The computer must not be too specialized, but must be capable of 
modification. 

As a method of accomplishing the desired operations, and at the same time 
allowing for future modifications, the use of a special recirculating code 
register is suggested. Assuming that a binary coded decimal system is used, 
the six unused codes (not representing decimal digits) might be used to desig
nate add, subtract, etc. These operation codes would now be inserted in the 
code register; when sensed, they wouldc8.use the foll~~j.f1~_tI1!ee gigi t.~j.ntb~ __ _ 
transactlon olocK-~ooeaaoe-QTor--suot,ractecl)-to the -following three digits in 
the inventory block. If the transaction quantity and inventory quantity are 
not Ifin phase,n a three digit recirculation register may be added for delaying 
the transaction quantity a certain number of cycles. This might require that 
the division points between different types of information occur at multiples 
of three digit positions. It will be seen that this method is essentially a 
"no address" type of operation. 
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THE SYSTEN IN OPERATION 

Fsy Byron J. 1v1endelson 
Computer Research Corporation 

Ha\-ithorne, "-,..:.p---~,,., VCL...L...L.LU.L.l.J..J..a. 

The gentlemen who have preceded me here today have all represented 
what might be titled the "heroes" of the computer world; the business men of 
vision who can foresee the coming revolution in business data processing which 
the modern computer portends, the system engineer who molds this tool into 
usable and workable forms, and the computer designer who extends the develop~ 
ments of the day to meet the demands set forth by those who would use his 
equipment. I represent the "low man on the totem pole," the little guy on the 
end of the chain to whom, 'When all is said and done, they turn and say, "Well, 
this is what we want and this is the tool with which you Imlst work. Now make 
it do something useful. Determine the connnands which we Imlst insert in order 
to put the system into operation. tI I am speaking of the prograJnIller, the un
sung hero of it all, the fellow who makes the whole works go and generally 
receives no credit for having done so. Possibly it is because the heroes speak 
in terms of microseconds and the programmer speaks in terms of months, but it 
seems that fate has surely destined him to become the buck private of the 
computer world. MY purpose, therefore, in presenting this paper is two fold. 
First, it is intended to indicate how the proposed system ~~ght be specialized 
by instructions to carry out the task of producing desired results. Second, 
it will serve to demonstrate how the proposed system affects the programmer 
in the methods which he may use to attain these results. 

Having philosophized about the programmer's role, let us examine the 
task which lies before him as he attempts to put the system into operation. 
The systems engineer has studied the problem, has proposed a general method of 
attack, and has defined the requirements for the basic eqUipment. The computer 
designer has met these specifications with data processing devices Which he 
feels have the requisite inherent capabilities to produce the desired results. 
If past performance is any indication, neither of them has consulted'the pro
grammer on what he feels that the system needs in terms of detailed data pro
cessing capabilities. So, it is now up to the programmer to make the best of 
what he has been given. He must break down the task at hand to its minutest 
detail and determine the best method Qy which the equipment· may be given in
structions to specialize it to accomplish the required job. Let us consider 
the particular task of preparing the daily selling report and maintaining an 
up-to-date inventory record. The method by which these two groups of informa
tion are to be presented goes a long way towards. defining the data processes 
required for their generation, for the key to most business problems of this 
type lies in a consideration of the order in whi~~ information is gathered for 
the system and stored in the system together with the order in which it must 
be presented outside the system. In this case the comp~~y requires a daily 
summary of its transactions broken down by department, class, price line, man
ufacturer, style·, color, and size for each of its four stores. It would also 
be of value if the store could maintain a running record of its inventory and 
publish these figures in its daily report, for then this report would reflect 
a complete picture of the store's status for its buyers. (See Figure la.) 
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~ow, if the inventory file could be maintained so that information in it were 
broken d01~ into the same categories as those required for the daily report, 
the prograrrJrler's job wou~d be extremely simple. Unfortunately, the inventory 
file cannot be so maintained for several reasons. It is not too desirable to 
have inforrr~tion concerning each manufacturer distributed allover the inven
tory record, nor is it reasonable to have price as an element of inventory con
trol since this factor is so subject to change. Therefore, the invent cry is 
ordered by manufacturer, style, color, size, and store. (See Figure lb.) The 
incompatibility of these two orderings, as required by the store, forces on the. 
programmer a situation which hampers the most efficient utilization of his equip
ment. This will be brought out more fully in what follows, but is interjected 
here in order to point out one instance among many where existing systems will 
have to be modified in order to provide for the best use of autcmatic equipment. 
Where manual, decentralized methods are used such compatibility factors a~e of 
little weight; where automatic integrated systems are used they become of ex
treme importance. 

With the general problem blocked out and the,li~itations it imposes 
on the system described, we now consider one possible method for preparing the 
daily report and maintaining a running inventory record. Figure 2 presents a 
flow chart of the data processing which will be described. The transaction 
tapes manufactured by the point-cf-sale recorders are collected and brought tb 
the central processing center where they are passed through, the sorter w.hich 
produces a nevI tape in which the day i s transactions are ordered in the same se
quence as the master inventory tape, that is, by manufacturer. style, color, 
size, and store. This ordering is necessary so that the master inventory tape 
may be brought up to date in an efficient fashion. That is, we do not wish to 
waste time scrambling around in the inventory file so we order the data that 
we"may move efficiently down the file. We digress at this point in order to 
point out that this sort destroys an implicit ordering by department Which ex
isted in our system by virtue of the fact that the individual tapes from the 
point-of-sale recorders provided just such an ordering. Now, sorting time will 
represent a large portion of our processing time in any method which we may 
choose. In the proposed sorti~g met~od ~t :equiresup to Npasses ~t~rough t?e 
sorter to produce a sort of 11 1tems 1£ 2 is the srrallest power OI ~wo grea~er 
than M. This has significance here since the daily report is to be summarized 
by department and the individual tapes practically supply just that breakdown. 
Hence, if we vlere interested only in the daily report we would be able to pass 
e_~indhrj dual _ t.ransa ctiontape- through the ~r--f'el±ewea "By- a- simple sum-
marl.zmg program. These operations 'Would be rapid since the number of items 
involved for each tape would be relatively small. The whole job including 
that of bringing the inventory up to date would, therefore, be easy if the in
ventory could be organized in the same way as the daily report, hence the 
statements made earlier in this paper. Now, at the same time that the day's 
transactions are taking place on the selling floor, other store activities are 
occurring which, will have effects on the state of the inventory. As goods are 
received from the manufacturer and prepared for the selling floor a daily 
receiving tape is prepared. Other store activities such as interstore trans
fers of merchandise, those customer returns not handled at· the point.of-sale, 
price changes, and the results of physical inventories are recorded on special 
activity tapes at appropriate points in the system. These tapes, too, are 
brought to the central processing center where they are sorted so as to be com
patible with the master inventory file. Thus, we have four tapes to present 
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to the central computer, the master inventory tape, the daily recelvlng tape, 
the daily transaction tape, and the special activities tape, all sorted accord
ing to the same criteria. With the data from these tapes the computer is able 
to revise the master inventory tape so that it reflects the changes which the 
others indicate. 

Besides bringing the master inventory tape up-to-date the computer 
performs two other tasks. It records the status of the inventory on the daily 
transaction tape so that this information may be seen on the daily report. In 
addition, this is a convenient point to prepare any special reports on the 
status of the inventory which the store may desire. For example, a list might 
be prepared which shows those items which have been active, are on order and 
overdue in delivery. Or the master inventory might be scanned for those items 
which have not been active for a predetermined length of time and a list of 
"dead stockt1 prepared. These special reports are punched out on cards in a 
form suitable for listing in a card reading printer. 

With the inventory now brought up-to-date and the daily transaction 
tape modified to include the current status of the inventory, the system is 
now in a position to prepare the daily report for the buyers. The daily trans
action tape which has thus far, been sorted by manufaeturer, style, color, Size, 
and store is returned to the sorter where it is further sorted by department, 
class, and price. (It is asswaed here that the sorter operates in a fashion 
so as to preserve any lower order sort which may have been previo~sly made.) 
It is then brought back to the computer where it is sunmarized for the daily 
report which is punched out on cards ready for listing in the printer. 

It would be appropriate at this point to examine in greater detail 
one area of the data processing flow and study the programmer I s problem at the 
next level. Unfortunately, this is impossible in this paper. To this point 
only the gross characteristics of the equipment with which he has to work have 
been of concern to the programmer. The characteristics of the problem itself 
have dictated to a large extent the general flow of information. But, as the 
details of his process begin to require further refinement the precise charac
teristics of the equipment become of greater importance. We can push the analysis 
no further without the fine details of the system. Let us, therefore, pass to 
the realm of speculation. Perhaps the most interesting phase of this problem 
is that of bringing the inventory tape up-to-date. This particular point will 
serve admirably to indicate the complexities and possibilities of approach which 
various possible mechanizations might afford. We shall concentrate on some 
aspects of tape organization to illustrate our point. 

Basically, the processing steps for the inventory maintenance problem 
are simple. The computer must read information from each of its input tapes. 
It must then determine which inventory affecting item is next in sequence in 
the master inventory file. Following this it finds the required item on the 
master inventory tape and reads it into the main memory. It now modifies the 
information read from ta."'1e inventory tape according to the change required by 
the input tape, and records the new item status in place of the old. The degree 
of complexity of this task is for the most part determined by the organization 
of the tape units and the means by Which the computer can cOJn."11unicate with and 
.control them. This is particularly true in file maintenance problems of this 
type where it is necessary for the central computer to find a given item on a 
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master tape. 

The first problem facing the programmer is that of finding a given 
item on the inventory tape. If the tape units are organized so that they, of 
themselves, have no data processing ability, then it may be necessary thnt 
every 'piece of information vmich they contain must pass through the central 
machine for its inspection in order that it ~~y find the nel~ desired item. 
On the other hand, if the tape unit is organized so that the computer ca~ cause 
it to index itself autow~tically to a desired position, then the information 
intermediate to its current position and its desired position need not pass 
through the central machine. The relative importance of this factor in terms 
of processing speed is a nL~ction of the internal machine speed, The debTee to 
which the progr~~er must provide control of the tape units in his search for 
desired information, thus has a profound effect on his program. 

NOH, tapes are generally organized so that information is stored in 
fundamental record keeping units called blocks. These blocks may be of fixed 
or arbitr~J length depending on the system used. If the programmer can only 
cause the tape to move past one block at a tLile he must TIi..aintain infornl3.tion 
in his main memory which tells him at what block the tape is currently positioned, 
and how far along the tape he must move to arrive at the block vlhich contains 
the information he desires. In addition, he must rJaintain an index vrllich cor
relates block numbers and file control numbers, and, if more than one inventory 
record is stored within a single block, he must be able to determine the precise 
location of the record he desires within the block. The alternative to this is 
to read in and inspect every block in his raaster inventory file. 

If the tape is orGanized so that the progra.Illrler can cause it to nove 
a specified number of blocks forvrerd or backward from its present location, he 
must maintain the same type of information but his task of moving the tape is 
someiilhat simplified since he needs not control its motion acrops each indivi
dual block. 

If the individual blocks on the tape are identified by a permanently 
specified block address number and the tape units are organized so that they 
C~~ position themselves at any requested block address, the progr&~~~erts task 
becomes somewhat more simple. He need no longer maintain a record of the tape's 
current position nor need he know the relative position of the desired block 
with respect to that current position. Part of his record keeping problem is 
thus 2liJJil1<2.i:.~d. __ LJQW_hELuaed _Qnl:t-_maintain~ inde~ which eorrelaie£-zpecifie: d 
block address numbers and file control numbers. 

Finally, if the individual blocks on the tape are identified by a 
block address number ",hich the progranuner can assign and record \-lith the block, 
and the tape units are organized so that they can position themselves at any 
requested block address the programmer's task is further simplified. NO\-l he 
can cause the tape to move to the desired position merely by specifying the item 
by its file record number and he need maintain no information in his main memory. 

It may be seen then that the progrru~ning problem of controlling the 
tape units in their search for specified information is inescapably tied up 
with the particular organization of the tape units themselves. 

v1hether or not he can rerecord information in a particular block on 



a tape is another problem which will affect the progr~~er. Some tapes are 
organized so that inform2tion cmlnot be rerecorded on them. In this event the 
prograr3~er is forced to pass every piece of information in the inventor§ file 
tl1roueh the central computer so that it may be recorded on a new tape uith suit
able modifications inserted accor~ing to the input tapes. With a high speed 
machine this process can be combined with that of inspecting each block to see 
if it is one which requires modification. 'VJith a lower speed machine, it would 
be desirable that information pass directly from one tape to the other if it 
need not be modified. If the prograrnner can modify and rerecord inforII'.ation 
on the same tape then this tape need not have all of its information pass through 
the central computer and it is highly desirable that the prograrr'Jner be able to 
~ove it rapidly to any specified location. Here, again, it may be seen that 
tape org2nization will have far reaching effects on the final progranl. 

If the progra.."rr!:.er is faced with a tape \-1hich he can modify in indi
vidual blocks he is faced 'Hi th the problem of an expanding file. "]hen a new 
i te!:'. enters the inventory record and must be placed in some central position 
in his file, it poses a new problem. Shall the prograwEer provide blaru{ spaces 
in his file for such eventualities? This is generally not economically feasi
ble. He has t'ltTO choices. He can provide an index in his file '\-'hich will 
tell him that the item is located elsewhere in the file. This is not too prac
tical because of the lack of tape speed in arriving at a new point. It becomes 
practical only when the computer can be carrying out some other task vmile the 
ta?e is'moving. The alternative is to rebuild the master inventory file Qy 
passing it throue;h the central computer and recording a ne\.J' tape which v.1ill 
embody the required ex:pansion in the proper position. If 'this can be accomp
lished during off hours as an independent task the block modifying scheme for 
file maintenance may be preserved. If it must be accomplished in pare~lel 
vrith other forms of file modification, the prograr.rrner is forced to use the 
scheme in which all information passes through the central computer for record
ing on a nel.J' tape. Once Dore the tape and its or~!SJlization have affected the 
methods v.lhich the progra-rn:mer may use in putting his system into operation. 

\1e have pointed out some of the considerations which the programmer 
must mal(e in deterrrdning how his system is to operate with respect to the tape 
units with which he has to work. In the same fashion he is faced with consi
derations of the characteristics of the central computer in determining just 
how it shall best be incorporated into the data processing flow. If this paper 
h~s served to indicate how a programmer goes about putting a system in operation, 
it 1vill have accomplished its objective. In addition, it will more than serve 
its purpose if it succeeds in calling the attention of the system desginers and 
computer designers to the fact that what they sometimes believe are minor points 
in their design, can, and do have profound effects on the efficiency with which 
the progran~er can use the system they create. 
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DAILY REPORT 
Fig. la 

SALES INVENTORY 

DEPT. CLASS PRICE MFR. STYLE COLOR SIZE STORE STORE STORE STORE TOTAL STORE STORE STORE STORE TOTAL 
1 2 3 4 SALES 1 2 3 4 

ALL 
STORES 

39 WE 795 36 599 1 16 1 1 2 3 3 3 11 

5810 45 16 1 1 3 2 3 3 11 

895 36 613 45 14 1 1 2 4 3 2 2 1 8 

WJ 595 36 461 13 14 2 2 I :; 3 1 3 10 

16 1 1 2 

I 
3 2 2 3 10 

45 14 1 1 3 2 3 3 11 

WP 795 36 592 1 14 1 1 3 2 3 3 11 

26 16 1 1 2 3 3 2 2 10 

45 16 1 1 2 2 :; 2 ~ 10 '" 
222 495 36 561 26 16 1 1 2 3 3 3 11 

595 36 2140 1 16 1 1 2 3 3 3 11 

41 WA 1895 36 1124 1 16 1 1 1 3 2 3 2 2 9 

2195 36 1127 1 16 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 3 9 

WN 1695 36 1121 45 14 1 1 2 3 2 2 3 10 

WR 2195 36 1128 1 14 1 1 1 3 3 2 2 2 9 

2500 36 1132 1 16 2 2 3 3 10 .. l. 0 0 2 ... 
YR 1895 36 1125 1 14 3 1 1 5 0 2 2 3 7 

Fig. 1b INVENTORY PILE 

MONTHLY ACTIVITY 
MFR. STYLE COLOR SIZE STORE ON HAND RECEIVED SOLD 

36 461 45 14 1 13 6 0 
2 12 6 1 
3 13 6 2 
4 13 6 0 

13 14 1 13 6 0 
2 13 6 2 
·3 11 12 5 
4 13 6 0 

I I 
16 1 13 6 

I 
1 

2 12 6 2 
3 12 6 3 

I 4 13 6 1 

I i 592 1 I 14 1 13 6 I 4 

! i - -- t 2 - 12 - 6 i 1 
I 3 13 b 

I 
3 

4 13 6 1 
26 16 1 13 6 

I 
1 

2 13 6 2 
3 12 6 0 
4 12 6 0 

45 16 1 12 6 1 
2 13 6 1 
3 12 6 3 
4 13 6 2 

I 599 1 

I 
16 1 12 6 

I 
1 

2 13 6 0 
3 13 6 0 
II 13 6 0 

613 45 14 1 13 6 4 
2 12 6 1 
3 12 6 2 
II 11 12 6 

5810 IJ5 16 1 13 6 

I 
5 

2 12 6 3 
3 13 6 0 
4 13 6 1 
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Sorter 

Computer 

Computer 

Special Report 
on Tab 
Cards 

Figure 2 

Mf. No. 
Style No. 
Color 
Size 
Store 
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APPROACHES TO DESIGN PROBLEiylS IN COl'J-vEP£ION EQUIPMENT 

A. K. Susskind 
Servomechanisms Laboratory 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge 39, ~~ssachu~etts 

The term conversion equipment is used here to denote devices wnich 
either express analog quantities in pulse-coded digital form or express 
pulse-coded digital data in analog form. These devices are called coders and 
decoders, respectively. 

Conversion devices may handle a variety of variables which can 
represent such quantities as force, displacement and its time derivatives, 
engular rotation, pressure, pH, etc. Direct conversion between these quanti
ties and their pulse-coded digital equivalents is frequently not feasible. 
By use of suitable transducers, all analog quantities are usually expressed 
either as a shaft rotation, a linear displacenent, or a voltage. These are 
the only three forms of analog quantities to be considered here. 

Problems in the design of conversion equipment arise from t\-TO areas. 
The first area consists of the usual over-all system requirements pertaining 
to reliability, Size, environmental conditions, available power supplies, etc. 
The second area includes the following considerations which are peculiar to 
the conversion equipment: type of pulse coding, complexity of equipment, 
conversion time, accuracy of conversion, and holding ability. The discussion 
to follow will be restricted to the second area and will outline possible 
solutions to problems arising from it. 

Type of Pulse Coding 

The type of pulse coding used in a conve~sion device is either 
binary or decimal. Binary representation i3 more advantageous When the 
amount of equipment is to be kept to a minimum, but leads to more difficult 
interpretation when hum.~m observation is required. For example, when the 
problem is to design a converter \-mich IDeasures the ordinates of a curve und 
tabulates them through use of a type~Titer, it is hardly practical to use 
binary representation. When, on the other hand, the problem consists of 
designing conversion equipment for a fully automatic control system, binary 
representation±s--±ndeed---more pI ac Licat-;-------------- -- - ---------

In some cases, it is very helpful to use a modified binary code in 
which only one digit changes in the transition from one number to the adjacent 
number. For discussions of modified binary codes, also called cyclic or 
reflected, and translating circuits betueen modified and natural binary codes, 
the reader is referred to papers by members of the Bell Telephone Laboratories 
and the Moore School of Electrical Engineering.l,2 

Regardless of the number base used, the pulse-code pattern may be of 
serial or parallel form. Which one of the two forms to select for design is 
not necessarily determined by whether a serial or parallel computer is used. 
Well-perfected shift registers are now available which can be inserted be
tween the conversion equipment E..nd the computer, so that serial-to-parallel 



translation can be reliably accomplished. The use of shift registers does, 
however, add to the system complexity and can be justified only if an over
all improvement in performance results. 

Complexi ty of Equipment 

When maqyconversion devices are used in the same system, equipment 
complexi ty can be reduced by time-multiplexing techniques.. The conversion 
process is then carried out in two steps, with the equipment necessary for 
one of the steps common to several of the conversion devices. 

As an example of a multiplexed system, consider the shaft-to
digital converters shown in Figure 1 in block diagram. form.3 Only four 
inputs are drawn, but many others could be added. 

The first step in the conversion consists of generating a pulse pair, 
the time interv~l between which is a linear measure of the shaft rotation. 
Consider Shaft 1, Which is connected to Control Transformer 1 (CT1). Its 
stator is excited qy three sinusoidal voltages displaced 120 degrees in phase. 
The resulting rotating nux field in the air gap induces a rotor voltage, ER, 
the phase of which, 'hrlth respect to one of the stator voltages, ES, is linear
ly related to the shaft rotation. PGl and PG5, which are pulse generators, 
give an output when posi ti ve-going zero crossings of ER and Es occur. Just as 
the interval between zero crossings is linearly related to the shaft rotation, 
so is the time interval between output pulses from PGl and PG5. The desired 
pulse pair is thus obtained. 

The second step in the conversion consists of measuring the time 
interval between ~"'1e two pulses. This is done by counting clock pulses. 
Pulse Generator 5 starts the flow of clock pulses to the counter and whichever 
of the Pulse Genera tors 1, 2, 3, or 4 has been selected by the srli ten stops 
the counting action. The contents of the counter indicate the shaft rotation 
and are read by the computer. The equipment common to all the channels con
sists of the three-phase sinusoidal voltage generator, one pulse generator, 
the switch, and the counter and its associated flip-flop and gate. 

The design of the switch poses no unusual problems since it handles 
only pulses. This would not be the case if the control-transf'ormer voltages 
were to be sm tched and explains "Why it is considered preferable to use one 
pulse generator in each information channel. 

Conversion Time 

In a time-multiplexed system such as the one shown in Figure 1, the 
number of signal channels which can share the common equipment is limited by 
considerations of conversion time and required sampling rate. The conversion 
time, 'T, is the time required to develop the equivalent of the quantity being 
coded or decoded. In the example of Figure 1, the conversion time may be as 
long as one period of the sinusoidal control-tr8nsformer excitation. (To 
simplify the diSCUSSion, it is assumed that the computer requests a shaft 
reading in synchronism with the zero crossing of the reference sinusoid.) If 
it is assumed that each shaft can be sampled at the same rate, r, it follows 
that the number of channels, n, which can share the common equipment is 
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(1) 

A numerical example may be helpful here. Assume that it is required 
to resolve the shaft rotation in Figure 1 to one part in a thousand. A clock 
frequency of 2 MC is to be used. Hence it ~ll take 0.5 millisecond to count 
to 1000, the largest required number. The period of the synchro excitation 
must then be 0.5 millisecond. Assume that the sampling rate is to be 25 per 
second. Equation (1) is then satisfied when n = 80. One may be tempted to 
increase the number of channels which c~ share the common equipment by in
creasing the synchro excitation frequency. But increasing the excita.tion 
frequency also requires increasing the clock frequency, if a given resolution 
of the shaft rotation is to be maintained. The maximum operating rate of 
practical counters does not permit clock rates much in excess of 2 MG. 

Generally speaking, the conversion time required is a function of 
the elements used in the equipment and the basic conversion techniques eID.
ployed in its operation. All-electronic converters achieve the lowest con
version time, which may range from microseconds to milliseconds. The. upper 
part of this range is t:ypical of devices in which a counting action is in
volved. The lower part of the range is typical of devices in which a parallel 
number is converted into a voltage amplitude. Converters in which electro
mechanic.:::;.l or mechaniccLl elements are used will have conversion times ranging 
from tens of milliseconds to seconds. 

Accuracy of Conversion 

The achievement of high accuracy in the performance of conversion 
equipment poses the greatest problem to ~~e designer. This is not surpriSing, 
since a part of any conversion device consists of analog equipment and is 
therefore subject to the usual accuracy limitations of analog equipment. 
These limitations are particularly severe when magnitudes of electrical volt
ages or currents denote the information. In analog equipment other than 
laboratory devices, accuracy of a voltage level to one part in 1000 is con
sidered good. Hence conversion devices between voltages and pulse-coded 
numbers cannot, in practical cases, be expected to have accuracies much better 
than one part in 1000. Wnere the system is such that voltage levels represent 
the information at the input to a coder or voltage levels are required at the 
output of a decoder, this maximum possible accuracy does not pose a grave 
11m] tatiOll, since· wa tever----o.a-ta- proces sl.ng--pre cede s---ene-coaer--or-r-bTl()ws tne 
decoder will have comparable accuracies. 

However, if the system is such that the input to the coder is, for 
example, a shaft rotation, or the output of the decoder is required to be a 
similar mechanical displacement, the use of voltage levels in either conversion 
device may lead to unsatisfactory results. Mechanical displacements are fre
quently handled with an accuracy at least one order of magnitude better than 
electrical voltage levels. To achieve the full accuracy Which the mechanical 
units in the ~stem can exploit, properly designed conversion devices cannot 
involve parts ~ich make use of electrical voltage levels, unless these parts 
are placed inside a closed loop. Such a loop is illustrated by the block 
diagram of Figure 2, Which depicts a decoder having a shaft rotation as the 
output. In the feed-forward section of the loop, the error, expressed in 
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aigital form, is converted into a voltage amplitude by the decoder. The 
~mplified output of the decoder energizes the mot~r which drives the output 
shaft. In the feedback section of the loop the shaft rotetion is expressed In 
digital form by the coder. The loop is closed by the subtractor which compares 
the digital commtu~d w~th the digitally-coded response. In this block diagrffifi, 
the entire burden of accuracy is placed on the coder, and the expected short
coming of the digital-to-voltage decoder does not limit the accuracy to which 
the output shaft may be positioned. 

Suitable coders for use in Figure 2 have been developed. One em
bodiment is the well-known coding wheel.4 A recent design of a coding wheel 
with a diameter of about 10 inches has an accuracy of better than one part in 
30,000. Still higher accuracy could be achieved if larger disc diameters were 
to be used, but the system would become more unwieldy. 

At the present state of the art, coding wheels appear to be among 
the most accurate coders developed. Except for alignment difficulties in the 
reading equipment, their output is free from drift, and their accur&cy is 
limited only by mechanical tolerances in establishing the code pattern. 
Through the use of closed-loop systems such as the one shown in Figure 2, 
coding wheels may be used in the design of decoders as well as coders, leading 
to devices comparable in accur~cy to any but the very highest precision mech
anical devices. 

The high accuracy of conversion is achieved in a system of the type 
illustrated in Figure 2 at the expense of substantial complexity of equipment. 
If accuracy of one part in 30,000 is desired, a fifteen-digit reading system 
at the code wheel and a fifteen-digit subtractor must be supplied, in addition 
to the elements in the feed-forward section of the loop. 

In some cases a saving in equipment can be achieved by using an 
incremental system, i.e., a system in which the command does not tell the 
shaft where to go with respect to an arbitrary reference point, but with 
respect to the point where the previous command has left it • 

. An illustration of t.:.n incrementGJ. system is given in Figure .3, 'hl1ich 
shows the decodigg servomechanism used in the M.I.T. Numerically Controlled 
Milling Machine. 5 The input to the loop consists of a pulse train containing 
a number of pulses equal to the number of angular units through 'Which the 
shaft shall turn. The unit of angular rotation chosen in this illustration is 
one degree, so that when, for example, the shaft is to turn 900 clockw~se, 
90 pulses are impressed on the upper command input to the reversible binary 
counter. Each commend pulse is added to the contents of the reversible 
binar-of counter. An increase in the contents of the counter from normal, which 
is a number one-half the capacity of the counter, results in a positive volt
age output from the coder and, through the amplifier and motor, in clockwise 
rotation of the output shaft. For ea.ch degree of rotation of the output shaft, 
a pulse originates from the coder on one of two lines, depending on the Sense 
of the output rotation. For clockwise rotation, assumed in this eXPJDlple, the 
feedback pulses appear on the lower line from the coder ~~d cause the contents 
of the counter to decrease. 'When the number. of feedback pulses equals the 
number of commend pulses, the reversible counter returns to normal, the 
decoder output is zero, and the output shaft comes to rest. When counter-
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clockwise rotetion of the shaft is desired, the command pulses appear on the 
lower input line and the feedback pulses on the upper line from the coder. 
The coder consists of a wlleel containing a commutator-like arrangement of 
alternate conducting and non-conducting segments which, in conjunction with 
interpreting circuitry, allow one synchronizing pulse to pass to one of the 
output lines for each degree of shaft rotation. The need for synchronizing 
pulses, which are arranged never to coincide with command pulses, arises from 
the fact that the reversible counter cannot add and subtract simultaneously 
and hence cannot handle comrr~nd and feedback pulses at the same time. 

When the long conversion time inherent in a system like that shown 
in Figure 3 is tolerable, the use of an incremental system of this type can 
give a very satisfactory design with moderate amounts of equipment. In the 
M.I.T. machine, l7-digit binary numbers can be handled, and yet a six-stage 
reversible CO~Dter and a sLx-stage decoder suffice. The amplifier and motor 
are of the usual instrument type. The code wheels used in ~~e coders have 
mechanical pulse pickups, but photoelectric or magnetic pickups of equivalent 
functional performance can be developed and will probably lead to higher 
reliability. The interpreting circuitry associated with the code wheels con
sists of three flip-flops and six coincidence circuits. 

A similar incremental system, the output of which is a linear motion, 
derives its feedbagk by counting the number of optical grating lines which pass 
a reference point. Resolution to a fraction of a thousandth of 2~ inch can 
be readily achieved in a practical system. 

It should be noted that, unless special provisions are made, errors 
in an incremental system are cumulative. Thus if, in Figure 3, the coder 
fails to give an output pulse for every degree of shaft rotation, the missing 
feedback pulses will result in misalignment of the output shaft and this mis
alignment w~ll perpetuate itself until the shaft is reset, either manually or 
by m.eans of a supervibory circuit. 

It has previously been emphasized that where high conversion 
accuracy is required, voltage levels must not be relied upon as a basic 
measure. The eypmples of high-accuracy converters cited have been ShOvffi to 
derive their high performance from optical gratings, coding discs, or wheels. 
Assuming properly designed and aligned reading circuits, the conversion 
accuracy depends only on the accuracy with which the lines or code patterns 
h~ ve . .Q~~n lai.cLQl.lt~_11e cPu.I1l~Ll_j:,Qlera:rLG~.§th us_de te:rl11i!!e_t~1§ __ .QQJ1Y§~Q.iQIL___ 
accuracy. But while mechanical tolerances can be made to be smE~l, equally 
small tolerances CEill be achieved electrically in the control of time or fre
quency, wi ~1.out recourse to specialized labors. tory equipment. Thus designs of 
conversion devices which use an electrical measure of time as the accuracy
governing factor can be expected to result in high accuxacy. No such devices 
appear to have been announced to date. 

Holding Ability 

Whenever a digital computer is used in a control system, a s8mpled . 
data system results. Wi th respect to the computer output, this means that the 
results of the computations are available not continuously in time, but at 
discrete values of time. In the interval between outputs from the computer, 
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the decoder must be capable of remembering what the last output from the com
puter has been. We say that the decoder must have a holding ability. 

One way to achieve holding ability in the design of a decoder is to 
L~corporate a storage register int~ which the computer inserts its output. A 
storage register from which information can be read out continuoUEly is re
quired here. At the present time, such a register is still somewhat difficult 
to realize when operating speeds are too great for electromechanical devices, 
and the number of electron tubes must be limited. 

Another way to achieve holding ability is to store the output of the 
decoder in analog form. 'Where voltage is the analog quantity, one might use a 
condenser for storage. Where shaft rotation is produced by the decoder, one 
might mechanically clamp the shaft. But very often storage in analog form is 
not satisfacto~. 

A third way to achieve holding ability involves storage in the time 
domain.3 The number to be decoded is first converted into a linearly related 
time interval. This time interval is then remembered. 8imul taneously, the 
time interval is continuously converted into a voltage ampli tude. 

The block diagr8m for a decoder in which holding ab~lity is achieved 
in the time domain is outlined in Figure 4. The upper part of the figure 
shows how the number is converted into a pair of pulses, the time interval be
tween which is proportional to the number. The computer presets the counter 
to the nines complement of the number to be decoded. The computer then starts 
the now of clock pulses to the counter through the gate circuit mark~d G. 
When the counter has been filled, an end-carry pulse will appear at its output, 
"Which stops the further now of clock pulses. The time interve.l, T, between 
the start pulse and the end-carry pulse is linearly related to the nmber to 
be· decoded. Next, the pulse pair is held and converted into a voltage ampli
tude. The method involved there is shown in the lower part of Figure 4. ·.lne 
memory function is accomplished by the delay elements which are adjusted to 
have equal time delays, ~, and which are closed upon themselves. After the 
delay elements are cleared by the computer, a start pulse is generated. This 
pulse emerges 1" seconds later from Delay 1, and every 1:' seconds thereafter. 
T seconds after the start pulse an end-carr,y pulse appears at the input to 
Delay Element 2, 'Where itenerges T seconds later and every T seconds there
after. Thus at time -r, 2't", 3T', ••• n"t there is an output from Delay Element 1, 
and at time T + T, T + 2-r, T + 3T, ••• T + n"t" there is an output from Delay 
Element 2. For every pulse on its upper input line the flip-flop is set to 
the 1 position and for every pulse on its lower input line, the flip-flop is 
set to the 0 position. Thus the flip-flop is in the 1 position for ever,y 
T seconds out of~. Since T is a linear measure of the number to be decoded, 
so is the duty-cycle of conduction of the 1 tube in the nip-flop. It only 
remains to remove the d-c component of the waveform at the plate of the 1 tube, 
which is accomplished by the loy-pass filter. This completes the conversion 
process. It should be noted that the equipment in the upper part of Figure 4 
may be shared by several channels. Each channel contains the equipment in the 
lower half of the figure and is connected to the common equipment by a switch. 

Several devices may be used for the delay elements. In one applica
tion of this scheme, tracks on a magnetic storage drum are employed.? This is 
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a particularly useful approach when the basic computer already contains a 
magnetic drum. 

Summary 

Some of the remarks made in the previous sections may be summarized 
as follows: 

In designing conversion equipment for systems containing several 
signal channels, over-all equipment complexity can be reduced by time-sharing 
part of the converters between several channels. The number of channels which 
can share the common equipment is limited by the conversion time and the re
quired sampling rate. 

Accuracy is easiest to obtain by using time as a reference in an 
electrical system, or displacement or rotation in a mechanical system. An 
incremental system employing simple equipment can achieve high accuracy, but 
long conversion time results. Closed-loop techniques permit the use of a 
conversion device to its fullest accuracy as either a coder or a decoder. 

In the interval between outputs from the digit&l equipment, decoders 
need to remember the previous output. This holding ability can be achieved 
conveniently in the time domain. 

1. 

2. 

4. 

6. 

7. 
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HljLTI-CHANNEL ANALOG-DIGITAL 
CONVERSION SYSTE1 FOR D-C VOLTAGES 

~v. .1). Shockency 
Hughes Research and Development Laboratories 

Hughes Aircraft Company 

This report is intended to cover a successive approximation type analog
digi tal converter which was designed for use in an airborne digital computer 
developed by Hughes Aircraft Company on an Air Force Contrac't. The unit which 
was developed was required to digitalize as many as 32 input voltages and de
rive the analog voltage from 32 digital output quantities in approximately 
15 milliseconds. Critical requirements on space and weight of equipment, 
coupled with the large number of inputs and outp'uts, dictated the use of a 
common converter which could be multiplexed on a time basis among the various 
inputs and outputs. 

Some of the more important specifications to be met were the following: 

1. Inputs - 32; 0-100 volts dc; accuracy .:: ~% of full scale; sampling 
time, 200psec; sampling rate, 60 cycles; impedance of inputs, 200K 
min during sampling time. 

2. Outputs - 32; 0-100 volts dc; accuracy .: t% of full scale; sampling 
time, 200~sec; sampling rate, 60 cycles; maximum ramp, full scale 
in t sec; load to be driven, SOK ohm min. 

3. Digit rate - 160 kc. 

4. The conversion needed to be done so that results were proportional 
to a system reference voltage. 

5. The equipment was to be production designed to meet JAN specifica
tions for airborne electronic equipment. 

6. Critical limitations on size, weight, and power were to be considered. 

7. Reliability requirements of a tactical military system had to be 
~ in mi-nd. 

Equipment designed to meet these specifications has been built and tested. 
A block diagram is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a decoder and inverter 
amplifier, which are used in cammon on all conversions, plus a control unit, 
a memory, individual power output stages, and electronic switches for connect
ing the desired input or output channel into the decoder. 

The decoder consists of an 8-digit register, a binary current weighter, 
and a comparator amplifier. An analog input is converted to binary code by 
a series of comparisons of the input voltage to standard voltages supplied by 
the current weighter. The comparator amplifier, through the control unit, 
sets up the register according to the results of these comparisons o The 
binary-coded input is then shifted by the control unit into the computer 
memory for use as needed. 
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A binary-coded output is converted by shifting it from the computer mem
ory to the register. Each flip-flop in the register controls a gate in the 
"" ..... .,..O"'+_T.T .... .;,.,.'h+ ........ 'u'h';n'h .... o1o!:looo !:I n" .......... on+. ;n+.('\ +.ho C!l'1Tr1m;nO' nl"'l;",t. n"'l"'Inl"'l,..t.;nn~' 
"'1..A..L.L~.l"u-nO .... OJ."'uc. n ... .L ..... \J.I..L ... Q .... ""t;",Iou'"-'u ,... "'~.'"' ..... """ ......... ...,.'" ..., ....... """ 1o.,;I''Ioo'Wot .. ' ....... ··b ,r--"- }:'--r--------
to the significance of the flip-flop. The output of the weighter, tr~ough the 
comparator amplifier, controls the charging of the output memor.y capacitor. 
This capacitor is necessary to act as analog memor-f between s~TLpling intervals. 

Figure 2 graphically illustrates the analog-to-digital conversion of an 
input quantity. 

1. Assume that an input d-c voltage of 7/8 Fr~ has just been selected by 

the control unit for conversion. 

2. At TO' which is the beginning of' the 200jUsec sa","flpling interval, the 

appropriate input selector switch is closed by control unit signals 

and the same unit shifts zeros into the register to clear it. 

3. From TO until TlOO' the circuit is permitted to stabilize so that the 

voltage at the output of the inverter amplifier is proportional to the 

selected input within! 0.1%. 

4. During the interval Tloo to T200, the following staircase sampling 

takes place, which involves the control unit, register, current 

weighter, and comparator amplifier: 

a. From TIOO until T120, the half-scale stage of the current weighter 

is energized by the appropriate register stage and this current 

is compared with the current from the input; I is proportional to 

7/8 I FS • Since the current from the register is not of sufficient 

magnitude to bring the surmning node of the comparator amplifier to 

the ground reference, this stage of the weighter is permitted to 

remain "onlt by the controlling output signals from the comparator 

amplifier. 

b. From T120 until TUO' the quarter-scale stage is closed in the 

weighter and the sum of this current and the half-scale current 

is compared in a similar fashion, this stage also being penni tted 

to remain on at the end of the sampling interval. 

c. In a similar manner, the control unit closes eighth-scale and the 

comparator amplifier permits it to remain on; however, from T150 

until T200, as the control ur~t applies the remai~~ng weighted 

currents, the comparator amplifier finds that its input has re

versed, indicating that the current from the weighter is too 

great, so the comparator amplifier output signals return the re

maining register stages and weighter to the zero state. 
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d. Consequently, at the conclusion of the sampling interval, the 

register is set as a binary representation of the input voltage. 

Since it is an 8-digit register, resolution is 1/256. 

e. During the interval T200 until T300, the register shifts the 

coded information into the memory and starts the conversion pro

cess on the next input voltage. 

Since the decoder is fundamentally an output device, digital-to-analog, 
it could easily be used to derive an output d-c voltage by means of an opera
tional summing amplifier. Such an amplifier would be required to deliver up 
to 100 volts into 50K-ohm load with a linearity of + 0.1%. This was imprac
tical with the limited supply voltages imposed by the use of subminiature tubes. 
To hurdle this problem, it was necessary to supply a feedback connection from 
the individual outputs to the input of the inverter a~plifier. Because the 
decoder is time-shared by all the inputs and outputs, electronic switches are 
used to make this connection. Wi th the incorporation of this feedback, the 
comparator needed to have only the requisite zero stability, about lOmv, and 
sensitivity, about 5mv; linearity was of little importance. The use of feed
back on this circuit makes possible the use of an on-off type of servo. The 
power gates consist of two electronic switches, each of which connects a cur
rent Source to the memory capacitor, one (+) and one (-). These switches are 
selected by the control unit and operated by the comparator amplifier output. 
A (-) output connects a (+) source to the capacitor and a (+) output connects 
a (-) source. 

As indicated above, for an output conversion the computed result from 
the memory is shifted into the current-weighter register and the feedback 
switch for the associated output is closed. This is done in the first 100 

)lSec of the 200?lsec sampling interval (see Figure 3). The output from the 
binarJ weighter is permitted to stabilize during this interval, and the ap
propriate feedback selectro switch is closed, thereby applying the previously 
stored analog output voltage to the inverter amplifier for comparison with 
the new value from the current weighter. From TIOO until T200, the corres
ponding output power gate receives the proper signal from the comparator am
plifier to raise or lower the voltage on the capacitor. If during this in
terval equilibrium. is reached, alternate charging and discharging of the out
put condenser will result until the control unit disconnects the power gate 
-at- -the- --end -of -the. Wtt;nsee- interval-j - '1'200-.-

The loop which is involved in servoing of an output voltage consists of 
the power gate and the inverting and comparator amplifiers. The sensitivity 
of this loop, which is essentially the forward gain of the comparator ampli
fier, and the loop lags are the f actors which determine the peak excursions 
in the servoing of an output voltage for any ramp driving function. It was 
not difficult to increase the forward gain of the loop so that it was no 
longer a determining factor and only the loop lags remained. For this de
sign the lags amounted to about 2 )lsec. For the specified ramps this re
sults in hunting of ! 1/2 digit. 

The limiting accuracy of this system is mainly determined by the re
sistors used in the current weighter. To maintain a weighter with an 
accuracy of ! 0.3%, it was necessary to use resistors with a tolerance of 
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+ 0.1%. It was also necessary to control the shunt capacity of the units. 
AS ~ t-. t--u.r--.I--le-u~ u--u-+., .L1.....! - ..l.!..l --"'- .:----- - -_ .......... ,.-..- ...... ,...- .......... ,.. _..,,,,,~r .... ,..,.-."..,.. .... ;~, '~r .... .......... .., l.Ill..L.~ U..L.U ,11V'" Uupv>:)!;;; CL 'p.L VV"L.I;;;J.U UC",CLU,uC lUo.UrJ "" .... '""1£ ...... "" .... Q..J., .... " 

available wire-wound resistors would easily meet our requirement. Wire
wc~~d ~n~ts were used because there was no other available resistor with the 
necessary initial tolerance or temperature coefficient. 

The zero stability of the system is limited by the electronic switches. 
To minimize the variation in this offset, dual diodes were paired in such 
a manner as to take advantage of the closer balance established by JAN con
trols for diodes in the same envelope. The JAN control imposed gives a 
spread of + 250 mv. It may 'be of same interest that tests of a few hundred 
diodes from several lots indicated that this spread amounted to only! 100 mv. 

The linearity of these switches was better than + 0.1%, operated in the 
circuit over the full range of input-output voltages.- Zero stability within 
the inverting and comparator amplifiers was achieved by the use of chopper
stabilized amplifiers. 

Parasitic or undesired capacities and leakage currents were effectively 
reduced by boot-strapping wherever possible. For example, heater-cathode 
leakage in the capacitor power gates was troublesome, but it was essentially 
eliminated by boot-strapping of the filament which was associated with the 
cathode tied to the memory capacitor. 

Final checks on the S,Ystem proved that the deviations from analog input 
voltage to binary code and from binary output to analog output voltage were 
within the basic tolerance of + 0.5% of full scale. More meaningful infor
mation of statistical significance is presently being gathered by using the 
associated computer in special checking routines. It is hoped that the dis
tributfon of error for any possible number may be obtained by this method, 
which will take into consideration systematic errors due to component toler
ance and errors due to all sorts of noise components, such as short- and 
long-term random component changes. 

The size and weight requirements were met by using miniature and sub
miniature components and using advanced packaging techniques, such as etched 
circuitry. The final weight of the equipment was about 60 pounds and it 
occupied approximately 1.6 cubic feet. The power consumed by the units 
amounted to about 650 watts. The figures do not include the drum memory 
unit.> 
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A HIGH-SPEED AULTICHANNEL ANALOO-D IG ITAL CO~'VERTER 

james 1,1. Hi tchell 
J~ Be Rea Company, Inc. 

Santa Honica, California 

Introduction 

The large-scale tests of aircraft, missiles, and components necessitate 
the recording of many parameters. These parsJneters are usually converted by 
transducers or pick-up devices to voltages proportional to the magnitude of 
the physical quantity being measured. The many resulting voltages may be re
corded for later analysis, used immediately for performance calculations and 
for control, or they may be both recorded and used immediately. If the data 
is recorded, it is ideally done on a multi-channel recorder. The quantity 
of data taken on large-scale tests and the complexity of performance calcu
lations make it desirable to obtain the data in a form suitable for digital 
computation. Since the final form of the data is frequently digital, in na
ture whether it is recorded for future use or is used immediately for com
putation, a multi-channel high-speed analog-to-digital converter would great
ly simplify the preparation of analog data for digital computation and 
tabulation. A high-speed multi-channel analog-to-digital converter and a 
complete data system of which it is a part will be discussed in this paper •. 

Description of the System 

The system was designed for. the specific needs of static structural load 
tests of airframes. The requirements of this system are, however, similar to 
those of other large-scale tests, differing only in the method of display and 
in the storage medium. Figure 1 is a block diagra."'U of the entire data system. 
The inputs are 400 strain gages which must be read and recorded in less than 
two seconds. Since each strain gage can be in either tension or compression, 
it is 'necessary that the system be capable of measuring both positive and 
nega.tive voltages. The strain gages are energized by a DC voltage giving a 
DC output in the low millivolt range. Since the system will measure these 
low voltages, it will work equally well for thermocouples, resistance ther
mometers, and other pickup devices producing a DC voltage and is not limited 
in the type of input. The 400 strain gages are sampled in sequence by the 
commutator which programs the entire recording operation. The actual switch
ing of the inputs is done by 400 sets of mercury relays operating as the 
plate loads of 400 6L6 tubes. . These relays were chosen for their low noise 
level, long service life, and fast operating characteristics. The relays 
selected are single-pole double-throw break-before make relays with a clos
ing time of approximately. 5 milliseconds. The drop-out time, however, is 
considerably longer and is not constant. The contacts in the relay consist 
of two sets of two contacts and a wiper. When the relay is not energized, 
the wiper connects one set of contacts; where energized it connects the 
other set. To compensate for the variable drop-out time of the relays, the 
input signal is corlllected tru-ough the normally closed contacts of a relay to 
the normally open contacts of the preceeding relay. Thus, the clOSing of a 
relay connects a gage to the converter and opens the connection of the pre
vious gage, giving a constant period for each channel. 
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The converter, shown within the dotted lines, consists of a modulator 
and amplifier, the logical gates and summing networks, the write gates, and, 
in t4is system, a clock pulse shaper. The clock pulse is recorded on the 
magnetic drum and provides the basic frequency for the entire data system. 
The output of the converter is recorded on the magnetic drum for later 
recovery through the readout gates and output registers. This system will, 
in less than two seconds, convert and record the readings of 400 strain gages 
used in structural tests. 

The tests for which this system was designed consist of taking a set of 
readings on 400 strain gages for each of 20 structural loads. To prevent 
creep or fatigue at the higher load levels, it is necessary to take the data 
rapidly and release the load immediatelY. After each load .. the strain is 
pl~tted against per cent of full load. v Thus, any non-line~ity indicating 
that the elastic limit has been reached is found before structural damage 
occurs in the member under test. 

Performance of the System. 

Programming 

The programming of the recording system. is shown in block diagram in 
Figure 2. For a recording cycle there are six binary counters and two selec
tor switches required. The logical levels used throughout the converter 
system. are a +20 for true and zero or ground for false. The clock pulse is 
a 120 KC negative pulse of .1 microsecond duration and a 20 volt amplitude, 
biased to +20 volts during the off period. The clock pulse originates from 
the magnetic drum turning 3600 r.p.m. In addition to this clock pulse, there 
is a single pulse on a separate dru~ channel for orientation on the drum and 
four quadrant pulses; the first coincident with the single pUlse and a clock 
pulse, and three others separated by at least 508 clock pulses and coincident 
with a clock pulse. The negative clock pulse, applied to the grid of the 
conducting tube in a flip-flop, triggers it to the other stable state. In the 
block diagram, a square block designates a coincidence or a one to one corres
pondence between quantities; a circle designates an inverter where a false 
input results in a true output and vice versa; a triangle with the inputs ex
tending within the triangle designates a sum gate where the output is true 
if any input is true; and a triangle with the inputs terminating at the side 
oppOSite-the output- d esignatesa:proou~gat;e -aha -rst;rlieonryUlra.rr-tJie---~-- -
inputs are true. 

The "C" and the "nil counters are five stage binary counters gated to 
count to 24 and 20 respectively and returning to zero with a quadrant pulse. 
Counter ftC" returns to zero also with a 24 count and a clock pulse. K and L 
are 20 position selector switches which set five double-pole double-throw 
relays each to a binary representation of numbers between one and 20. When 
K is advanced one position to the next number, L advances to become the old 
value of K. The configuration of D, K and L are compared in two coincidence 
gates and the true signals from each gate are fed to a sum gate; the output 
of this gate being true whenever there is a coincidence between D and K or 
D and L. The output of the D and K coincidence gate is also fed to a prod
uct gate along with the 24 count of C cO'Wlter, and the three count (fourth 
quadrant) of the Q counter. The output of this product gate, which is false 



at all times except at the 24 count of C counter when there is a coincidence 
of D and K in the-fourth drum quadrant, is fed through an inverter to a prod
uct gate with the clock pulse. The output of this product gate, Rx' is fed 

along with the output of the D and K or D and L sum gate, to a product gate. 
The output of this product gate is a string of pulses, coincident with and 
similar to the clock pulse. In the first tr..ree quadra.nts of the drum this 
string of pulses will be 50 pulses long; 25 pulses during the coincidence of 
D and L, and 25 during the coincidence of D and K. In the fourth quadrant 
of the drum, however, there will be only 49 pulses; 25 during the coincidence 
of D and L and 24 during the coincidence of D and K. These pulses are count
ed by the R counter which counts zero to 24 and returns to zero. This count
er originally is set at zero, and the zero count regresses 1 clock pulse each 
revolution of the drum. The zero count is used as the output of this counter 
and serves to program the entire recording cycle. It is fed to two product 
gates; one a product with the coincidence of D and K, the other a product 
with the coincidence of D and L. The product with D and L produces a pulse 
(p) which is used to initiate one conversion cycle in the converter. The 
second product, occurring 25 clock pulses later, is used to select the next 
input from the 16 x 25 matrix driven by counters Q, S, and G, and to record 
the value of the input just converted. Thus, during one revolution of th e 
drum, four inputs are selected and recorded. A particular input is selected 
and 475 clock pulses later, conversion of its voltage to a digital output is 
started and 500 clock pulses later it is recorded. With each revolution of 
the drum, the information is stored displaced one clock pulse later in each 
quadrant because of the retrograding of the R counter. There are 36 write 
amplifiers on the drum, and 100 channels are recorded on nine drum tracks 
each 25 revolutions of the drum. The product gates shown are used for the 
write amplifier selection. 

Since, during a test, it is necessary to examine the results of previous 
structural loads, the read gates are also shown. In the read programming, a 
four position (A) and a 25 (N) switch are added. A coincidence between the 
A switch and the Q counter selects the quadrant and a coincidence between the 
i"l switch and the C counter and a coincidence between the D counter and S 
counter selects the clock pulse address witpin the quadrant. For oscillo
scope display, all readings (20) of a particular input channel are read in 
20 revolutions of the drum or in ~3 of a second. For printing the results, 
one reading is taken each 25 revolutions of the drum or every 25/60 of a 
second. There are only nine read amplifiers which are connected by a selec
tor switch to one of the four groups of tracks formed by the write program. 
Thus, the input channels are divided into four groups 1-100, 101-200, 201-
300, and 301-400 for reading depending on the connection of the read ampli
fiers. This completely progra~s the data system used for structural testing 
of airframes. Not shown on the diagra~ however, is the 16 x 25 matrix for 
input selection and the write gates for the write amplifiers. 

Converter 

The analog-to-digit.al converter is show-u in ~ 19ure .) oy O.LOCK u1agrams. 
It consists of a pulse source, a modulator, an amplifier and filter, a phase 
discrL~inator, the su~ing network, and the logical circuits. The 120 KC 
pulse generator is driven by the clock pulse ch~~el on the magnetic dru~. 
The clock pulse is used for synchronizing a 480 KC oscillator and for the 
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logical gates. The 480 KC oscillator is used for the bridge modulator exci
tation as shown. Two arms of the bridge are matched diodes, the other two 
arms are resistances. A balance potentiometer is connected as shown for com
pensation of any initial unbalance. Across the bridge there are a one ohm 
precision summing resistor, an input resistor, and an output transformer. 
The output of the modulator, a 480 KC sine wave equal in alnplitude to the 
unbalance voltage across the modulator and of a phase determined by the sign 
of the unbalance voltage, is amplified and filtered for the input to the 
phase discriminator. The action of the phase detector will be explained in 
more detail in Figure 4, but it forms a Z signal which is true for one phase 
of the modulator output and false for the other. The true Z output indicates 
a positive voltage across the modulator and the false Z output indicates a 
negative voltage. This Z signal is used in the logical gates to determine the 
action of the converting cycle. 

A conversion from an analog input to a digital output is accomplished in 
16 time intervals defined by the four stage, B counter~ The B counter rests 
in the one state until it receives a pulse P from the programming circuits. 
It then advances with each clock pulse through 15 configurations and returns 
to one until the pulse P. The configurations of the B counter are used, 
with the clock pulse, to trigger the nine A flip-flops. The final state of 
these nine flip-flops is recorded as the output of the conversion. Nine 
cathode followers are driven by these nine flip-flops. In the cathode circuit 
of each cathode follower there is a precision summing resistor cla~ped by a 
diode to a reference voltage and connected to the one ohm precision resistor 
in the modulator circuit. When each cathode follower is conducting, it adds 
current through the one ohm resistor and generates a voltage across the one 
ohm resistor. The current, voltage generated, and the digital value of each 
of the nine cathode followers is shown in Table I along with the time inter
val in which conduction is started. 

Flip-Flop no. Hilliamps 11illivolt Series Digital Time 
Current Voltage Resistance Value Interval 
Thru lr Across 1 
Resistor obm Resistor 

3.00 3.00 m.v. 5K 100 2 

1.50 1.50 m.v. 10K 50 5 
-.-68 - .6:1- 25A 2e 7 

.30 .30 50K 10 9 

.30 .30 50K 10 10 

.15 .15 lOOK 5 11 

.06 .06 250K 2 12 

.03 .03 500K 1 13 

.03 .03 50CK 1 14 

TABLE I 
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Through the one ohm resistor there is also a current of 3 mae from a 
precision negative supply generating a -3 mv. signal across it. A product 
of the two time interval and a clock pulse triggers the Al flip-flop true, 
causing a current of 3 mae to flow through the one ohm reSistor, generating 
a +3 mv. Signal. This current continues until the 5 time interval when a 
comparison with the input voltage is made. If Z is true, the product of the 
clock, time 5, and Z triggers Al false, if Z is false, Al is left in the 
true state and the current continues to flow through the one ohm resistor. 
The sum of the Al current and the -3 ma. from the negative supply is zero 
and thus, the Al flip-flop determines the sign of the input voltage, re
maining on if the input is positive and turning off if the input is negative. 
A2, which along with A3 through 9, was triggered false at time 2, is trig-
gered true at time 5. The cathode follower for the A2 true generates a 
current of 1.50 mae in the one ohm reSistor, representing a count of 50. At 
the 7 time, A2 is left true if Z is false or is triggered false if Z is true. 
Also, at the 7 time, A3 is triggered true. It results in a current of .6 
mae in the 1 ohm resistor and represents a count of 20. At the 9 time, A3 
is triggered false if Z is true· and left true if Z is false. Similarly, 
A4 is triggered true at time 9 and represents a count of 10 (.3 ma.); A5 at 
time 10 representing a count of 10 (.3 ma.); A6 at time 11 representing a 
count of 5 (.15 ma.); A7 at time 12 representing a count of 2 (.06 ma.); 
As at time 13 representing a 'count of 1 (.03 ma.); and, at time 14, A9 is 
triggered true representing a count of 1 (.03 ma.). In each case, the flip
flop is triggered false if Z is true and remains true if Z is false. A t the 
16th time interval, if Z were false at time 5, Al and the 16 time interval 
cause A2 through 9 to compliment. This is necessary since a -3 mv. is used 
as a reference and it is desirable to measure all voltages from ground. In 
this manner, a digital output proportional to the input voltage is gener
ated in 16 time intervals. Since the clock frequency is 120 KC, the total 
time required for a conversion is 132 microseconds. The code 50, 20, 10, 
10, 5, 2, 1, 1 was chosen in this application because it simplified the read
out for display purposes. However, any code can be used by changing the 
values of the Summing resistors. Also, the full scale output can be changed 
by changing the value of the 1 ohm resistor within the limit that the resis
tor must be small compared to the other resistors. 

Phase Detection 

The action of the modulator and phase detector will be made more clear 
by examining Figure 4. In this figure, the wave forms at the detectors are 
shown for three input voltages. The lower wave form is the clock pulse, a 
120 KC, -20 volt, ~ microsecond pulse. Above it is the delayed clock pulse 
which is a +20 volt, .25 microsecond pulse delayed 5.67 microseconds after 
the clock pulse. The lower Sine wave shows the wave form from the modulator 
after amplification and filtering for an input voltage of -1.39 mv. During 
the first and second time interval, a sine wave proportional to the input 
voltage is generated. It will be noted that the delayed clock pulse occurs 
at a negative peak of the sine wave. At the end of the 2 time, the +100 
count is added to the one ohm resistor when Al is triggered true. The addi
tion of the Al count causes a phase reversal and causes Z to become true when 
the delayed clock pulse and the positive peak coincide. Thus, at time 5, Al 
is triggered false and A2 is triggered true, adding 1.5 mv. to the -3 mv. 
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across the one ohm resistor. The resultant -1.50 liV. across the one ohm 
resistor is 1e83 ~~~n the -1.39 mv. input and again we get a phase reversal. 
At the 7 time, A2 is left on since the delayed clock pulse is coincident with 
the negative pecic and Z is false. Also at the 7 time, A3 is turned on, adding 
an additional .60 mv. or a count of 20 to the one ohm resistor. The result
ant 2.10 mv. again causes a phase change and causes Z to be true, turning A3 
off at time 9. At tDue 9, .30 mY. or a count of 10 is added by A4 to the 
1.50 from A2. The result8nt 1.80 is again too great and A4 is turned off 
and A5 is turned on at time 10. A5 likewise adds .30 mv. or a count of 10 
to the 1.50, and is turned off at time 11. At time 11, A6 adds .15 mv. or 
a count of 5 to the 1.50. The 1.65 mv. is again larger than the input volt
age and A6 is turned off at time 12. At time 12, A7 is turned on, adding 
.06 rov. to the 1.50. Since the delayed clock pulse does not coincide with a 
positive peruc, A7 is left on at time 13 and Ag is added. Ag adds .03 mv. to 
the 1.56 and remains on at time 14. At time 14, A9 adds a 1 COlIDt to the 
1.59 mv. and is turned off at time 15. Then since A~ is true, A2 through 
~ are complimented at time 16. The resultant output is a count of 20 + 10 + 

10 + 5 + 1 = 46 or, since each unit represents .03 mv., represents an input 
of 46 x .03 = -1.38 mv. 

The sine wave in the center represents the wave form at the phase detec
tor with a zero input. At time 2, as before, a count of 100 is added and at 
time 5 is left on since the delayed clock pulse does not coincide With a 
positive peak. At all other times, the nip-nop is turned false since the 
sum of Al and any other nip-flop is greater than zero. At time 16, the 
number does not compliment since Al is true and the resultant output count 
is zero. 

In the upper curve, the sine wave represents an input of +1.39 mv. to 
the converter. Again, at time 2, a count of +100 is added to the -3 mv. 
reference and is left on at time 5. At time 5, a count of 50 or 1.50 mv. 
is added and is too great. Thus, at time 7, the 50 count is removed and a 
+20 count is added. This remains on at time 8 and a count of 10 is added. 
This remains on at time 9 and another count of 10 is added. At time 11, this 
10 cOlIDt also remains on and a count of 5 is added. This too remains on and, 
at time 12, a count of 2 is added. This is too large and is turned off at 
time 13 'When a count of 1 is added. This count of one remains at time 14 when 
another count of 1 is added. This last cOlIDt is too great and is removed at 
time 15, leaving an output COlIDt of 46 or +1.38 mv. 

The phase detector is baSically a coincidence circuit between the 480 KC 
sine wave and the delayed clock pulse. The 480 KC sine wave is clipped and 
shaped and, with the delayed clock pulse, is fed to the input grids of a 6AS6 
ga te tube. The output of the coincidence on the 6AS6 triggers the Z nip
flop true and each clock pulse triggers Z false. Thus, Z is false unless 
triggered true by the phase detector. 

Conclusions 

This converter has proven quite reliable. The code can be changed quite 
easily to fit any computer code and the number of significant digits can be 
increased by utilizing the time intervals not in use. When these circuits 
were deSigned, it was felt that these time intervals might be needed to allow 
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trcillsients to die out but this is not the case. Thus, using this same code, 
the number of significant digits, with a correspondingly higher input volt
age, could be increased to 999 by adding a 100, 200, 500 and 1000 count. 
Also, the rate of conversion can be doubled by redesigning the gating circuits 
if more rapid conversions are necessary. Preliminar.f experiments have indi
cated that a clock frequency of 1/2 m.c. would not be too difficult to achieve 
if circuit techniques reducin~ distributive capacity were used. 
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A SHAF~-TO-DIGITAL ~CODER 
B. M. Gordon M. A. Meyer R. N. Nicola 

Laboratory for Electronics, Inc. 
Boston, Massachusetts 

INTRODUCTION 

The increasL~g application of digital techniques, particularlY in 
control systems, has heightened the need for a device capable of trans
lating shaft position into a digital representation. A survey of tech-
nical literature of the past several years indicates that many approaches 
to such a device have been made. This paper is presented to describe what 
is believed to be a unique approach to the problem of shaft-to-digital 
conversion. 

Since shaft positions are commonly found as inputs in many digital 
control systems, these angular positions must be translated into digital 
form. The device to be described is capable of accepting a rotational 
input and yielding a parallel bina~ code which represents the angular 
position of the input member. Since digital techniques are often emplqyed 
to maximize the system accurac.y, the translation from shaft position to 
digital form must be at least as accurate as the input member. In some 
cases, where the shaft position involved is an element of a highly ac
curate closed-loop system, a relative~ large number of binar,r digits may 
be needed to represent an angular position. In other cases, fewer digits 
may be required, in which case, the number of digits must be compatible 
with the accuracy of the input shaft position. 

Since the shaft-to-digital encoder under discussion has immediate 
application in several different systems, a flexible unit was sought. 
~lexibility was achieved by repeated use of identical components which 
could be added or removed as demanded by the particular application. This 
type of construction minimized the number of different parts and, conse-
quent~, the over-all cost. 

The important problem to be solved in this ~e of device was that 
of eliminating ambiguities. Very often, special codes are employed which 
change only one digit at each transition. The use of special codes often 
requires additional equipment to translate the special code into a form 
compatible with the system involved. The encoder discussed here, by its 
unique operation, has a straight binary code output with all ambiguities 
avoided. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

The encoder is characterized by light weight, small size, low torque, 
and long life. The output is in the form of parallel lines, each being at 
one or the other of two voltage levels representing the ones and zeroes of 
a blnarJ numoer. The number represents the angular position of tile input 
shaft. The actual character wheels are not mere~ alternately conducting 
and non-conducting segments, but are segments connected alternate~y to one 
or the other comrr~n bus. The two voltage levels involved can be set by 
the user since the co~~n buses supp~ing them are made available. 

A feature of this unit is the ability to accomodate a S,YTIchronized 
switching from one number to the next. Obviously this can only be done if 
timed pulses at a rate higher than the rate of change of the least signif
icant digit of the converter are available. This is the prevalent case 
since, in general, shaft positions change slowly compared to electronic 
pulse rates available in the systems into which t.hey work. '1\10 important 
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characteristics of the unit that result from this s.ynchronized switching 
are; that the switching can be done at a time when no data pulses are 
present, and that the switching time can be a few microseconds since it 
is electronically derived. 

The converter is also able to read out either the number or the comp
lement of the number upon demand. This change from number to complement 
can also be accomplished at microsecond rates, thus allowing operations of 
addition and subtraction by complementing as is common in binar,r arithmetic. 

The block diagram of Fig. 1 can be used to demonstrate the functional 
opera tion of this digi tal encoder. A shaft to be monitored is connected to 
shaft 1. This shaft is connected through a l-to-256 gear ratio to shaft 2. 
Four identical gear stages are used. This particular gear ratio is chosen 
for encoding the input shaft into 512 (29) discrete numbers. The reason a 
particular gearing is required is that the least significant digit wheel 
has 16 segments on its circumference. For 9 bina~ digits this least signif
icant digit must undergo 512 changes for a complete revolution of the input 
shaft. This means that shafts A and B must travel 32 revolutions for 3600 

of input rotation. Shafts A and B are geared to shafts 3 and 4 respectively 
through a 1-to-4 gear ratio whereby shafts 3 and 4 will make 128 revolutions 
for 32 revolutions of shafts A and B. Connected to shafts 3 and 4 are star 
wheels having four slots separated by 900. These slots engage the pins of 
the spider connected to shaft 2. Since the spider has two pins engaging 4 
slots of the star wheels, shaft 2 will travel twice as fast as Shafts 3 and 
4. Therefore, shaft 2 will make 256 revolutions for 32 revolutions of 
shafts A and B or 256 revolutions for 3600 of input rotation. These condi
tions then satisfy the requirements for encoding the input shaft position 
into 512 discrete numbers. 

The intermittent spider and star wheel drive is chosen so that py 
using two parallel banks, one of the two banks is stationary while the 
other is in motion. This is easi~ accomplished by moUnting the pins on the 
spider so that they engage the two star wheels 900 out of phase. This al-
ternate moving of banks permits reading out from a stationar,r set of digit 
wheels at all times. 

To select the proper bank to be read, a timing wheel is mounted on 
s~t_ 2. uuTIlis ntimer llas-i'our segmentson-llS- wheels- -and -Sil'lce- it- is- geared 
up in speed qy a factor of 8 from shafts A and B, it will experience 1024 
changes for one input revqlution. This permits two bank selections for each 
least significant digit of input rotation. A more detailed operation of 
this timing is indicated below. 

The two banks consisting of three cylinders each are identical in con
struction. In turn the six c.ylinders are identical and consist of six 
wheels keyed together on a common shaft. The periphe~ of the outer two 
wheels of all cylinders is solid conducting material. These outer wheels 
serve as slip rings through which the two voltage levels are introduced 
into the particular cylinder. The inner four wheels consist of 16, 8, 4, 
and 2 segments making the character wheels for four binary digits. Alternate 
segments of each wheel are connected together and 1D one or the other of the 
slip rings. 
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The gearing between cylinders is accomplished by geneva transfers in 
which case the a,rlinder is locked in position at all times except when a 
car~ is propogated. The effective gear ratio is 16-to-l thus propogating 
a carr,y for the fOllr binary digits of the previous ~linder. 

Since the requirements for this unit wer~ originally for eleven bina~ 
digits, a choice of ~~e n~~ber of cylinders and gear ratios to meet these 
requirements had to be made. Since small size was necessar,y, it seemed 
hopeless to try to use one cylinder in which case the least significant 
digit would have to have 2048 segments, since the minimum number on aQY 
wheel is 2 segments. The converter as it stands then, is a compromise 
between a large number of segments on aqy one wheel and a large gear ratio 
at the input. 

A brush block of six brushes forms an integral unit serving as read 
out and voltage supp~. Again the six required brush blocks are identical. 

The size of this unit is extremely small .and the fabrication was carried 
out essentially as a watch-r.aking operation. The a,rlL~ders are one-quarter 
inch in diameter and mounted in the housing with the relative positions as 
in Fig. 1, the outer diameter is one and one half inches. The overall length 
is two and one half inches. The unit weighs approximately 8 ounces. The 
average input torque at shaft 2 is I inch-ounce. Most of this torque is used 
in overcoming friction in the spider and star wheel drive. 

OPERATION 

The operation of the converter can be shown from Fig. 2. The block 
diagram indicates the use of the converter in the system for which it was 
pr~arilY developed. The switching is all done electronically in this 
case to cotr.!Ply with system requirements. All the functions to be described 
could be done equally well 'W i th relays, the logic of the diagram. remaining 
unchanged. 

Looking at Fig. 2, assume that the correct number to be read is on 
bank A. The timer actuates the appropriate gate and allows a synchronized 
pulse to set the bank selection flip-flop so that the gates on bank A are 
actuated while those of bank B are inhi'tited. In this case, the two cathode 
followers associated with bank B are held at the lower voltage. Therefore, 
all segments of all wheels on bank B are at the lower potential. At the 
same time the complementing flip flop introduces the upper potential on one 
of bank A's gates and the lower potential on the other. These gates drive 
cathode followers which suppl,y the levels to the digit wheel segments through 
lines Al and Ao. Since the outputs from both b~lcs are buffed together in a 
manner such that the ou tput tenninal will go to the most posi ti ve potential, 
the read-out is from Ao If a signal to complement now arrives, the potential 
of line Al and Ao are exchanged, and every segment in bank A reverses its 
potential. vlhen the timer calls for a bank switch, the gates associated with 
A are irllibited ~~d those of B are actuated. The complement;~g ;n1orw~tion 
is given to both A and B at all times so that bank switching does not effect 
the complementing. 

To clarify the bank switching technique, a detailed timing sequence 
is presented. Assume an arbitrar.r starting point which, for simplicity, 
can be a reading of zero. At every position of the converter one bank is 
being read while the other is ready to be moved. Assume bank A is being 
read and then assume that an angular rotation is applied to the input 
shaft. The table below indicates the sequence of events for the four 
least significant digits. 
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Rotation in READING 

Number of Digits Bank ! Bank ~ 

0 0000 0001 

1/2 0001 0001 

1 0001 0010 

1 1/2 0010 0010 

2 0010 0011 

NOTE: Underline indicates bank being read out. 

These two b~,ks are physical~ assembled to be one least significant 
digit out of phase. Since the timer traverses twice as many segments at the 
least significant digit wheel, it must change a segment for every half least 
significant digit. The phase of the timer is such that it signals for a 
bank switch just before the spider engages the star wheel as seen in Fig. 1. 
This signal causes the reading to be made from the stationary bank and causes 
all the segments on the moving bank to assume the lower of the two poten-
tials. Since all segments on the moving bank are at the same potential, 
brushes need never interrupt current, a feature which avoids arcing and 
greatly prolongs brush life. . 

SINE AND COSINE GENERATOR 

Frequently the need arises for the generation of the sine or cosine 
function of an input angular position. A componion unit has been developed 
in which a cam is used to convert linear input velocity into harmonic motion, 
which in turn drives the actual converter. The unit has two output shafts 
moving in quadrature to provide the sine and cosine functions of the input 
angle. 

"When assembled this sine-cosine unit has an outer diameter of five and 
one r.Ld.lf incheS B..l"'ld is one and one quarter inches long. The large diameter 
comes about due to the relatively large size of the oscillating member. 
Fig. 3 shows the configuration of the cam and oscillating member. 

This shaft-to-digital encoder has wide application in operational
digital techniques, many of which have been introduced at the Laboratory 
for Electronics. The original application was in an airborne digital 
computer. The encoder was employed in a variety of ways as input and 
output equipment for this computer. 

A common and useful application of this device is in the solution of 
right triangles. Fig. 4 indicates in block diagram how this converter is 
used to produce the magnitude and direction of the resultant vector when 
the quadxature components are known. 
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REAL-TIME DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER (DART) 

Loren P. Meissner 
U .. S .. Naval Oriina.nce Laboratory 

Corona, California 

Introduction 

The solution requirements of differential analysis problems are increas
ing to the point where solution speed requirements are often beyond the capa
bilities of present-day conventional digital computers, while analog computers 
will not provide sufficient accuracy. For many of the problems of this class, 
a computing system is needed which possesses the desirable characteristics of 
both analog and digital computers - that is, one which has the inherent speed 
of an analog computer and the basic accuracy of a digital computer. One ap
proach to the problem of designing a computer having these characteristics is 
described in this paper~ It involves the use of a system design based on the 
electronic analog computer, with components which are digital in nature. 

Basic Concept 

The concept on which the DART system design is based involves the combined 
use of pulse-train information (such as is used in digital differential analy
zers like MADDIDA or the CRC-105) and of information in the form of sets of d-c 
gating voltages. The relation between these two kinds of information can be 
readily shown. If a train of pulses is fed into a binary counter, conSisting 
for example of a row of flip-flops, a set of d-c voltages, constant between 
pulses, is available at the plates of the flip-flops. This set of voltages 
may be used to control logical gates or switches of various types; hence, they 
are referred to as "gating voltages." 

A study is in progress at the Naval Ornnance Laboratory, Corona, to inves
tigate the design of computing elements using both these kinds of information, 
and to investigate the incorporation of these separate computing elements into 
computing loops for the solution of systems of differential equations. 

The pulse-train units under consideration in this project depend upon es
sentially the same logic as do other digital differential analyzers. No mag
netic drum or other central memory is used, however, since a separate computing 
unit is provided for each operation. For example, if a problem requires three 
integrations, three separate integrators are used. These are plugged together 
in the same basic manner as the integrators of an analog computer. 

By eliminating-the memory, and thus eliminating the time-sharing feature 
of magnetic-drum computers, a much higher basic pulse rate is made pOSSible, 
although at the expense of equipment. 

Present desigus are aimed at a lO-kilocycle bssic pulse rate, but much 
higher rates are possible without requiring the use of any radically new cir
cuit techniques. 

Gating Matrices 

Once a binary number is available as a set of gating voltages, other re
lated sets of gating voltages can be produced by using gating matrices. For 
example, an adding matrix would give the sum of two numbers available in gating
voltage form; a multiplying matrix would give the product. Other functions 
which could be performed by using gating matrices would include the extraction 
of digits, limiting the value of a variable: and other logical operations. 
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Combined System 

In combining pulse-train computing elements with gating matrices, to pro
duce a computing system for the solution of differential equations, it is pos
sible to take advantage of the fact that a pulse-train integrator contains a 
register, from which a set of gating voltages may be obtained. This is the 
register in which the dy pulses are counted to produce y (see Figure 1). 

The set of gating voltages representing y may be combined with other sets 
in gating matrices, as required to solve the given system of differential equa
tions. Figure 2 shows an example of the use of this method, to solve the system: 

(1) 
dy :: pdt 

(2) 
-dp = (p + 1) ydt 

In this example, a pulse train, dp, is fed into the Integrating Register 
to produce p as a set of gating voltage. This is combined with the pulse train, 
dt, in the Rate Scaler to give the pulse train, pdt. 

Since, by equation (1), this is equal to dy, it is again integrated to 
give y. The two sets of gating voltages now available, y and p, are combined 
in the Multiplying Matrix to produce py. This is added to y in the Adding 
Matrix. At this pOint, py + y, or (p + l)y, is available as a set of gating 
voltages. Another Rate Scaler is used to produce (p + l)ydt. According to 
equation (2), this equals -dp which, except for a simple sign inversion, is 
the same pulse train used originally. 

This example illustrates the combined use of pulse-train units and gating 
matrices for the solutiOn of a simple system of differential equations. 

Feasibility 

It remains to be shown whether gating matrices can be produced which are 
simpler or faster than the elements which would be required to perform the cor
responding operations with pulse trains. As yet, no specific detailed designs 
~~"I;"§ bf::_eo_woned. -0U't- .for-. -any o:tthese- gaMngmat-riees-. Preliminary -analyses-
indicate, however, that such units can be designed which would have desirable 
features as compared with pulse-train systems used alone. 

Pulse-Train Operations 

There are a number of possible choices involved in the detailed design of 
computing elements to perform pulse-train operations. There are a number of 
different ways of handling signs, both in the pulse trains and in the registers 
of pulse-train integrators. Also, at least two basically different methods of 
designing rate scalers (the "transfer" method and the "sieve" or "scaled-train" 
method) have been used. 

In the design of pulse-train components for DART, these choices have been 
made in light of the fact that it must be possible to use these components a
long with gating matrices. 



Integration 

A pulse-train integrator consists of an Integrating Register and a Rate 
Scaler. The Register contains a row of flip=flops which count the incoming 
pulses to produce a set of gating voltages representing a binary number, y. 
The rate at which the number in the Register, y, is changing depends upon the 
pulse-train rate, dye 

The Scaler has as one of its inputs the number y, represented as set of 
gating voltages (which are constant between inputs to the Register). The other 
input to the Scaler is a pulse train, dx, which in many cases is a uniform 
train of pulses originating in the clock-pulse generator. This pulse train 
is scaled down by the factor y/k (where k is chosen so that y/k is always less 
than unity). The output of the Scaler is, then, a pulse train, (Y/k)dx; that 
is, the number of pulses at the output of the Scaler is less, by the factor 
y/k, than the number of pulses at the input. 

This is accomplished by feeding the input pulse train, dx, into a row of 
binary scalers to produce scaled trains dx/2, dx/4, .•• ,dx/2n • "Each of these 
scaled trains corresponds to one of the binary digits of the number y, with the 
most'significant digit of y corresponding to the first scaled train, which has 
the largest number of pulses. The gating voltages representing "ones" in the 
binary number y allow their corresponding pulse trains to pass; those repre
senting "zeros" do not. The scaled and gated pulse trains are then recombined 
to form the output pulse train, dz. 

The number of pulses in the output pulse train, dz, is proportional to 
dx ~ dye This is a numerical approximation (according to the Rectangular 
integration formula) to the integral, Kydxj K is a constant of proportionality 
which depends simply upon the number of binary digits in the number y. 

The integrator, then, has two input pulse trains, dy and dx, and an out
put pulse train, dz = Kydx. In addition, it should be remembered that the 
number y exists as a set of d-c gating voltages (constant between dy inputs) 
at the output of the Register. 

Signs 

As shown in Figure 3, each of the inputs and outputs consists of a pair 
of pulse trains, one (labeled "6") carrying magnitude information, the other 
(labeled It_") carrying sign information. A pulse on the "6" line of the dy 
input represents an increment of y (a change in the lowest digit of the Regis
ter) • If the "6" pulse is accompanied by a pulse on the n_" line of the dy 
input, the increment, is negative; if it is accompanied by no pulse on the tt_" 
line, the increment is positive. If there is no pulse on the "6" (magnitude) 
line, the Register is unchanged, whether or not there is a pulse on the " __ " 
(sign) line. 

Count Control 

The number in the Register represents the absolute value of S dy; a 
separate flip-flop is used for the sign of y. A positive increment must cause 
the absolute value, Iyl, to increase if the Register sign is positive and to 
decrease if it is negative; a negative increment must cause IYI to decrease if 
the Register sign 1s positive and to increase if it 1s negative. In other 
words, if the incoming increment has the same sign as the Register, the number 
in the Register must be made to increase in absolute value ("count up"). If 
the signs are opposite, the number in the Register must be made to decrease in 
absolute value ("count down"). The Count Control, shown in Figure 3, accomplishes 
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this. The pulse on the ,,_If line is made available before the "A" pulse; a 
logical network is used to sense whether the Register and input signs are the 
same or opposite, and to produce ~ gating voltage on one of a pair of lines, 
ordering the Register to ttcount up" or "count down." Wben the "A" pulse ar
rives, the count order has been established, and the magnitude of the number 
in the Register increases or decreases as required. 

Figure 4, showing in detail a single digit of the integrator, illustrates 
the manner in which the Register is made to count up or to count down. 
Essentially, the method simply requires that tbe pulse which causes a flip-flop 
to change state (the "carry pulse") come from either plate of the preceding 
flip-flop, depending upon whether it is desired to "count up" or "count down." 

In the binary number system, "counting up" proceeds as follows: The low
est digit is changed (from I to 0 or from 0 to 1). If it is changed from 0 to 
1, the process ends; if it is changed from 1 to 0, a "carry" occurs: i.e., the 
second digit is changed. If this digit is changed from 0 to 1, the process is 
finished; if from I to 0, the third digit is changed. This process continues 
until the first digit is reached which was initially o. At this point, a 
change from 0 to 1 will occur, and nothing will happen to change any of the 
higher digits. Electronically, this is done by producing a "carry" pulse when-. 
ever a flip-flop changes from the "1" state to the "0" state; this carry pulse 
is used to flip the next higher flip-flop. 

When "counting down," the process is exactly the same except that the 
roles of the l's and O's are reversed: a carry occurs from every digit until 
the first digit is reached which was initially 1. This requires a carry pulse 
whenever a flip-flop changes from "0" to "1". This Simply means that the carry 
pulse must be derived from the opposite plate of the flip-flop when counting 
down. Outputs are available from both plates of every flip-flop; when counting 
up, carry pulses are taken from the "RO" plate of each flip-flop, and when count
ing down they are taken from the "RC" plate. The "RO" plate is the one which is 
down ("open") when the Register is reset to zero; the "RC" plate is up ("closed") 
when reset. The gating voltage is also taken from the tlRC" plate, since this 
is the plate which is down ("open") when the flip-flop is in the "I" state. 

Scaler 

The Scai-er consi-sts stmp-lyof·a row of fiip--fl:opo, -vtttrthenumb-e-r-of 
pulses at the output of each flip-flop equal to half the number of pulses at 
its input. One somewhat unconventional feature, however, is that the pulses 
which are used to flip the next flip-flop are taken from one plate, and the 
pulses which are combined to form the dz output are taken from the other plate. 
This insures that no two flip-flops will feed pulses into the dz line on the 
same input pulse, and allows these pulses to feed directly into the output line 
from all the flip-flops without danger of coincidence. 
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THE IBM MAGNETIC DRUM CALCULATOR TYPE 650 
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International Business ~chines Corporation 
Endicott I New York 

Resume 

This paper covers the engineering principles and design considerations given to the 
components that are used in the International Business Machines Corporation1s Type 650 
Calculator. The factors that led to the selection of the particular systems and components 
are discussed, rather than the way and manner in which the calculator functions. 

. The general topics that are covered include a review of the machine as a unit, 
self-checking features, and storage systems. Self-checking codes supplemented by control 
checks to form a self-checking system are covered in some detail. 

The storage system is broken down into two types - main storage and buffer storage I 
with comments on their adaptabil ity and flexibility in the complete system. Significant 
test data are presented. 

T~.e !BM tv\agnetic Drum Calcu!ator Type 650 is a stored program, two address 
calculator I intermediate in speed I capacity I and cost. Its comprehensive order list I 
punched card input - output I memory capacity I and self-checking features give it the 
flexibil ity that is required in both the commercial and scientific field. Its moderate cost; 
ease of operation I and small size places it within the reach of many users. 

Ntachine specifications and special features incl ude: 

1. Two thousand words of storage on the magnetic drum with an average 
access time of 2.4 milliseconds. 

2. Input of 200 cards per minute with full 80 columns. 
3. Output of 100 cards per minute with full 80 columns. 
4. lOX 10 multiplication to give 20 digit product. Average time is 11.6 

milliseconds including access times. 
5. Twenty digits divided by 10 digits to give 10 digit quotient" Average 

time is 14.5 milliseconds including access times. 
6. Addition and subtraction of 10 digit words to give 20 digit sums. Aver

age time 5.2 milliseconds including access times. 
7. Consult storage for both reading and writing -- 5.2 milliseconds. 
8. Instructions are stored on the drum as 10 digit numbers plus sign. 



An instruction consists of two digits for operational codes, four digits for address of 
data or alternate instruction address (D Address), and four digits for address of the next in
struction (I Address). See Order List, Figure 1. 

A seven bit biquinary code is used for input, output, accumulator, and program 
control. Drum storage uses a condensed five bit code for economy. Information is stored 
parallel by bit, serial by digit, and word. 

A table look-up (TLU) operation is performed automatically with one operation code. 
An equal or high search may be performed on arguments stored in an ascending order. Re
lated functions may be located by normal programming procedures after a constant has been 
added to the storage location of the argument. 

The built-in, self-checking features include a validity check for number trans
mission, read-in and punch-out checks, control checks on the program, and timing and 
synchronizing checks. Figure 2 shows the data flow paths and validity checks. 

Figure 3 shows the operator's control console which serves as a comprehensive means 
for monitoring and manually controll ing the operation of the machine. 

The storage display lights show the contents of any memory location, or the contents 
of the program register, distributor, upper accumulator or lower accumulator. The display 
switch and the address selection switches select the proper location for display. The 
storage entry switches provide a means for entering information, either in the form of data 
or instructions, manually into the machine. 

The order, address and operating lights indicate the operating condition of the ma
chine. The checking lights indicate the source of a detected error, except for the error 
sense I ight which indicates that an error has been detected and a self-correcting routine has 
been employed. This error sense I ight can only be turned off manually, and it wi II remain 
off only if the error is not repetitive. The address selection switches provide a unique 
means for choosing key points in Ude-bugging" a program. They allow a stop at any de
sired instruction in particular routine being IIde-bugged ll by merely setting the switches to 
the location of this instruction and setting the control switch to the address stop position. 

-

The power requirements are as follows: 

Either 208 volts or 230 volts with.:l; 10 per cent regulation 
60 Cycles 
Single Phase 
100 ampere service 
16.8 kilovolts-amperes power dissipation 
45,500 BTU/hour heat dissipation 

The direct current power is provided by selenium rectifiers with primary power 
regulated by saturable reactors thus avoiding the need for electronic regulation. 

Figure 4 shows the three units that make up the complete calculator. The unit in 
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the foreground is the Type 533 read-punch unit I the center unit houses the drum, program 
control, and computing circui ts, and the rear unit provides the card scan, translating and 
power supply circuits. 

A broad outline of the complete calculator has been given. With this in mind it is 
possible to review the calculator from an engineering evaluation of the logic and com
ponents used. 

The general specifications are that the machine is intermediate in cost and speed, 
simple to operate, and se If-checking. 

The self-checking feature determined the selection of the biquinary code. The 
binary code is exce lIent for large, high-speed machines where the cost of conversion can 
be absorbed. The forms of binary coded decimals were eliminated in favor of the positive 
checking features, and ease of use of the biquinary code I since it closely resembles the 
decimal code. 

Since the biquinary code requires seven bits per digit, there is a question as to its 
worth because of extra bits that must be stored. When serial - serial recording is used in 
drum storage, the extra bits of storage cost very little in terms of dollars. However, if the 
pulse repetition frequency (prf) and bit density remain the same, the drum circumference 
must be increased thus resulting in an increase in access time. In a parallel-by-bit, serial
by-digit system, the dollar cost increase is directly proportional to the bit increase but the 
access time remains the same. 

The MOe is based on the parallel-by-bit, serial-by-digit system and the extra cost 
is partially null ified by other means e This is accompl ished by taking advantage of the sim
plicity of the biquinary system as illustrated by a few examples. 

In Figure 5 (Operation Code t-Aatrix) it is shown how decoding is eliminated, a 
timed output is obtained, and grouped signals are automatically avai lable. 

In Figure 6 (Static Head Selection) the circuitry for the selection of the forty bands 
is shown. Since there are 50 words per band, selected on a dynamic basis, this will give a 
total of 2000 words. The outputs from the address registers energize the three dimensional 
matrix directly, eliminating the necessity for decoding or buffer amplifiers. This also gives 
the optimum load distribution since anyone line drives a maximum of five intersections. 
These are only a few of the advantages that are realized due to the simplicity of the 
biquinary code. Others include simplification of the matrix adder, ease of reading on the 
display lights, and ease of interpretation by the service engineer. 

The selection of a magneHc drum for storage is a natural choice since it offers a 
large volume of storage at medium access and cost. The details of resolving the size, con
figuration, frequency, surface speed, revolutions per minute, and bit density present a 
more compl icoted "Rroblem. It "is necessary to determine the frequency early in the design 
stage since ampl ifiers and synchonrizing circuits are not readily redesigned for various 
frequency characteristics. When a reasonable bit density has been establ ished, it, 
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combined with the chosen operating frequency, will determine the surface speed. The re
maining characteristics are merely determined by the access time that is desired. In the 
MOe design, an operating frequency of 125 kilocycles per second (8 microseconds bit 
spacing) and 50 bits per inch were chosen. 

1,000,000 ... S 

Surface speed = 8 X b· I. = 2500 in/sec • 
... S It In. 

(1) 

The drum layout is shown in Figure 7. It is readily apparent that once the bit densi
ty and frequency (bit spacing) is determined, the remaining characteristics are fixed by 
access time and capacity. 

The mechanical aspects of the drum must also be given special consideration since 
dynamic balance I concentricity, and long life is of prime importance. The drum assembly 
is shown in Figure 8. In the simplest sense it consists of a one inch steel tube placed inside 
a four inch steel tube with a set of precision ball bearings in between. A drive pulley is 
fastened to the outside tube and it rotates about the inside tube which is clamped to the 
mounting plate. The assembled drum is then turned in its own bearings which results in 
almost perfect concentricity. After the unit has been dynami.cally balanced and mounted 
in its final assembly (Figure 9), a run out of more than O. 0001 inch is not accepted. 

A general requirement in I1'IQny calculators is several one word buffer storage regis
ters. The Type 650 uses four such registers with specifications illustrated in Figure 10. The 
scan pulse repetition frequency (prf) is 125 kilocycles per second and the delay varies be
tween +2, and'O cycles to give a right and left shift. The normal operation is to read out 
one digit early, delay one digit time, and then store on time. Several types of storage 
were considered for this application. Tube shifting registers and cathode ray tube storage 
were too expensive. Core storage, as either a shifting register or static single turn arrays, 
was compared in cost and operating characteristics to a form of condenser storage. 

Both methods are comparable in cost, in an advanced stage of development, and 
known to operate reliably. After considerable investigation, condenser storage was chosen 
for the followi ng reasons: 

1. Basic components readily available. 
2. Large output signals of 30 to 35 volts adaptable to the rest of the 

calculator units. 
3. Ntatrix drive for condehser storage is less rigid than that required 

for core storage. 
4. Assembly and manufacturing techniques same as those for other 

electronic components. 

1 
The basic circuit and waveform is shown in Figure 11. A stored 11111 is represented 

by no charge on the condenser, and a read-out signal at 1 will produce a differentiated 

1 For other work done on condenser storage see A. W. Holt, "An Experimental Rapid Access Memory Using 
Diodes and capacitors", National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. c. 



signal at point "3". If a "111 is to be regenerated a pedestal will appear at point 114" at 
the same time a damp signa! appears at point 112". As c result the condenser is left un
charged as shown by waveforms 3 and 5. 

The circuit in Figure 11 is arranged in a 7 X 12 matrix as shown in Figure 12 to 
give a one word storage unit. 

Self-Checking 

The Type 650 has been designed with reliability as a paramount consideration. 
Conservative circuit design I and components chosen for the ir high reliability, are employed 
throughout. The Type 650 also employs built-in self-checking as a supplement which 
further improves this degree of re liabi I ity . 

Self-checking within the machine is separated into two categories - validity check 
and control checks. 

Validity Check 

The validity check consists of checking all information in the distributor, the ac
cumulator, and the program register for a valid biquinary code. Since all information used 
in a problem eventually passes through these units, any invalid codes will be detected. 

In addition to the above 1 if any brushes in the card-read-unit are shorted together 
(touching each other) they will read in double digits and cause a val idity check. If a 
brush has short strands, it will read the same hole twice and cause a validity check. 

Control Checks 

The contiol checks are dependent upon the proper combination of signals within the 
machine, the proper sequence of signals or double circuitry. Some of these are as follows: 

1 • Meaningless address and operation codes are detected and cause an 
error indication. 

2. Checks are provided to insure that the signal to perform the operation 
was rece ived and that the operation was completed. 

3. The main timing circuits and their outputs to the machine are continu
ously checked. Any timing error is detected and an error is indicated. 

4. The accumulator is designed to detect an accumulator overflow or a 
division error resulting from more than a ten digit quotient. 

Address Selection Checking 

Checks are provided to insure that information is read and recorded in the proper 
location. 
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Input Checking 

Should incorrect reading occur as a result of misfeeding or open or shorted circuits, 
the error will be detected by a combination of the control and val'idity checks when the 
information is processed. In the event that misfeeding results in the card being exactly 
one hole early or late, too little or too much information will be read as a result of brushes 
readi ng the bare contact ro II at 9 or 12 ti mes . In this case, the error wi II aga in be de
tected by the validity check. To completely satisfy input checking, the signs, both plus 
and minus, must be punched in the card. 

Output Checking 

Punched results are checked by means of double punch and blank column detection. 
This is equivalent to a validity check. In addition, there are internal machine checks to 
make sure that the drum is reading out a digit corresponding 'to the correct punch timing for 
that digit. 

Programming for Error Correction 

When the machine detects an error by means of a validity check or a timing circuit 
check, it is very possible that this error is a random one which will not occur again, or at 
worst occur very infrequently. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the machine wi II 
probably perform the problem correctly if given a second chance. Therefore, it wi II prove 
profitable in some applications to program the machine to repeat a problem in the case of 
errors detected by se If-checking. 

In practice I very large problems wi II be broken up into smaller segments, each 
segment representing a small part of the whole. In this way I it will not be necessary for 
the machine to repeat the whole problem, but to repeat only that segment in which the 
error occurred. 

The use of a self-checking code alone is not sufficient to determine a satisfactory 
system check. Storage selection I translation, synchronizing of input-output, and program 
control in general are directly de~~~~n!_I..I~_n~!b~~t~c:~iI19 ~yst~Tl'I! . __ 111 th~ QQQ 9~Qmplete 
d1€ck is applfecrto-the clockfng-system and is illustrated in Figure 13. The start and com
pletion of each ring is checked by a recorded pulse on the drum. As an example, the word 
ring would be started by sector pulse "0" and checked by sector pulse 11111. Since they are 
open ended rings, it will be started again by sector pulse "1" and then checked by sector 
pulse "2". The process is continuous. This check determines that each ring cycle is cor
rect, but in itself is not sufficient to say that each individual output is correct. This check 
is determined by a characteristic of the latch circuit which is used in the ring. A cathode 
follower output is used as a feedback on each individual stage, and it must be correct to 
insure the cycle completion at the prescribed time as dictated by the clock drum recording. 
This results in a complete check on all the output synchronizi ng signals that are distributed 
throughout the machine. Experience has shown that faulty components, located throughout 
other units of the machine that are associated. with synchronizing signals, wi II usually indi
cate a timing error on a particular ring and timing output. This aids materially in quickly 
locating the faulty component. 
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A complete analysis of the checking system is not within the scope of this paper I 
• - rr • • I r I I 1.-1· I • ...I L.I t· I.J • h... h I nor can ItS errecTiveness De fUllY revecueu until conSiueraule liel'" experience ...... s ..,een reo.-

ized. It can be stated however, that approximately one yearis experience of useful work 
on an engineering prototype modei has shown that no errors, to the operator's know!edge, 
have escaped the machine detecting circuits. The type of problems that have been applied 
to the machine do not include programmed checks, and are of such a nature that the results 
can be che cked to a reasonable degree of accuracy. 

A total of 2100 tubes and 3600 diodes are used in the production model. The tubes 
are mounted in a total of 1856 pluggable tube units which consist of 29 different standard 
types. The diodes are mounted in 516 pluggable diode units of which there is one standard 
type. The various combinations of logical nand" and "orn circuits are determined by the 
manner and position in which the individual diodes are cl ipped in the diode unit. 

Tube operating experience on an engineering model during a period of controlled 
test from December, 1952 through September of 1953 (a total of 1848 operating hours) has 
shown the following results: 

Tube Type 

5965 
2021 
12AY71 
6211 

Table I 

Number of Replacements 

( Type 6350 to be 
used in production 
model) 

3 
2 
7 
o 

Total Used 

765 
120 
113 
35 
92 

Diode operating experience during the same controlled test period: 

Table II 

Diode Type Number of Replacements 

Germanium diodes of 
several manufacturers 19 

Total Used 

2800 

Per Cent 
Replacements 

0.4-
1.7 
6. 1 
0.0 
2.6 

Per Cent 
Replacements 

0.7 

Additional tube types which wi II appear in the production mode I include the 5687, 
6350, and the 6Al5. 

1 Eighteen Type 12A Y7 tubes are used in the production model and may be replaced with the Type 6072. 



Code 

00 
01 
10 
11 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
30 
31 
35 
36 
44 
45 
46 
47 
60 
61 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69-
70 
71 
84 
90 
91 
92-99 

Abbreviation 

No OP 
STOP 
AU 
SU 
DIV 
AL 
SL 
AABL 
SABL 
MULT 
STl 
STU 
STOA 
STIA 
STD 
SRT 
SRD 
SLT 
SLC 
BRNZU 
BRNZ 
BR MIN 
BR OV 
RAU 
RSU 
DIV-RU 
DA I 
"", ... 
RSL 
RAABL 
RSABL 
to 
RO 
PCH 
TLU 
BR 010 
BR 01 
BRD2-BRD9 
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Order List 

Order 

No operation 
Stop 
Add to upper 
Subtract from upper 
Divide 
Add to lower 
Subtract from lower 
Add absolute value to lower 
Subtract absolute value from lower 
Multiply 
Store lower 
Store upper 
Store lower data address 
Store lower instruction address 
Store distributor 
Shift right 
Shift and round 
Shift left 
Shift left and count 
Branch on non-zero in upper 
Branch on non-zero 
Branch on minus 
Branch on overflow 
Reset-add to upper 
Reset-subtract from upper 
Divide-reset remainder 
Reset-add to iower 
Reset-subtract from lower 
Reset-add absolute value to lower 
Reset-subtract absolute value from tower 
lOad -eli 5 fr i b-u-to (-
Read one card 
Punch one card 
Table look-up 
Branch on 8 in 10th position of distributor 
Branch on 8 in 1st position of distributor 
Branch on 8 in 2nd position through 9th 

position of distributor 

Figure 1 
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Fig. 4e Magnetic drum calculator type 650 
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012 
\.1.1 \.1.1 \.1.1 

6 HEADS 

TIMING STORAGE 

~--------3~"----------~~------------~10-·~------------------~~----------3·------------~J 
50 BITS PER INCH 

8 MICROSECONDS BIT 

12 BITS PER WORD 

SPACING 

50 WORDS PER REVOLUTION 

50 X 12 = 600 BITS PER REVOLUTION 

60,000 MILLISECONDS 
4.8 MILLISECONDS PER REVOLUTION =.I~1'500 REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE 

2000 WORDS , 
50'WORDS PER BAND =40 BANDS 

40 X 5 HEADS PER BAND = 200 HEADS 

200 _ '" , .. ".u"" ... 
600 X 0.008 MILLISECONDS = 4.8 MILLISECONDS PER REVOLUTION 20 HEADS PER INCH - ," "" ... n ... ~ 

600 BITS P!;R REVOLUTION a 12- CIRCUMFERENCE 
50 BITS PER INCH 

&EARING 
SHELL 

Fig. 7. Drumlayout 

Fig. 8. Drum assembly 

TUBE 

PULLY 

MOUNT 
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Fig. 9. Magnetic drum final assembly 
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:~ ~ __ ~ ____ L_ __ L-__ ~ __ ~ __ _L __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ L_ __ ~ 

DELAY It--------------------------
O,+I J +- 2: I 

DIGIT SPACING-8 MICROSECONDS 
Fig. 10. Buffer storage specifications 
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Fig. 11. Data floy/ paths and validity checks 
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Fig. 12. Capacitor storage, 12 x 7 array 
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DESIGN FEATURES OF REMINGTON RAND SPEED TALLY 

John L. Hill 
Engineering Hesearch Associates Division of Remington Rand, Inc. 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

Tallying, the recording of the number of occurrences of specific 
events, although basically a simple repetitive act, has somehow failed to be
come mechanized in the general trend toward relieving humans of the drudger-y of 
paper work. A tremendous amount of event counting is still recorded in the 
tally records of modern business establishments in the symbols of the ancients, 
the four strokes and slash. This system is used especially when the number of 
different events being tallied is large. It is true that the ticket taker has 
his thumb-operated counter and the baseball umpire his finger-operated wheels 
for balls and strikes, but as the number of events grows, the mechanism fails 
to keep pace. The Electronic Statistical machine has 62 counters and another 
company makes an analysis machine equipped with 80, but for the problems at 
hand in the field of merchandising, neither of these is at all adequate. Tens 
of thousands of counters are required if record of the movement of merchandise 
bought and sold by even a small mail-order house is to be maintained. 

As a means of mechanizing the tallying operations of the John Plain 
G Company merchandising activity, the Remington Rand Speed Tally has been dev
eloped. This machine maintains 39,000 tally totals in an ttup-to-the-second" 
condition while simultaneously receiving 9,000 entries per hour which affect 
many or all of the totals thus held. Before describing this machine in detail, 
first let me relate the story of how the development came about. 

Early in 1951, Mr. Harold Lachman and Mr. Walter Richter, both of the 
John Plain Company, became convinced that some electronic methods were ready 
for introduction into their mail-order business. After a rather comprehensive 
search of the field, they contracted with Engineering Research Associates~ Inee 
to design and construct an equipment that eventually became the Speed Tally. 
Their stated requirements were to provide a mechanism which would permit them 
to count (or tally) the number of orders they received each day for each of 
approximately 8,000 catalog items, and to make the result of the counting 
avallaote at-l1fe-eno-ol-tne- aay.-----nie-nyellioo lliey--we-fe--fJieilusTngrequI-r-eo--
about 20 tally clerks and required another one or two days for the cross-footing 
of the 20 sets of 8,000 subtotals thus acquired. Since the activity ran to 
75,000 item orders per day, the conventional mechanized approaches appeared to 
be impractical. 

The existence of a rather well developed magnetic drum storage mecll
anism and its reliable performance in several computing systems immediately 
dictated its use for the recording of this large number of tally totals. The 
reasonably short access time of an adequately large drum as well as its non
volatile and selectively alterable characteristics made it appear to be an 
almost ideal storage device for this purpose. After a considerable amount of 
compromise, attempting to balance all factors, a capacity of 39,000 three
decimal-digit tally totals was selected. These were subdivided into 13,000 sets 
of three totals, each set to be specified by a five decimal digit item or 



catalog number. A ternaryl digit identifying each of the three tally totals 
for each item was provided to permit tallying orders, sales and cancellations. 
Each total was allocated recording space on the drum for three decimal digits 
which permits the accumulation of tallies up to 999. The location of the 
total on the drum surface is identified by the five-decimal-digii caialog 
number plus the ternary or category digit. 

To permit the processing of as many as 75,000 tally entries per day, 
the Speed-Tally was designed to perform its internal operation in the miniml~ 
possihle time, one and a fraction drum revolutions, since the new total is 
always restored to the same location from which the old one was obtained. 
With the addition of the time necessary for a series of cascaded relay oper
ations, the complete operation time becomes just under 400 milliseconds, thus 
permitting ISO tallies per minute. To match this action time to average hu
man operators, ten keyboard units are provided; however, with skilled oper
ators, six appears to be an adequate number. An allotting mechanism, not un
like automatic telephone exchange practice, seeks each keyboard as the 
operator completes the tally entry. Approximately 400 milliseconds later the 
operation is repeated for another keyboard. At this rate, the required 
75,000 tallies per day are accomplished. . 

So long as the 39,000 totals remain only as invisible magnetic 
marks on the surface of the magnetic drum, they are unusable. To make them 
available to the users of the Speed-Tally, an output system consisting of an 
adding machine type printer and a perforated tape reader are provided. During 
an output sequence, perforated control tapes pass through the tape reader 
controlling the printing of selected item totals from the magnetic drum. This 
operation proceeds at a rate of 75 totals per minute, and the record on the 
magnetic drum may optionally be destroyed or retained. It is, therefore, 
possible to extract an hourly record of the activity of a few hundred items 
by only a few minutes interruption of the tallying. A complete record of all 
13,000 totals in one category can be printed in less than three hours. 

Figure 1 shows a simplified block diagram of the Speed Tally System. 
In the process of following a single operational cycle, let us presume that 
the Input Register is already holding the information normally received from 
one of the keyboards. This consists of a five-digit catalog number, a "one
of-three" designation of the category, and a two-digit quantity. The first 
two are translated to provide a track selection or magnetic head selection 
and a specification of the angular position at which the desired existing 
total is available. As soon as the translation is completed, and at the next 
drum position which satisfies the angular position criterion, the old total 
is read out through one of the two reading amplifiers to the Quantity Reg
ister. As soon as this occurs, th@ addition (or subtraction) process begins 
creating the new total. This operation is exactly analogous to the reading 
operation just described. The quantity digits are used to make a time sel
ection from a recorded counting pattern on the drum and to pass an appropriate 
number of pulses into the Quantity Register. The consequence of ihis action 
is to form the new total and retain it in the Quantity Register. The new 
total is completely formed in the two-fifths drum revolution im_mediately fol
owing the acquisition of the old total. 

1 A ternary digit may have three values, (a decimal digit has ten values). 
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The actnal selection of this old total from amonc the three hundred 
present on the selected track is the function of the Address TiQina Selector. 
This same device also directs the assembly of the individual digits of the 
old total in the Quantity Register. Exactly one drum revolution later, it 
directs the issuance of the new total from the output terminal of the Quantity 
Register and its simultaneous recording on the drum in the location of the 
old total. This operation forever obliterates the record of the old total. 

Not shm'm in this diagram is a control function whereby the CLi.Uin
ating keyboard directs the arithmetic operation, causing the two-digit quan
tity either to be added to or subtracted from the old total. 

Now let us look at some of the hardware by which the operations are 
accomplished. Figure 2, shows the completed equipment in service. I believe 
you will agree that this is one of the most attractive pictures of a com
pOting system you have ever seen! The next picture, Figure 3, shows a close
up of one of the keyboard units. As you can see, it is built around the 
small keyboard and case of a hand adding machine, with the rear console ap
pended to hold some of the added electrical equipment. The operator's con
trols consist merely of the ten-key numeral selectors, an add-subtract key 
and a mechanical clearing key projecting out of the case in the front, and a 
category swi tch which is normally fixed.- The three vertical apertures are 
used for a neon lamp display of the new total after each operation, and the 
two lamps above these are used to display various alarm conditions tvhen an 
abnormal condition exists. 

This keyboard configuration eliminates every possible nonessential 
and concentrates on the speed of operation. As each numeral key is depressed 
during the registering of an entry, it is stored in a mechanical memory de
vice, also common to the progeni tor adding machine. When .the last diai t of 
the entry is registered, a sianal is given to the central equipr.wnt which 
stimulates a seeking switch (the allotter) to connect tl1is keyboard to the 
input register. In approximately 140 milliseconds, the input register is in 
possession of the entire quantity of information registered in the keyboard, 
and the internal c-ycle of operation previously described begins. At the con
clusion of the recording of the new total, a reset signal is issued, the 
input registers are cleared, and the allotter sets out in search of the next 
keyboard. The ~echanical and electrical restoration operations continue 
under lo~~l __ ~Q!Ltr~Lil1~t.be_~keyQoarg uniJ._l_QT anotltQI. 200 _.illi IIi s ccon~~_. _______ ~ __ 

This resetting of the keyboard has been given an auxiliary oper
ation to perform which is both interesting and of great utility. Besides 
restoring all of the mechanical memory elements to their original state, the 
reset operation enters a quantity of one in anticipation of the next oper
ation. This was so designed because almost 90% of the orders being tallied 
by the John Plain Company call for a quantity of one. Should this antici
patory operation be an incorrect one, the operator merely flick~ the clear 
lever with her thumb and proceeds to make a proper entry of the desired quan
tity. Should her next operation be the tallying of a quantity of one, she 
merely enters the five digit catalog number, the machine having spared her 
the necessity of entering any quantity information. 



When an output is desired from the machine, the equipment shown 
In Figure 4 is put into use which disables operation of any input keyboard 
for the duration of the output operation. The equipr:lent shown consists of an 
adding machine"type line printer on the left and a tape reader and pcrforatcr 
unit on the right. The operation in process, as this picture was taken, is 
the preparation of a perforated tape to be used to control a subsequent out
put operation. By manipulating a keyboard having a pattern idcnticr.l to th:1t 
used for input, the operator perforates a sequence of item numbers into the 
tape in any arbitrary arrangement. In a typical installation, nany tapes, 
each listing a relatively small but related croup of items, are prcparc0 and 
held in a library. Anyone or several of these control tapes may be run 
through the tape reader to produce printed output of the type shOl·m in FiU
ure 5. 

This is a sample of both the control tape and ~he output printina. 
Binary coded decimal digits in the control tape are read in groups of five by 
the action of the fifth level control hole causing the printer to print an 
output tape as shown. The five left-hand digits identify the stock number and 
the'three right-hand digits the quantity recorded in the magnetic drum. As 
you tvill note, the stock numbers can be listed in any arbitrary sequence to 
produce output information exactly fitting the needs of a particular buyer or 
other administrative official. 

The complete tallying process is performed by the central equipment 
shown in Figure 6. Fifteen pluggable electronic chassis in the upper right 
portion of the equipment constitute the entire tube complement except for the 
D.C. power regulators which are shown in the lower left. Inunediately below 
the electronic section ·are 130 relays used for magnetic drum head selection. 
The relays shown in the upper left portion of the equipment comprise the in
put register and the output control group. The twin cabinets housing the 
central -equipment are each 38" wide by 30" deep and 78" high and enclose the 
entire equipment with the exception of the input and output devices. Approx
imately three kilowatts of power is consumed from the a-c mains. 

Figure 7 is a rear view of the same equipment and shows the mag
netic drum, a 17ft diameter cylinder having a 10" axial dimension. It is con
tinuously driven at 1750 rpm by a 1/3 horsepower induction motor. At the 
upper right in this viet'J is shown the address translator which consists of 
two 10 x 10 crossbar stili tches and a bank of 1300 miniature seleni urn recti
fiers. Not all of the latter are in fact necessary, but their presence 
eliminates all concern about sneak circuits. Directly below the translator 
are t\'10 pOt'ler supplies and below them and not visible is a motor generator. 
These three potller sources provide all d-c for the vacuum tube circuits. 

The translator, consisting of the two crossbars and ten other re
lays, performs a very significant service in this equipment, since it per
mits the 13,000 item soaces in the maanetic drum to be located by arbitrary 
combinations of five decimal digits. The only compromise from complete ran
dom distribution of these numbers is the requirement that not more than 1300 
permutations of the four highest ortier digits be used. In most stock number
ing systems this is almost as acceptable as complete randomness and it 
significantly reduces the dimensions of the translator. Another way of 
stating the stock number distribution is that recording space is provided for 
1300 item number decades - the decade signifying ten item numbers in which 
the lowest order digit ranges from zero to nine for a given set of high order 
digits. The coil circuits of the crossbar switches and the other ten relays 
constitute the input register for three of the five item number digits and 
twenty more relays provide the input register function for the other two. 
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The operation performed by the Speed-Tally equipment which appears 
to intrigue most technical observers is the location and selection of one 
specific tally record from the 39,000 present on the drum surface. Figure 8 
illustrates the principles er.tployed in performing this locating operation. 
In the center of the figure in boldface you will note a sample catalog number 
and category, AI064X. The category, "A" in this case, merely identifies 
which of three tally totals of the set associated with this item number is to 
be located. This information comes from the input keyboard or the control
tape reader as one of three electrical signals. The remaining five digits, 
1064X, describe a particular item number from among the 13,000. The "X" is 
merely used to signify one of the values, zero through nine. The higher 
order three digits, 106, perforn t1'm operations. First, they select one of 
the 130 magnetic heads and thereby reduce the 39,000 candidates to 300 (100 
sets of 3). The remaining two digi ts, <IX in thi s case, specify a parti cular 
set from these 100, hO~'lever, wi tIl the random nmIDer system employed, there [laY 
be several totals among this 100 Ivhich are specified by the same ten' s-di0i t 
value of four. Therefore, the track selecting digits, 106, also modify tIle 
value of the ten's digit to one which avoids ]laving duplicate values in any 
one track. This is the principal action of the translator referred to in the 
previous figure. 

Since the timing track contains 3600 discrete bit positions, the 
consecuti ve action of the category and item nur.lDer digi ts reduced these by 
1/3, 1/10, 1/2, and 1/5 leaving only twelve bit locations eligible for con
trolling the output of the reading amplifier into the quantity register. The 
timing pulse count-down which achieves this selection is performed by four 
counters, and their relationship is arranged to space each of the twelve bits 
by an interval of sixty bit positions and to concentrate them in one-fifth of 
the drum periphery. Our convention is to arbitrarily label the sector con
taining the desired item space "Sector 1" and the subsequently arriving sec
tors 2, 3, 4, and 5. This convention does more than merely aid in locating a 
particular item record, since the programming of the several actions performed 
during each operational sequence is done by the consecutive existence of the 
numbered sectors. In this way, by the time Sector I returns to the magnetic 
head on the following drum revolution, the new total is available and is 
written in place of the old. 

Having shOwn you the machinery of the Speed Tally, I shall conclude 
~th a word or two about applications of machines of this kind. The Speed 
Tally has been applied to that region of the unit control problem referred to 
yesterday by Mr.. Shaffer. that of recording for analysis, the unfilled demand. 
~ere. ~1. uhuheen .. ahle..ll provide... i niomat ion ... io.r-use.-hJ- . .the- merchandise buyers 
quickly enough for them to take some action. It should be evident that this 
kind of machine is not limited to this work; but is capable of handling many 
associated portions of the unit control problem. It is my belief that it will 
only be a short while until its use in a variety of commercial applications will 
give rise to new concepts of utilization; and. of importance to equipment de
signers, new concepts of design for an even wider ratlgeof applications. I be
lieveweare witnessing the office machine counterpart of the introduction of 
the internal combustion engine into our lives, and just what and how much 
change it will bring is as yet unmeasurable. 

Our first Speed-Tally machine, and the only one in existence, has 
now given us six months of experience centered on the Christmas rush business 
of the John Plain Company. It has provided our industry with another illus
tration of the potential of electronics in business. To the user, this illus
tration has been very dramatic and understandable. It has further dispelled 
any feeling that these computing devices were only for the conaercial giants. 
To the designers and machine builders it is revealing a much clearer picture 
of commercial requirements which has already resulted in machines of the 
Speed-Tally type better matched to the unit control problem. 
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PRODUCTION CONTROL WITH THE ELECOM 125 

Norman Grieser 
Electronic Computer Division 

Underwood Corporation 
Long Island City, New York 

The revolution in the office 'Which electronic digital computers eventually 
will bring about, will not be accomplished by a clash of thunder, charged with 
100,000 volts, and accomplished with the speed of light. Instead, it looks to 
me as if the electronic computer will have to enter the office wearing a blue 
serge suit with pin stripes, topped off with a Homburg, and acting on the whole 
very much like timid little Mr. Casper Milquetoast. 

B.y now you have heard many of the objections to electronic computers raised 
by our hopeful, but sceptical, friends in management engineering, accounting, 
comptrolling, banking, and associated fields. They hear that we can do 4,000 
additions a second, or 40,000, or 40 million, and they ask embarrassing questions 
like, "How many copies does it give me for distribution to sales, accounting, 
manufacturing and the executive offices?" Or, It Are you always correct to the 
last penny?" Or, "How do you get the thing into my office without knocking 
down the walls?" 

Bearing all the needs for, and objections to, office electronic computers 
in mind, the people of the Electronic Computer Division of the Underwood Corp
oration have taken the attitude that the business data-handling system must come 
into the office quietly and without fuss. It should look fairly familiar. The 
people needed to operate it should look more like office clerks, supervisors and 
potential vice-presidents, rather than the proverbial mad scientist. 

With that attitude in mind, a group of tElecom' people went up to the Under
wood typewriter manufacturing plant in New England some months ago to look over 
the production control problem and to see what an electronic data-handling sys
tem had to offer. Before making the trip, we had been primed with a lot of 
facts about how expensive the operation was; howm~~y errors were being made 
daily; how far behind reports and surveys were; and how, in general, the whole 
procedure was inefficient. 

Nobodv mentioned beforehand the obvious facts that Uncter'WQod'hadb_e_en man~ 
.racturffig-typewrfters successfully-for more - than half-a, century; that somehow in 
the process, all the necessar,y parts got together, and that the Underwood type
writers worked satisfactorily when completed and delivered. 

We learned a lot. The results of what We learned are now taking shape as 
we build the Elecom 125 Electronic Business System. 

What did we learn? 

First of all, we learned that a million dollars for an electronic system 
is a lot of money. This was not exactly new to us, since the whole effort in 
the Elecom line of computers has been to produce relatively low-cost machines. 



A million dollars to most average-sized businesses is a lot of money, 
since, with the exception of very large centralized corporations, and the 
Federal government, the need for giant, lightning-speed computers usually 
cannot be justified by the present d~llensions of the operation. 

Take the Underwood production control operation. The exact number is 
a commercial secret, but Underwood produces 'hundreds of thousands' of type
writers a year. The number of different parts going into the various models, 
such as standards, portables, electrics, typewriters with special feed de
vices, etc., is about 12,000. Fifty different departments at the Underwood 
factories handle these parts. On the average, any particular part travels 
among four of the fifty departments. As examples, there are the plating de
partment, the blanking department, the heat treating department, primary 
press department, secondary press, and some forty-odd others. 

The dimensions of the production control paperwork operation were modest. 
Underwood had some fifty people doing the production control paperwork. The 
total payroll cost is of the order of $150,000 a year. The savings to be 
effected by any electronic equipment installed should be able to pay for the 
equipment in a couple of years, rather than ten or fifteen. 

Also, Underwood already has a paperwork system. This system, with all 
its shortcomings and strong points, has been built up through experience over 
many years. It involves existing names of parts, part numbers, accounting 
numbers, department numbers and names. It involves procedures for ordering 
materials, the various stages of manufacturing the 12,000 parts, assembly, 
shipping finished typewriters, billing customers, paying Underwood's bills, 
and so on and so on. 

To change the whole system overnight would not be practical. Too many 
people j too mal'lY processes with too many ramifications are involved. Not 
only in New England and New York, but all over the United states, in Canada, 
England and around the world. No Underwood vice-president in his right mind 
would allow everything to stop and be completely changed. The cost in change
over and lost motion would be excessive. And suppose the new system developed 
some bugs? 

Since production control was not the only office problem in Underwood, 
the electronic data-handling system which we delivered for production control 
should be general purpose, not limited to the one special application. 

Let me break down the lessons we learned, and the results, in terms of 
hardware. 

Input and Output 

L~put a~d output anits should be completely independent of the central 
data handler. This allows 'ganging up' on the computer on the 'in' side, and 
the multiplication of output units to keep ahead of the computer in producing 
the visual copy. 

The input and output devices should be cheap. The work done on the 
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input unit should be capable of easy checking. The input to the computer 
should be in a form understandable to the office typist. Input to the com
puter itself should be rapid. The ten digits per second rate achieved by 
the Flexowriter and other punched hole tapes was not fast enough. Even the 
Fe~ti reader appeared to be too slow. 

The economic cost of using present devices to type and simultaneously 
punch holes in paper tape also appeared to be undesirable. So we designed 
a new input unit, called the Underwood Tapewriter. The Tapewriter is an 
Underwood Electric typewriter which produces two typed impressions sL~ulta
neously: first, the normal English letters and numbers of the data being 
inserted. This visual copy is then available for a check against the letters 
and numbers on the original document from which the data is transcribed. 

At the same time, the Tapewriter produces the coded-dot binary pattern 
for the English letters and numbers which have been typed. Thus, when the 
typist strikes the keys for 'JOHN JONES', two things happen. The capital 
letters JOffi~ JONES are typed on a piece of paper, or any business form in
serted into the Tapewriter. At the same time, the dot patterns for the 
letters JOHN JONES are printed on a strip of half inch wide paper tape. If 
the girl strikes the correct keys, the correct coded dot pattern is produced 
automatically, since both letter and coded dot pattern are printed by the 
same operation. 

We expect to produce and sell the Tapewriter at an approximate price of 
$1,000 each. Thus, multiplication of input units becomes economically fea
sible. Since a typist can type, handle documents, etc., at an average rate 
of three digits per second, and since the input from the printed dot paper 
tape to the computer is.at the rate of 600 digits per second, the Elecom 125 
data handler can keep up with some 100 to 200 typists. 

Once the paper tape is produced and removed from the Tapewriter, it is 
then inserted into a photoelectric reader attached to the central computer. 
The reader and computer convert the printed dots into pulse patterns on mag
netic tape. Once the information has been transcribed to magnetic tape, the 
computing system is ready to go to work. 

Let me mention one :important feature of the input unit. The Tapewri ter 
produces-trara- copy-.;;.---tne--nOrniat -ntifiloerof -car1Yons-can- be pr-epared--';;;;-s-o--tliaX--
the sceptical business man has data, in visual form, in English letters and 
numbers, on paper. Carbons can be routed around the office and factory for 
various purposes. Other copies can be filed where desired. Thus, if the 
office manager desires to reconstruct an account, audit a set of transactions, 
or look over his records, he can do so without going to the magnetic tape and 
calling for a print out. Thus the businessman does not have to depend upon 
magnetic tape alone. 

Checking input data can be done by several methods. Two typists can 
prepare the same data independently, with the tapes then being compared by 
the computer. Or, visual checking of the original document against the hard 



copy can be done. Errors then are corrected by the preparation of a trailer 
'correction' tape fed into the computer: Errors 1~ich the t~~ist catches as 
she types can be corrected by backspacing ~ld the use of ~l 'error' key, which 
blank$ out the data in error. 

At the output end, the requirements were much the same. Output should 
be independent of the computer, cheap, flexible, and of a nature enabling out
put to keep up with the computer. Like many other computer manufacturers, we 
are hoping that a cheap, reliable line printer will be available soon, but we 
are not waiting for the miracle to happen in the next couple of months. 

The present Elecom 125 output unit is an Underwood electric typewriter, 
with a photoelectric reader attached. The photoelectric reader reads the 
printed dots on the paper tape which has been produced by the computer as the 
final output. The reels of printed dot paper tape are mounted on the output 
typewriter, read photoelectrically, and the output typewriter types out hard 
copy at the rate of ten digits per second. Since the computer can produce 
printed dot paper tape at a rate of 600 digits per second, theoretically it 
would take 60 output units to keep abreast of it. In practice, the number is 
less since the'electronic data handler takes time to process tape, convert 
from magnetic to paper tape, etcetera. 

At the proposed price of $2,500 per output typewriter, multiplication 
of the digit-per-second output rate is feasible and economic in terms of the 
cost of the entire system. For $25,000, the customer can buy 100 digits per 
second. Considering present printer costs, the economics are not out of line. 
The price of the output unit should decline as the quantity produced reduces 
the unit cost, and we are prepared to go to a line printer as soon as one 
comes along which fits the bill. 

The Elecom 125 Computer 

An electronic computer for a modern office must be simple to operate, 
reliable in operation, easy to maintain, and fast enough for the job. The 
Elecom 125 computer has grown naturally from its little brothers, the Elecom 
100 and the Elecom 120 computers, along those lines. 

First, we use what we consider to be the simplest and most reliable type 
of memory, the magnetic drum. The Elecom l25 has a magnetic drum niemory of 
1,000 eight-digit words, each plus sign. For more rapid access, we use a ten 
word recirculating channel. 

How reliable is a drum? Nobody really knows. However, we have an Elecom 
computer which has been operating without any drum trouble for more than two 
years. The part most likely to wear, the bearings, are estimated by our me
chanical engineers to have a normal life of at least 100,000 operating hours. 
On the basis of a 2Q-hour computer day, that is something like 20 years. If 
~ne computer is used only one S~I~ or less, the life expectancy of the bear
ings in the drtnn unit should be of the order of 100 years. 

The Elecom computers operate at a fairly sedate pace. Since the pulse 
rate of the Elecom 125 is 107 KC, compared with over two megacycles in some 
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of the million dollar computers, we have more tolerance in our circuitry, so 
that the chances for error and failure are reduced sharply. 

The primar,y weak points, to date, of electronic computers seem to be 
vacuum tube. failure and imperfect magnetic tape. 

The vacuum tube problem we attack by not using so many. The Elecom 125 
computer contains about 350 vacuum tubes. Ninety percent are of two standard 
types, 6CL6s and 12AT7s, which can be purchased in the local radio shop in 
case of emergency. The entire Elecom 125 system, including both the computer 
and the sorter, contains less than 600 vacuum tubes. Statistically, the fewer 
the tubes, the fewer the chances for tube failure. 

As to magnetic tape, Elecom computers utilize a system of presprocketing, 
developed by our engineers, which eliminates errors caused by faulty magnetic 
tape. The raw tape received from the manufacturer is run through an electronic 
sprocketer. The sprocketer examines all areas of the tape, and puts a magnetic 
pulse in one channel where the tape is discovered to be good. On the areas 
(one or two percent) of the magnetic tape where faults in the coating are dis
covered, no sprocket pulse is laid down. Thus, in operation the computing sys
tem merely skips these marginal areas of the magnetic tape. The sprocket pulses 
are permanent, and are never erased or changed during any operation of the data
handling system. 

\'le have included many self-checks in the Elecom 125 system. In addition 
to pre-sprocketed tape, we have a built-in odd-even check; we check forbidden 
combinations in the computer; we have a special check for recording and reading 
on the memory drum; and program checks can be included to the specifications 
of the most scrupulous auditor. We can, we believe, safely guarantee accuracy 
to the exact, not the nearest, penny. 

Electronic Sorting 

I now come to a term ~~ich is generally avoided by COITiputer people -
sorting. As we all know, data processing is a cinch. The trouble is, the 
daily inputs of data, the outputs in the form of listings, reports, etc., are 
all out of sorts. 

- - - -- ---

The production control people at Underwood first wanted the data on type-
writer parts in part number order; then they wanted the parts listed by depart
ments. Otherxeports required certain data on a limited number of critical 
parts listed in priority order. The input information comes into the produc
tion control office in the form of white, blue, pink and yellow slips, letters, 
phone calls, and reports from the New York Office a hundred miles away. The 
master libra~ reels are all nicely sorted out when the operation is started. 
In order to process the master tape reels and come up with new ini'ormaticn, 
the daily inputs have to be sorted into part number order. Then, when the out
put data is produced, it has to be resorted into the order required by the 
particular report being prepared. 

The requirements for electronic sorting are much the same as for the rest 
of the system. It must be simple, automatic, reliable and economic. Furthermore, 
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since almost exactly half of the time involved in the production control job 
turned out to be sorting and resorting, the sorting process should not tie up 
the central computer. 

The electronic sorting unit of the Elecom 125 system is completely inde
pendent of the data-handling process. We do not use the central computer for 
a programmed sort. We have an independent sorter which does all the sorting 
and collating. 

To keep the cost low, we utilized the fact that our memory drum was built 
for a maximum capacity of 2,000 eight-digit words. Since we found that 1,000 
words of memor.y was more than adequate for programming the simple operations 
involved in a business paperwork problem, we therefore used the other half of 
the same drum for sorting. 

The cost of manufacturing the drum, turning it, timing, gating and so on 
had already been incurred in putting the memor,y drum into the computer. We 
added magnetic heads and the associated electronic equipment, but we didntt 
have to build a sorter from scratch. Thereby, we cut the cost of the sorting 
system considerably. 

I will not go into the details of the sorting process. However, the sort 
is completely automatic. There is no reel handling except at the start and 
finish of the operation. The sorter is tprogrammedt for the particular opera
tion about to be done in a few moments. A switch is set to indicate the length 
of the items being sorted, data is fed in to indicate which digits of the item 
are being sorted on, and that is all. When the sorter has sorted the data into 
the desired arrangement, it halts automatically. Collating sorted data, pulling 
out desired data from a large, sorted file, and similar processes all are done 
on the sorter, not the computer. 

Thus, the Elecom 125 can sort and process data at the same time. Or it 
can sort alone, or process data alone. Of course, it cannot sort and process 
the same data simultaneously. Just as you cannot sort and list data contained 
on punch cards without duplicating the decks. 

To sum up the hardware in the Elecom 125 system, we have: 

Input Tapewriters, producing hard copy and reels of paper tape on which the 
coded information is contained in the form of printed dots. 

The central computer, a 1,000 word magnetic drum electronic computer of 
moderate speed, with associated magnetic tape drives, and facilities to handle 
paper tape input photoelectrically, with a printer at the output end which 
produces reels of paper tape containing printed dots. 

The electronic sorting ~~~t, independent 
four associated magnetic tape drives. 

The output units - Underwood electric typewriters with photoelectric 
readers attached. The photoelectric readers read the printed dots and acti
vate the typewriter to produce hard copy at the rate of ten digits per second. 
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The cost of the system, depending upon the number of input and output 
units, is of the order of $175,000 to $200,000. 

The Production Control Operation 

At Underwood, we did not attempt to devise an ideal production control 
process, thereby completely revising the present system. We attempted to 
handle the data, and produce the reports, listings and documents, at present 
used in Underwood. This meant dealing with purely alphabetic, purely numeric 
and alpha-numeric data. This problem of mixed alpha and numeric information 
is common to most office operations. Therefore the Elecom 125 sorter was 
designed to sort numbers, letters, or any combination of the two. 

We did not attempt to do away with Underwood's existing files. Instead. 
we built upon the foundation of the existing files, so that the people charged 
with the responsibility for controlling the production of typewriters would 
have means for instant access, if emergencies arise, to data covering any part 
merely by going to the files and looking at the pieces of paper. 

We did not attempt any revolutionary method of input. We do not sense 
spots, read original typed numbers and characters, or try to decipher the hand
writing of the New York Office manager by electronics. Our input operation de

pends upon a human being, sitting at a machine, typing data in the appropriate 
form for the electronic system. 

Although the application did not require it, our system of independent 
input and output allows for physical removal of input or output operations 
from the central computer and sorter. The problem of converting paper tape 
dots to teletype signals, and reproducing the printed dot paper tape at the 
other end is a simple one, and can be applied where the operation demands it. 

We did not, in the main, ask the computer to make judgments or to come 
up with theoretical optimums. As in most paperwork operations, we found that 
the problem at Underwood was to get correct information, in time, to the people 
who have to exercise judgment. At present, with a hand syst~which is slow 
and inaccurate, judgments as to which typewriter parts to manufacture, which 
materials to buy, which departments to speed up and which to slow down, are 
often made solely on the basis of long experience, or rule of thumb. With the 
Elecom 125 system, the people who must exercise control will have complete, 
up-to-date information at; eight; o-t-cIock--every morru:ng--as tonow- everytlilng ---
stood the previous afternoon at quitting time. 

As one man, employed by Underwood in the Production Control operation 
for many years, said; even this relatively modest achievement seemed to him 
like 'A trip to the moon.' 

To accomplish this result, we found the breakdown of operations would 
be as follows: 

Input typing and checking; from sixteen to thirty hours per day, depend
ing upon the type of checking operation. 
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Electronic sorter time: about two hours per day. 

Electronic computeT +-=-,.... • ... ...L.U1c. 

Output typing time: about twenty-two machine hours. 

We had an additional load of detailed reports, in several different forms, 
to be prepared once every two weeks. We found that such reports would require 
about twelve hours of computer time, and forty hours on the electronic sorter. 
By using the Elecom 125 system, as designed, over the weekend, we have ample 
time to get the necessary reports ready by eight otclock on Monday morning, 
current as of 5 p.m. the previous Friday. At the present time, without using 
electronics, these reports are rushed out in a day or two by assigning twenty 
or twenty-five typists on a priority basis to do the job. 

We analyzed the personnel requirements of the operation and discovered: 

We did not reduce the number of higher-trained persons, each exercising 
some form of judgment, ver.y drastically. We merely gave them the information 
to do their jobs more intelligently and on an up-to-date basis. 

We did reduce sharply the need for clerks, typists and form-handlers. 

Th~, the electronic revolution seems to add up to the need for as ma~y 
or more trained people, and less untrained or lower trained office personnel, 
at present doing the routine, dull jobs. 

The economics worked out to be a maximum saving of about $100,000 per year 
in personnel costs. This for an investment of $200,000 in electronic equipment, 
so that the s.ystem; used for production control only, should pay for itself in 
about two years. 

However, the total load - four hours per day - on the central computer and 
sorter are of a magnitude to allow for other work to be converted to the Elecom 
125. We believe our equipment should be used twenty hours per day, with four 
hours for do~ time and preventive maintenance. That means that the load on 
the 125 could be multiplied by four or five before the limit is reached. If 
the factor holds up, and the computing system is utilized fully, the Elecom 125 
should be able to take over paperwork operations now involving some two hundred 
or two hundred and fifty one-shift people, and pay for its costs in something 
like six months. 

For larger jobs, we recommend the use of a number of Elecom 125 systems. 
There are many advantages to decentralized computers. They can be placed in 
different locations. If one computer completely breaks down, the others can 
share the additional load, and so one 

For the million dollar cost of a large computer, we can offer five rela
tively moderate speed data handlers, five electronic sorters, and SOllie twenty
five input and ten or fifteen output units. Our tape moving speeds, computing 
speeds, sorting speeds, and in and out volumes become more than comparable and 
respectable on a dollar for dollar of cost basis. 
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The computer and sorter work decimally; no conversion to and from binary 
is required. Programming is done by us, the manufacturer, and included in 
the system cost. We train both operators and programmers, if desired, and 
estimate that it takes a couple of weeks to train an intelligent office girl 
to operate the computer, and three weeks or so to instruct a college mathe
matician to program the system. 

Maintenance will be done by us, or we will train maintenance personnel 
for the customer. We believe that. per shift, one maintenance man, of the 
order of skill of a radio or television repairman, can successfully keep the 
Elecom 125 operating. He requires three or four weeks training by· us. This 
is the plan we have followed with Elecom computers now in the field. 

Only the future will tell \\'i1ether or not the trend is to laI"ger, faster, 
more complex computers, or with the slower, cheaper and more modest data 
handlers. The answer is that there is probably room for both. 

We at the Electronic Computer Division of the Underwood Corporation are 
confining ourselves to the medium sized and small computing and data handling 
systems. We are trying to walk before we run, and we hope not to stumble in 
the process. 



~\ CENTR1\LlZED DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM 

Jerome J. Dover 
Ed"';·rards !~ir Force Base 

Edwards, California 

Early in the spring of 1953 with the activation of a ground telemetering 
facility at the Air Force Flight Test Center it became evident that there 
existed a real and continually increasing need for a less expensive, faster 
and more reliable method of processing extremely large amounts of raw un
corrected data that found its origin in the rr~ny diversified activities which 
were at that time presently being conducted at the Center. Examples of the 
sources from which this data came were the flight testing of experimental and 
production aircraft, (i.e. airborne recording), a radar phototheodolite, the 
aforementioned telemetering station, as well as the high speed experimental 
track and the USll1..F experimental rocket engine test station. Figures 1 through 
4 illustrate SOffie of the data sources at this Center. Furthermore certain 
large classified projects y[ere being initiated at the Center at that time and 
they brought with them their ovm large data work loads. The problem of 
reducing this data presented a task almost as large as the problem of correct
ing the data. Hovrever, before the data could be reduced, that is, reduced on 
IBl-l machines or desk calculators, it had to be processed; that is, put into 
a form \'lhere it could be handled readily and easily by the IBM card programmed 
·calculators. This processing consisted of reading the data, usually from film 
or oscillograph records, translating this information into digital form and 
correcting for any instruI:1ent or calibration errors "ivhich might be present 
in the raw data. \4i th the advent of the IBN card programmed calcula tors, actual 
calculating tine on the data was wBterially diminished, leaving the problem of 
reading and processing the data standing as a very real bottleneck. It there
fore became evident to responsible personnel concerned that a system would 
haVe to be devised tr..D.t would allm-r either autornatic or semi-8,u.tomatic process
ing of much of the data incurred at the Air Force Flight Test Center if the 
Center vms to survive this deluge of data. To this end a centralized auto
matic data proceSSing system "i·ros proposed, based on the philosophy that data 
should be taken in such a form, that it would be suitable for automatic re
duction. It was felt that such a centralized data handling system would be 
instTULlental in effecting significant savings in personnel costs, since it 
would reduce the number of employees required to reduce data and make un
necessary the constant recruiting and training of large numbers of data read
ing employees, or, at least enable those assigned to the data reduction task 
to cope successfully with their expanding work load. Moreover it would 
increase the reliability of results obtained by eliminating much human contam
ination in the reading of data 'vhich by its very nature was tedious to reduce, 
highly exacting and deITanding of a hi~L order of accuracy in reading. Finally 
this type of data handling system through its ability to rapidly process 
large amounts of data would aid materially in expediting the mission of the 
Air Force Fligrlt Test Center by helping to rrake more complete and efficient 
use of its experimental and unique flight test aircraft and equipment. 

Thus it was with this philosophy in mind a study contract was initiated 
with the Ralph M. Parsons Company of Pasadena, California for a caretul 
analysis of the data reduction problem at the Air Force Flight Test Center 
together with a documented estimation of the data handling requirements of 
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this Center during the next five to ten years and a proposed system solution 
to the problem. This system as it \<las envisioned at the time the contract 
';"8.S let (See Figure 5) can be represented by a data flow chart and daily 
vrork load estiIIl8.te. Note how the different data sources with their estimated 
vTork load flow tOvlard an all inclusive and extremely comprehensive black box 
i'Thieh I'Tould be able to accept input in three possible forms; analogue, frequen
cy modul2:.tion, or digital coding. The black box would then read the information, 
apply necessarJ calibration and instrument corrections and then read out the 
inforn~tion in any or all of four possible output forms; they are, digital 
t~~ed, digital punched cards, anal06~e (for large &uounts of data), and, finally, 
ITlB-gnetic tape fer input to an analogue or digital computer. Note the emphasis 
at this time on digitalization. 

Ti~e block diagram at the bottom of this figure is a representation of the 
system concept. '::;.11 steps are included and cOnsidered from transdv.cer to 
final presentation of the data to the engineer. How this idealized concept 
as ShO"Hn in Figure 5 differs from the final proposal will be discussed later. 

The Ralph £.I. Parsons Co:npany required over six months and many engineering 
m.an-hours to deli vel" four monthly reports and one final report on the proposed 
data reducing system for the Air Force Flight Test Center. It might be stated 
at this time that the system philosophy as developed by the Parsons Company 
during this :period was one that evolved necessarily from the conditions under 
T~hich data processing and reduction must be performed at the Air Force Flight 
Test Center. One of the most iMportant distinctions or facets of this philosophy 
and one that \'JaS discovered early in the investigation was that in the course 
of an attempt to estimate the data reduction work load at this Center, one had. 
to carefully distinguish betvreen three levels of data and that they are in 
order of decreasing magnitude. These levels 1{lere; one, the 8.r.1ount of data 
2_ctually recorded; tvTO, the a.mount of data vlhich had to be examined for trends, 
that is, inspected in analogue plot form; three, the amount of data that had 
to "be actually tabulated and accurevtely measured "lith resultant accurate de
termination of specific vslues for further computation. In any of the catego
ries one could, of course, speak of either present and future work loads; 
hcnlever) there is neither now or expected to be anytime in the foreseeable 
future 8. practical data handling system capable of reducing to the most ad
vanced digital form all the data vThich the data sources might justifiably 
record. It is in speculations like these that one runs into astronomical 
n1)_'11bers of data. :paints invol"TinS stacks of IBM ca:-ds lite:-ally ~':'les high. 

Therefore, the concept of a human fj.lter was evolved. By human filter, 
it ~~s meant, of course, critical human discrimination at any point where 
the data passes from one class to another, that is, from recording to analogue 
plot or plot to tabulation. This philosophy also advocated a grouping or 
centralizing of the various data handling groups at Edwards for the obvious 
aavantage of the application of mass production methods to data proceSSing 
techniques. It must be carefully pointed out, however, that there were other 
disadvantages that could, if not properly anticipated, offset all the ad
vantages of centralization. The main disadvantage would be the tendency of 
the nm-r remote Project Engineer or responsible test designer to relax his 
sense of restraint in requesting data reduction services and unless a direct 
sense of responsibility could be enforced on him by distributing the cost of 
operation of the data reduction facility according to the work demands of the 
various test projects, it 1{ms felt that the requests for data reduction might 
very conceivably svramp the system, h~Tever large its ini tial capacity. These 
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facts lead then to one of the initial decisions. This decision was to present 
to the Engineer in ra,,, uncorrected analogue form the results of the test vli th 
which he vras concerned, and charge him 'ttli th the responsibility of eliminating 
the large mass of information that in most cases need not be further reduced. 
Tne recommendation w-as toward the simplest possible system that vrould provide 
efficient information to the responsible test engineer and enable him to 
speci~J those portions of data requiring further reduction. Specifically 
this first presentation was visualized as taking the form of low speed, direct 
writing, oscillograph records of analogue form. Rough calibration scales 
could be provided by the processing agency at the beginning and end of the 
data. FM data could be plotted as a function in terms of frequency deviation 
versus time. wnerever possible, this could include cases of fairly hi&~ frequency 
data, the length of record presenting a single test could be held down to a 
size easily comprehended in a glance, that is about 17 inches. Each group 
of analogue plots would include a time trace capable of uniquely identifying any 
portion of a record requiring further reduction. 

The next step was then to consider a magnetic tape .handling system. It 
was considered because magnetic tape is nOVT used to record information in both 
the Track Branch and Telemetering Ground Station and in addition has been pro
posed for the new High Thrust Rocket Test Stand. The review of sources of 
data by type indicated that oscillograph and photo panel records presented the 
greatest portion of the present manual processing work load at the Air Force 
Flight Test Center. Substitution of this magnetic tape system for these 
SOurces was then certainly considered feasible and consequently careful con
sideration of the processing equipment for data recording on magnetic tape was 
one of the prime development recommendations of this contract. The system as 
eventually determined is shown in Figure 6, and has two primary functions. These 
functions are, first, to provide quick look graphical records of tape recorded 
intormation, and second, to provide necessary digital output tabulation, 
computation or cross plotting. It is designed for an average utilization factor 
of a.bou.t 50%. 

A word here about the problems of the design of such a system. Remember
ing that it is designed for an average utilization factor of about 50%, the 
difference between complete success and failure of such a design is a factor as 
small as 50% in the estimated work load. In light of this fact it was obvious 
why one should hesitate to design a data handling system based on the accuracy 
of the estimated work load. Current attempts to estimate the average work 
load in periods of two to five years in the future have proved practically im
possible. This is why the "quick look" philosophy is emphasized. Doubling or 
even tripling the number of complete systems (i.e. paralleling) represents 
only a fractional change in the magnitude order of the output, yet the system 
wo~k load can be changed many orders of magnitude by an incremental change in 
the percentage of data to be handled on a digital basis. However, let us 
return to tbe proposed central data processing system. 

Notice that the proposed system is an integrated arrangement of some 
equipments now in use at the Air Force Flight Test Center, a few commercially 
built units and certain specified recommended developments. The basic functions 
to be performed are indicated in the block diagram of the system (Figure 6). 
The actual success of the system is dependent upon the methods by which the 
components are integrated. It is realized that the task of integration is a 
considerable one and, therefore, it has been reco~mended tbqt L~plementation 
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of the entire system be delegated to one prime contractor for detailed design, 
development, coordination of subdevelopment, installation check out and 
evaluation. 

A review of the over all system and the gross performance specifications of 
various components are as follows: Play back: Note that the system requires 
complete equipment for play back of FM/FM and PWM/FM magnetic tape, decommutation, 
and demodulation units that are all standard manufacture to RDB specifications. 
One note about head characteristics of the tape play back mechanisms; they Should 
match those of the airborne recorders as well as ground recorders. .More will 
be said about the airborne recorder later. Analogue conversion and presentation 
can be of modified standard design or developed with a view toward the flexible 
approach stressed in the philosophy, that is, provisions for scale factors, zero 
suppression and provisions for a rather limited linearization. Routine use 
of linearization was not recommended, however; due to the fact that tr~s might 
prove a bottleneck in what must essentially be one of the most streamlined phases 
of the operation. A patch board for decommutation and discrimination outputs, 
digital and recorder inputs, and special amplifier and linearization inputs and 
outputs should be provided. This patch board should provide the most flexible 
possible arrangement of components. Present planning for recorder output should 
probably be something of the Sanborne 4-channel recorder type or possibly one 
with a higher response rate for certain high frequency response work. 

The suggested digital conversion system is built around the Millisadic 
equipment. develyped jointly by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, Calif., 
and Consolidated Engineering Corporation of Pasadena Calif. Certain auxiliary 
input conversion equipment is necessary, however, and consists of DC to PWM 
converters with repetition rates at least as high as 500 samples per second, 
a clock pulse generator at a frequency of 2.5 megacycles and a suitable gated 
amplifier to operate in conjunction with the clock pulse generator and pulse 
from the DC to P~1 converter. A time selector must of necessity be designed 
to direct time information pulses to the incremental time or elapsed time 
register. The specifications for this unit will be dependent upon a timing 
system to be installed at the Air Force Flight Test Center under a different 
development project. Another necessity is an events timer required to synchro
nize the various equipments. This unit initiates sampling by the DC to PWM 
converter at a pre-set rate and signals the millisadic unit to store and read 
out the information. The events timer begins to function upon receiving a 
start signal from the coincidence gate and gives out a final set of control 
impulses- upon receiving 8; stop pulse from the second cOincidence gate.. A 
cj:ock-timer generat-orWltnrn:-tne-even~s--timer- governs-the-rate--a:-t -which-events 
occur and thus the sampling rate. The clock can operate independently or in 
synchronization with the time input signal via the time selector. Figure 7 
shows the programmer which consists of the manual adjustments to the follow
ing components in that figure: the time selector, the coincidence gates, the 
events timer, clock pulse generator and the time base multiplier. The 
programmer is essentially a control and editing device that selects certain 
specific sections out of a group of data to be digitalized and printed. The 
millisadic eqUipment manufactured by Consolidated Engineering Corporation is 
commercially available only in the sense that a completed deSign is available 
which can be used to duplicate the unit n~ installed at Naval Ordnance lab
oratory, Corona, California. The sys~em conceived by Consolidated, however, 
does not include all the functions required at the Air Force Flight Test 
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Center and considerable development work in both input output devices will be 
required. The complement of this ground magnetic tape handling development 
is the development of a suitable airborne magnetic tape recorder. It is one 
of the more interesting recommendations under this project and one that stems 
from the desire to record inforrration in a form that lends itself to high 
speed automatic data processing. It should eventually lead to eliminating 
the oscillograph and photopanel data records almost completely and. replacing 
them vrlth magnetic tape recording. In order to proceed with this development 
several basic decis10ns had to be made. They were as follows: First, what 
was the data work load to be expected or minimum number of data points to be 
recorded; second, the range of frequencies being measured; and third, the 
system accuracy with particular regard to the accuracy of the end instruments 
whose outputs were being recorded. To aid in this estimation a survey of 
several typical flight test programs as conducted at the Air Force Flight Test 
Center vTaS made. It was determined that a representative flight data work load 
vms about 1200 data pOints, these being divided approximately among 40 channels. 
The range of frequency in terms of percent of channels vms as follows: 1.0 to 
2 cycles per second 70%; 2.0 to 40 cycles per second 20%; above 40 cycles 
per second 10%. Now the basic accuracy requirements on such a recorder are 
tied directly to the available accuracy in the sensing elements or transducers 
where the data originates. The best available accuracy obtainable with any of 
the number of types of transducers is of the order of 1%. Therefore, it was 
felt that it would be inconsistent to attempt to design a data recorder with a 
much higher degree of accuracy, particularly when it was realized that the 
price to be paid in cost, space, and weight would be rather ·prohibitive. 

A comparison was made of different methods of recording on tape in the 
aircraft. These considerations included not only data resolution, that is, 
economy of tape usage, frequency response available, but also complexity and 
bulk of attendant electronics. No attempt was made in the evaluation of 
present systems to rnaxif'1uize or minimize the importance of anyone of the 
above listed factors but dealt with these characteristics solely as they 
related to the choice for a generalized flight test recorder. 

T'ne methods considered were as follow·s: Recording by digital coding, 
pulse width recording, FM carrier recording, and direct or biased analogue 
recordings. Digital recording is probably inherently the most accurate of 
all possible methods. This is due chiefly to the fact that the data record
ing and playback is virtually independent of tape speed variations and is 
unaffected by relatively high noise levels. In keeping with the aforementioned 
accuracy requirements the recording of two digits per word would be recommended. 
Based on a standard tape length 2400 feet and a recording time of 16 minutes, 
a t~pe speed of about eight inches per second is called for. The resulting 
sampling rate of about 800 w"ords per second is also compatible with the 
commutation rate of available mechanic commutators which would be required. 
Unfortunately none of the presently knovrn airborne recorder types are well 
suited to the requirements imposed by a system of this type. Probably the 
North .A.merican Aircraft development NA.DAR, is closest, but v,rould require a 
development of a sui table tape transport mechanism. The electronics of 
analogue voltage to digital conversions for airborne use are relatively 
scarce, the only YJ10Wll development being at Hughes Aircraft Company. This 
application is for quite a different purpose and the results of this develop
ment were not available for the study. One'of the penalties paid for this 
l~~~r~ of airborne digital recording is the complexity of ground based digital 
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to e..nalogue conversion9 vrhich the "quick look If philosophy requires. As a 
result of general considerations outlined previously it can be stated quite 
emphatically that all such recorded data should be plotted while only a 
small portion would require digital tabulation. Thus it would appear un
reasonable to undertake such a development (digital airborne recording) if 
the d.a ta vTere not to be tabulated but the maj ori ty presented in analogue form. 
Remember we are dealing with data on the order of 7000 channel minutes per 
day (~ 50%) or about 300,000 points per day. 

The pulse ~'Tidth recording of data proved to have several system wise 
advantages over other forms and they may be listed as follows: first, it 
provides .good accuracy and stability; second, it may be readily processed 
into straight analogue and/or digital forms; third, the associated electron-
ics are relatively Simple and can be made quite reliable. Past experience 
seems to bear out these statements. F~ong with son~ direct analogue recording 
(about 10% of the total) the recommendations seem to point to the development 
of an in-flight magnetic tape recorder using PWM coding on 90% of the data 
channels. Here the difference between p~n~ and digital recordir~ lies chiefly 
in the fact that all the inforraation contained in Pvll4 is the leading and 
trailing edges of the pulse and the reproducability of these edges determines 
the accuracy of the system. Since inpm4 a single pulse represents one word 
the ultimate tape economy is raughly seven tirnes that of digital recording. 
Similar advantages of near complete independence of tape wmT and flutter 
characteristics can be achieved in the. PWM system by the Simple expedient of 
using one recording channel to record a clock signal which serves as a reference 
for tape speed variation. 

Frequency modulation coding using the standard RDB/FM system indicates 
the feasibility of recording carrier frequency of the order 1.3 KC per inch per 
second of tape speed and at a standard deviation ratio of 5 and a tape speed 
of eight inches per second (for the comparison with PWM or digital). This 
would make possible a total information band width of approximately 1 KC vnth-
in the requisite accuracy of 1%. However, in this regard it must also be 
remembered that airborne subcarrier oscillators presently used in the FM/FI\l 
systems 8.re known to have minimum drift figures of higher than 2% and in some 
cases as high as 5%- Thus the possibility of recording standaru RDB sub
channels bas been considered as suosequently unfeasible for the principle reason 
of the limitation of maximum recording time imposed by high tape speeds necessary 
for recording of the higher sub carrier frequencies. Irhe requirement seems quite' 
d.~:f~:g.~teJ.'y __ -t;Q_ J~~ j.~ j;:r:u~di:re~~iQIL of--.a J.arger--number_ofn-lower-n.f~. channe±8-
than can be accommodated in the standard RDB/FM system and still have a reason
able tape speed. The second serious objection to FM coding is its limited 
accuracy. Certainly there would be a strong nostalgic feeling among the flight 
test engineers against exchanging the present tried and true photo panel and 
oscillograph systems for anything less accurate. Now there are certain tape 
recorders, either on the shelf items or presently under development, that may 
fulfill certain of these requirements but generally all fail in some degree to 
meet these specifications. Principally the most important direction for im
provement is in that of miniaturization. The Cook and NADAR recorders appear 
to be the only reasonable approach to the critical size and weight problem 
but both have other disadvantages in limited recording and in varying tape speed. 
What several other manufacturers have presently under development at this time 
has not "'freen reported or publicized so they cov~d not be reported in the study. 
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As one result of this st~dy program the Air Force Flight Test Center will 
consider the development of a generalized flight wBgnetic tape data recorder 
having the following specifications. Before presenting these specifications, 
it might be interesting to vie"r the average flight test engineer's concept of 
what the complete flight test recorder should look like, electronics and all. 
This is shown in Figure 8; however, we believe Figure 9 presents a more real
istic picture of this recorder. Note that the specifications include the use 
of standard 1~ lO~ inch, 2400 tape reels ~ inch tape size, a maximum contin
uous recording time of 60 minutes, an interchangeable tape speed gearing 
arrangement that provides for 7.5, 15, and 30 inches per second tape speeds, 
7 data tracks with 3 P-WM tracks recording up to 150 channels of 0 to 2 cps 
information and as many as 30 channels of 0 to 40 cps information. Three 
additional tracks will include direct biased analogue recording for frequency 
response up to 25000 cps and the 7th channel should be a 1000 cps CW channel. 
Certainly it should contain provisions for other heads and for modification 
to heads other than the examples specified above. To this end the means and 
procedures for head alignment should be as simple as possible. t~imum speed 
variations in the recording of 0 to 1 cps inforrnation should be of the order 
of 2% peak to peak, while those channels having 1 cps to 2 KC frequency re
sponse only .5%-peak to peak speed variation can be tolerated. Power supply 
should be the usual 400 cycle 115V or DC 26v. Weight should be under 25 
pounds and size approximately .5 cu. ft. It is felt that this size can be 
obtained by concentric reel alignment. Of course all .construction should be 
according to MIL-E-5400 or equivalent. 

The need for this in-flight magnetic tape recorder has been felt and 
voiced by many in the field of flight test engineering; however, no concentrated 
effort has been made to develop a standard unit that can be used for the record
ing of all types of flight test data and that will gather the information in 
such a way as to lend itself more completely to automatic data reduction. 

Wi th the development of such a magnetic ha.ndling system for large data work 
loads based on the philosophy of human filtering and quick look presentation 
to the responsible engineer, it is felt that the data handling problem as 
recognized at the Air Force Flight Test Center can be effectively solved and 
that the constantly increasing work load of data processing can be met and 
alleviated. 

Those that are left of the grandfather flight test engineers tell us that 
during the early years of flight testing the speed with which a flight test 
proceeded was limited only by the ability of the engineer to absorb the flight 
test information and the mechanics to keep the aircraft flying. We admit that 
at present the rate at which some flight testing programs proceed is limited 
by the speed with which data can be processed. It will be the aim of our 
development program to return flight testing to this optimum condition, namely 
that flight testing will be liw~ted only by the ability of the engineer in 
charge and not by obsolete data proceSSing methods. 
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Fig. 8. Average flight teat engineer's 
concept of Airborne Tape Recorder 

Fig. 9. Proposed specification. 
for Airborne Tape Recorder 
Size: .5 to 1 cu. ft. 
Weight: Under 25 Ibs. 
Maximum Recording Time: 60 Min. 
No. of Tracks - 7. (6 Informat.ion 

and 1 Timiag) 
Power Supp11': 400 Cycle 115 V. 
Tape Speed: 7.5 - 15 and 30 Ips. 
Frequency Response Requirements: 
70% of Channels 0 - 2 Cps. 
20% of Channels 0 - 40 Cpa. 
10% of Channels 0 - 400 Cps. 
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A,. MERCHANDISE CONTROL SYSTEM 

Wi lliali'i L. Martin 
Telecomputing Corporation 

BurbaIl,k, Cal; fornia. 

Introduction 

Merchandise control operations promise to be benefited by the applica
tion of electronic data processing equipment. Such equipment offers a new 
concept of speed and accuracy in reporting. It makes possible data summaries 
and analyses which to date have not been economically justifiable. 

Inventory control represents one of the most rewarding and interesting 
problems for which electronic equipment is feasible. Such equipment will 
reduce the costs of preparing and maintaining inventory records, and will 
also make it possible to maintain reduced inventory because of the inherent 
speed of reporting. 

Business organizations, in general, operate by purchasing according to 
predicted needs, performing some operation on the purchased goods (if only 
sorting and storing) and then distributing it to- purchasers. Purchasing is 
conducted by means of management reports which aid in predicting future
needs. This information is usually obtained from the past history of sales 
records, the current inventory status, or both. In general rapid reporting 
permi. ts reduced inventory with associated savings by giving a more immed
iate picture of current status. 

Reports on current operations give management the opportunity to moni
tor the efficiency of their organization. Unfortunately such reports are 
often voluminous, and the time of high-salaried talent is required to ex
tract the attention-requiring items. The selection of these items can be 
made by the decision apparatus aTailable in electronic computers. For 
example ,inventory reporting can be reduced to those items which do not 
fall w""i thin an established stock tolerance. Reports on receipts and short
ages can be reduced to the data on those venders which are overdue. Re
ports on sales can be reduced to those i terns not meeting the sales rate 
tolerances set by management, etc. Special treatment can be given certain 
items as is required. 

One of the major items in large scale business operations is the fill
ing of a customer order. In large retail businesses the paperwork for 
individual customer orders may be processed under one roof at rates around 
ten orders per second. In chain store operations paperwork resulting from 
sales may be processed at a central operations location at near the same 
speed. In one application the central location is a warehouse which uses 
the sales information coming from the stores to effect restocking of the 
stores. In such a case the warehouse is filling an order for the indi vid
ual store. 

The number of people required by large organizations for their order
filling operations may vary from under one hundred to many thousands. A good 
share of these people are entirely concerned with the routine processing of 
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paperwork. Often the business has grown up in such a manner that stock 
clerks and sales people are partially occupied with paperwork. By auto
matizing the clerical functions the effectiveness and productivity of the 
personnel can often be increased or, if the volume of work does not warrant, 
the staff diminished. 

Another important inventory application is keeping track of in-process 
inventory in manufacturing plants. It is important to know the number of 
acceptable subassemblies and parts in process at each stage of production. 
Such records can be maintained by electronic equipment. 

In actual case studies it is apparent that the application of appro
priate electronic equipment will result in large savings in indirect labor 
in addition to the advantages m~tfest in fast~r operations. Tp~ough sav~ 
ings in indirect labor such equipment often promises to amortize itself 
wi thin two years. 

To meet the requirements of business organizations several basic func
tions must be perforIOOd. Equipment must be provided to encode the business 
information into machine language. Means must be provided to enter the en
coded information into the system in proper order using it to fill orders, 
update records, or perform other required functions. Means must be provided 
to process this summarized data into management reports for purchasing, 
financial records, and other purposes. Printing facilities are required to 
prepare the reports. In many cases facility for interrogating the equipment 
memory for particular information is important. 

So-called general purpose electronic computing equipment does not ful
fill many of the needs encountered in the operation of large scale business. 
In particular the instantaneous selection of data regarding any one of a 
large number of items is beyond the current capabilities of these equip
ments. To perform this function either the capabilities of the general pur
pose units must be greatly extended or speCial purpose equipment must be 
developed. 

Companies designing speCial purpose equipment to fill these needs are 
confronted with a serious problem. The many advantages and unique character 
of electronic data processing equipment indicate that its adoption will 
cause improvements in the information flow procedures in.ma.."!Ybus~-Jl~~~~~~ 
Tnese --rmprove-mehT;S--w1..TIsuggest-cnanges -in business-procedures which, in 
turn, in the course of time may obsolete the special purpose equipment. In 
order to avoid such obsolescence, the electronic equipment manufacturer is 
faced with the problem of designing his equipment to acconunodate optimum 
management data processing procedures. Unfortunately, today no one lmows 
these optimum procedures. An expedient solution might be for the equipment 
manufacturer to utilize operations research methods to design optimmn data 
processing procedures for his prospective client. He must then sell the 
client on converting his business methods over to these procedures which the 
equipment can accommodate. 

The client, on the other hand, who has presumably operated at a profit 
in the past, is faced with eTaluating this proposed operating method and de
Ciding whether it will effect a savings or, indeed, still permit him to oper
ate at a profit. A mistake on the part of the operations research team could 
put quite a dent in the promised savings of the new system and apparatus. 
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A more acceptable and reliable a.pproach to this problem would be to 
supply equipment that would permit the operating business to utilize elec
tronic data processi~~ techniques in its current data processing system. 
If the equipment were suitably flexible, an operations research team wi thin 
the organization, or working in conjunction with the equipment manu.facturer-, 
could modify the client I s procedures a step at a time, moDi tOring the effects 
on the business opera.tion. Thus by an evolutionary rather than a revolu
tionary approach a more efficient operation could be achieved. The equipment 
thus grows with the client f s procedures. As in general purpose scientific 
computers, the use of an internally stored modifiable program, together with 
~ set of well-chosen operational commands, should permit this approach to 
be JUsed. This programming or, in other words, procedural flexibill. ty also 
permits many types of organizations to use similar equipment. 

Wi th this design philosophy in mind hardware is under development. Two 
computers form the nucleus of a system that will fit many applications. One, 
called an Inventory Computer, serves the function of entering the input in
formation maki..ng preliminary calculations, preliminary summarizing, sorting, 
and making elementary decisions. The other, the Management Computer, serves 
the function of updating seasonal records according to the information sup
plied by the Inventory Computer, performing business-type calculations on 
the categories being processed and controlling the operation of an associated 
high-speed printer. 

Application of this equipment can best be illustrated by an example of 
a large scale operation. Although systems have been designed for warehous
ing and distribution organizations, retail businesses, manufacturing con
cerns, and others, the case illustrated will be that of a mail order house. 

Mail Order Operation 

A block diagram of too flow of informa,+·i on in a mail order house opera
tion is shown in Figure 1. 

Incoming orders are processed through cash analyzing or credit as appro
priate, and then proceed to a ticket-pulling operation. Here paperwork in 
the form of tickets, preprinted with the appropriate information such as 
price, weight, and description, is available in racks by catalog number. A 
clerk processes a given customer order, selecting the appropriate ticket for 
each catalog number on the order. The tickets are then manually marked for 
color, size, catalog by which purchased, and quantity. Mailing labels are 
prepared and the orders are scheduled and stamped with a packer number so 
that the people 'Mho will wrap the orders for mailing are uniformly scheduled. 
The tickets are then separated from the customer orders, sorted by the var
ious merchandise departments, and dispatched thereto. At each department 
they are tallied by size, color, and catalog number, flagged if out of stock, 
and released for stock pulling. Each merchandise item is placed, together 
with its pull ticket, on a conveyor belt system for transportation to the 
wrappers. Customer orders are separately routed to the packer. The packer 
number determines the time and the packer station which is to receive the 
merchandise and order. The complete order is merged and packed a.t a packir~ 
station. It is then weighed, stamped, the customer billed, and the mer
chandise shipped. Data gathered at the tally stations serve to prepa.re manage
ment reports on stock condition, sales by item, sales by catalog, etc. 
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Receiting and transfer information is routed to the tally stations to 
correct their inventory figure. The same data is also used to prepare 
reports on purchases, rece:i.vals, and shortages. 

The tally operation often proves troublesome because of seasonal rushes 
and the resultant human errors they induce into the system. The speed-
tally equipment described in a previous paper ideally suits a situation 
where it is necessary to replace a tally operation. A logical extension of 
tallY equipment is a system which automatizes many of the clerical operations 
concerned with utilizing data such as produced by tally in the control of 
merchandising. The equipment to be described in the following material is 
directed toward a large operation requiring high entry rates, complex entry 
operations, detailed management reports, and preliminary accounting data. 

Electronic Control of a Mail Order Operation 

The application of electronic equipment to the mai.l order operation is 
illustrated in Figure 2. The ticket-pulling and preadjusting functions are 
replaced with electrical typewriters directly connected through buffer stor
age facilities to the Inventory Computer. A typewritten form as shown in 
Figure 3 is prepared at this station, this form replacing the preadjusted 
pull ticket. The form also provides for an indication as to whether the 
sale can be made or must be canceled. The top portion of the ticket is man
ually typed direct~ from the customer order. The data is accepted by the 
Inventory Computer which then refers to its memory, looking up description, 
weight, price, available inventory, and tallies. If stock is available the 
machine indicates that the item can be sold and corrects inventory and tallies 
accordingly. Tallies on both sales and cancels are maintained. If the item 
is out of stock the machine corrects only the cancel tally. The updated 
tallies and inventory data are replaced in the Inventory Computer memory and 
the results of the deci'sion, the price extension, and the data looked up 
are routed back to the buffer and thence to the typewriter. One entire 
operation of the Inventory Computer is completed in approximately 1/10 of 
a second. Data on bulk operations involving venders is entered through 
typewriter-prepared perforated tape. A complete record of vender informa
tion, includiI~ purchase orders, due dates~ q~antities~ ~nd financial data 
is maintained in the memory. The typewriter-created tickets are now routed 
through the same operation as the old form of tickets except that no manual 
tally function is required. A speeial station at billi.ng serves to correct 
the comput~r inventoryror those cases where . a sell. dec:'sionis Inade. an~t:tl.Q 
me-r-crumcuse was found on the--slltil.f.~-Such-a--c-()ndItion-can -be causecCby the 
usual factors creating shrinkage. 

PeriOdically the contents of the memory are read off onto magnetic tape 
in ordered form. This tape is fed into the Nanagement Computer, together 
wi th a master record tape containing detailed data on every item sold. The 
master record tape is ordered in the same manner as the updating information 
on the tape prepared by the Inventory Computer. The updating data, together 
wi th the master record tape, is processed by the ¥~ement Computer, using 
a fixed program to create an updated master record tape. No sorting problem 
is encountered because the data is processed by a preset fixed sort. During 
the updating operation report data is placed on magnetic tapes controlled by 
the Management Computer, each report on a separate tape. All output tapes, 
updated master record, and reports are prepared simultaneously. The report 
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tapes, which contain information in the correct format sequence for the re
port, are applied to the printer controller which, via the high-speed printer, 
prepares the reports. 

The Inventory Computer can be interrogated at will for current inventory 
on any item. 

Equipment 

Merchandise control systems of the type described above fit a wide var
iety of applications. The chief difference in the equipment to fill these 
various applications is in the input apparatus. For many types of retail 
operations perforated tape prepared by a cash register or label reader is 
more appropriate. Punch card equipment, direct-connected numeric keyboards, 
or direct-connected label reading devices may be appropriate in other appli
cations. The Inventory and Management Computers, which form the nucleus of 
the system, should. fit any of these systems when sui tably programmed. 

Medium access large scale memory facilities are a key part of the Inven
tory Computer. Facilities for handling variable word lengths with no par
ticular requirements on stock number arrangements are fundamental to flexible 
operation. In one application a memory having an average access time of 25 
milliseconds and having storage facilities for 16.106 bits is required. 
Drum equipment currently available could supply this need. Flexible memory 
addressing requirements are achieved by storing the respective customer 
number along with each group of data in the memory and selecting the right 
group of data by aChieving comparison with the address number and the number 
stored in the memory location. 

The Management Computer utilizes rapid access memory of a more modest 
capacity to store its instructions and data. It stores the data on one 
particular group of information and processes it according to a fixed instruc
tion sequence. In one application 10,000 binary digits of magnetic core 
memory are required to hold. the data, along with an additional 50,000 bits 
of drum memory to hold instructions. Data is processed on a continuous 
basis from magnetic tape input to magnetic tape output. Both input and out
put tapes operate at a maximum rate of apprOximately 1,000 decimal digits per 
second. The Management Computer is capable of controlling ten output tapes 
simultaneously. By means of these auxiliary output tapes the data for dif
ferent managerent reports can be separately organized. These tapes can then 
be detached from the comp~ter and introduced to the printer controller where 
memory facilities for one complete line of information are provided to oper
ate the printer. The printer controls the operation of the tape, transfer
ring in a line of data at a time. Tape motion is intermittent. 

For those applications requiring larger memory capacity with more modest 
access speed requirements a device is in development capable of storing 50·106 
bits each with an access time of less than one second. Such a device when 
coupled with a modest drum memory greatly extends the flexibility of the 
Inventory Computer. 

All of the equipment and techniques used in achieving the computers and 
systems components described above have been developed and put into use by 
laboratories throughout the country. The development of the Inventory and 
Management Computers involve the organization of these components and tech
niqu~s in a manner which has direct application to inventory type problems. 
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